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This paper gives details of the analytical and numerical procedures used 
to solve the basic problem of the scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave 
by an axisymmetric raindrop. A non perturbative solution is obtained by 
expanding the scattered and transmitted fields in terms of spherical vector 
wave functions, so that Maxwell's equations are satisfied exactly in the 
regions exterior and interior to the raindrop, and by combining point 
matching with least-squares fitting to satisfy the boundary conditions on 

the surface of the raindrop with sufficient accuracy. 
Numerical results are presented for scattering by oblate spheroidal rain-

drops, with eccentricity depending on (and increasing with) drop size, 
for two orthogonal polarizations of the incident wave. The calculations 
were made at 4, 11, 18.1, and 30 GHz, in the case in which the direction of 
propagation of the incident wave is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry 
of the raindrop, which is of interest for terrestrial microwave relay systems. 
At 30 GHz, the calculations were also made for the case in which the angle 
between the direction of propagation and the axis of symmetry is 700 and 

50°, since different elevation angles are of interest for satellite systems. 
These basic results were summed earlier over the drop-size distribution to 
calculate the differential attenuation and differential phase shift caused 
by rain, which are of importance in the investigation of cross polarization 
in radio communication systems. 
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We also derive the first-order perturbation approximation to the scatter-
ing by axisymmetric raindrops that are nearly spherical, which generalizes 
Oguchi's results for spheroidal raindrops with small eccentricity. Some 
simplifications that may be made in his formulas are pointed out. The 
perturbation results serve as a useful check on the least-squares-fitting 
procedure applied to spheroidal raindrops with small eccentricity. In 
addition, considerable improvement is obtained in the closeness of the 
perturbation results to the least-squares-fitting ones, in particular for the 
larger drop sizes, by perturbing about an equivolumic spherical raindrop, 
with appropriate perturbation parameter, rather than perturbing about an 
inscribed spherical raindrop, as did Oguchi. Similar comparisons were 
also made earlier for the rain-induced differential attenuation and differ-
ential phase shift, and these quantities were calculated approximately at 
frequencies up to 100 GHz, using the results corresponding to perturbation 
about the equivolumic spherical raindrop. The perturbation results are 
obtained quite inexpensively, whereas the least-squares-fitting procedure is 
very costly. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent short note, the authors and Chu' gave calculated results 
of differential attenuation and differential phase shift caused by rain, 
based on scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave by oblate sphe-
roidal raindrops. These results are of importance in the investigation of 
cross polarization in radio communications systems. In this paper, we 
give details of the analytical and numerical procedures used to solve 
the problem of scattering by a single raindrop, which were only out-
lined in the note. Although the results given in this paper are for 
oblate spheroidal raindrops, the procedures are applicable for axisym-
metric raindrops that are not too nonspherical, and calculations could 
be made for raindrops that are more flattened on the bottom than on 
the top, such as for the shapes determined by Pruppacher and Pitter.2 
Two polarizations of the incident wave, designated I and II, are 

considered, as depicted in Fig. I. The factor e—'«dt has been suppressed. 
In the first polarization, the electric field is parallel to the plane con-
taining the axis of symmetry of the raindrop and the direction of 
propagation of the incident wave. In the second polarization, the elec-
tric field is perpendicular to this plane. The angle between the direction 
of propagation and the axis of symmetry is denoted by a. In terrestrial 
microwave relay systems, a = 900 is of main concern, but other values 
of a are of interest for satellite systems. 
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The incident wave induces a transmitted field in the interior of the 
raindrop and a scattered field. In the far field, the quantities of pri-
mary interest are the complex forward scattering amplitudes,' S1(0) 
and SH (0). In the two polarizations considered, the polarization of the 
far scattered field in the forward direction is the same as that of the 
incident wave. Also of basic interest are the cross sections of the rain-
drop. The total cross sections Q1 and (fil are given in terms of the real 
parts of the forward scattering amplitudes by eq. (39), where ko is the 
free space wave number. We also calculate the scattering cross sections 
(21 and 0'. The absorption cross sections Qà and lg are given in terms 
of the total and scattering cross sections by (38). 
In Section II, we discuss the formulation of the problem of the 

scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave by a single raindrop. 
Spherical coordinates are chosen with polar axis along the axis of sym-
metry of the raindrop, and origin interior to it, as in Fig. 2. The scat-
tered field is expanded in terms of solutions of the vector wave equa-
tion, with wave number ko, which satisfy the radiation condition. An 
analogous expansion is assumed for the transmitted field inside the 
raindrop, in terms of vector wave functions, with wave number k1 
Nko, which are finite at the origin. Here, N is the complex refrac-

tive index of the raindrop. The complex coefficients in the expansions 
are to be determined by satisfying the boundary conditions, namely, 
the continuity of the tangential components of the total electric and 
magnetic fields across the surface of the raindrop. 
In Section III, the incident field is expanded in a (complex) Fourier 

series in the azimuthal angle it). Because of the axial symmetry of the 
raindrop, the problem can be decomposed and the boundary conditions 
satisfied independently for each term of the Fourier series. In Section 
III, expressions are also given for the forward scattering amplitudes 
and the scattering cross sections in terms of the coefficients in the ex-
pansion of the scattered field. In addition, we express the total and 
scattering cross sections for an elliptically polarized incident wave in 
terms of those for the two linearly polarized incident waves under 
consideration. 
In Section IV, we give expressions for the first-order approximations 

to the coefficients in the expansions of the scattered and transmitted 
fields for axisymmetric raindrops that are nearly spherical. These 
results generalize those given by 0guchi4 for spheroidal raindrops with 
small eccentricity. Since our derivation follows closely the one given 
by Oguchi, we omit most details. However, we point out some simplifi-
cations that may be made in his expressions. 
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In Section V, we discuss an approximate nonperturbative solution 
to the problem of scattering by an axisymmetric raindrop. For each 
term in the Fourier series expansion in the azimuthal angle cp , the four 
boundary conditions should be satisfied on the cross-sectional bound-
ary curve r = R(0), 0  O  which defines the shape of the rain-
drop. Only a finite number of coefficients in the expansions of the 
scattered and transmitted fields is considered. These coefficients are 
determined approximately by requiring the boundary conditions to 
be satisfied in a least-squares sense at a total number of points on the 
cross-sectional curve that is greater than the number of unknown 
coefficients. 
In Section V, we also discuss the advantage of using least-squares 

fitting rather than collocation, in which the total number of fitting 
points is equal to the number of unknown coefficients that are then 
determined by solving a system of simultaneous linear equations. 
After we had completed the calculations for scattering by oblate 
spheroidal raindrops at 4, 18.1, and 30 GHz, a paper was published by 
Oguchi' in which he carried out similar calculations for a = 900 at 
19.3 and 34.8 GHz and used collocation for the expansions in terms of 
spherical vector wave functions. At 34.8 GHz, he also used an expansion 
in terms of spheroidal wave functions and truncated the infinite system 
of equations which he derived from the boundary conditions. 
In Section VI, the least-squares-fitting program and some subsidiary 

programs are discussed. The numerical routines used for calculating the 
special functions that enter into the boundary conditions are also 
described. In addition, some indication of the running times involved 
and the storage requirements are given. 
In Section VII, we first discuss the checks that were made on the 

least-squares-fitting program. These include comparison with the Mie 
theory' of the results of scattering by spherical raindrops at different 
angles of incidence. We also compare extrapolated results for oblate 
spheroidal raindrops with small eccentricity to the first-order perturba-
tion results. 
We then discuss our calculations of the scattering by oblate sphe-

roidal raindrops, for which the ratio of minor to major semiaxis depends 
linearly on the radius a (in centimeters) of the equivolumic spherical 
drop; specifically, 

a/b = (1 — ct), ab' — a.  (1) 

This relationship is similar to that used by Oguchi.4,5  The rain-induced 
attenuation and phase shift were calculated' for both polarizations by 
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summing the real and imaginary parts of the forward scattering ampli-
tudes over the Laws and Parsons drop-size distribution, as quoted by 
Setzer.7 Thus, for rain rates up to 150 milimeters per hour, there are 
14 different drop sizes, a = 0.025 (0.025)0.35, to be considered. 
The calculations were done for wavelengths of 7.5, 2.727, 1.6575, 

and 1.0 cm, corresponding to frequencies of approximately 4, 11, 18.1, 
and 30 GHz. The refractive indices N at 20°C were obtained from an 
elaborate fitting equation in a recently published survey' of available 
measured data (except at 4 GHz, for which older data were used, since 
the calculations at that frequency were made at an earlier date). The 
angle of incidence a was taken to be 90° at 4, 11, and 18.1 GHz, while 
at 30 GHz the calculations were done for a = 70° and a = 50° also. 
The calculated values of the forward scattering amplitudes Si (0) and 
(0) are given in Tables II to VII, and those of the total cross sections 

Q't and CNI and the scattering cross sections Q; and  are given in 
Tables VIII to XIII. Section VII concludes by discussing some cal-
culations using collocation and mentioning some checks on Oguchi's 
calculations at 19.3 and 34.8 GHz. 
In Section VIII, we compare three sets of first-order perturbation 

results with those obtained by least-squares fitting for oblate sphe-
roidal raindrops. One set of results corresponds to perturbation about a 
spherical raindrop with radius equal to the length a of the minor semi-
axis of the spheroidal raindrop, which was the procedure used by 
Oguchi.4 The other two sets correspond to perturbations about the 
equivolumic spherical raindrop, with different perturbation param-
eters that are consistent for small drop sizes. Considerable improve-
ment is obtained in the closeness of the perturbation results to the 
least-squares-fit results by perturbing about the equivolumic spherical 
raindrop with the appropriate perturbation parameter. The compari-
sons are presented graphically in Figs. 3 to 14. The values of the 
forward scattering amplitude 8(0) and the total and scattering cross 
sections Qt and Q, for the equivolumic spherical raindrops are given in 
Tables XIV to XVII. These values are independent of the polarization 
of the incident wave and of the angle of incidence a. 
The three sets of perturbation results for the differential quantities 

0', — (A and Im[ST (0) — Si/ (0)] are compared in Figs. 15 to 23 with 
those obtained by least-squares fitting for oblate spheroidal raindrops. 
Again, considerable improvement is obtained by perturbing about the 
equivolumic spherical raindrop. In a recent short note,' similar com-
parisons were made for the rain-induced differential attenuation and 
differential phase shift. Moreover, these quantities were calculated 
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approximately at frequencies up to 100 GHz, using the two sets of 
results corresponding to perturbations about the equivolumic spherical 
raindrop. The perturbation results are obtained quite inexpensively, 
whereas the least-squares-fitting procedure is very costly. 
The appendices contain some details that it was considered desirable 

to omit from the main text. 

II. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

We now consider the problem of scattering of a plane electromag-
netic wave by a single raindrop. Suppressing the factor e-u", where CO 

is the angular frequency, the divergenceless electric and magnetic 
fields E and H satisfy Maxwell's equations" 

V X E = iwitoll,  V X H  —  e)E,  (2) 

where go is the constant permeability, 0- is the conductivity, and e is 
the dielectric constant. Exterior to the raindrop 0- = 0 and E =  60, 

while interior to it o- = 0-1 and E =  El. The appropriate boundary con-
ditions" are that the tangential components of the total electric and 
magnetic fields be continuous across the surface of the raindrop. Let 

k° = /Ago (C.41 E  itT), (3) 

with Re(k) > O. Then the free space wave number is ko = w(goeo)1" 
and the wave number in the raindrop is 

lc, = Nko, 

where N is the complex index of refraction of water. 
We consider two polarizations of the incident wave depicted in Fig. 

1. We choose Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) with origin interior to the 

Fig. 1—Two polarizations of the incident wave. 
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raindrop and z-axis coinciding with the axis of symmetry of the rain-
drop. The direction of propagation of the incident wave is perpendicu-
lar to the y-axis and inclined at an angle a to the z-axis. In the first 
polarization, the magnetic field is assumed parallel to the y-axis and 
the incident fields are given by 

El = EI (cos ai — sin ak) exp [iko (x sin a ± z cosa)], 
(5) 

Hl = —ko Eij exp [iko(x sin a  z cos a)], 
who 

where i, j, and k denote unit vectors parallel to the coordinate axes. In 
the second polarization, the electric field is assumed parallel to the 
y-axis and the incident fields are given by 

= Enj exp [iko(x sin a  z cos a)] 

and 
—ko = E„ (cos ai — sin ak) exp [iko(x sin a ± z cos a)]. 
Who 

(6) 

We now consider the problem of representing the scattered and 
transmitted fields induced by the incident wave. It is convenient to 
introduce spherical coordinates (r, 0, ço) with corresponding unit vec-
tors i,, i2, and ia as depicted in Fig. 2. Then the equations 

v x M = kN,  V X N  kM  (7) 

are satisfied by the spherical vector wave functions," 

M.(k) = z.(kr)eimet  Pe'l (cos 0)i2 dnni d(rs (8) 
sin 0 

and 
n  N..(k) --= e  z(kr)  nsin(n ± 1)  peil (cos e)il + [ zn(kr)kr  z,:(kr)] 
kr 

x[ cinni jo cos 0) o P;iml (cos 0)i31} • (9) 

Here z, denotes a spheical Bessel function" of order n and Pe de-
notes the associated Legendre function" (of the first kind) of degree n 
and order 1m I, where m is a positive or negative integer, and n is an 
integer with n  I in I and n  O. The prime denotes derivative with 
respect to the argument. As a matter of convenience, we have chosen 
to use complex linear combinations of the even and odd spherical 
vector wave functions." 
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Fig. 2—Cartesian and spherical coordinates. 

Outside the raindrop, the total electromagnetic field is the sum of 
the incident field of the plane wave and the scattered field. The scat-
tered field must satisfy the radiation condition and, consequently, in 
view of eqs. (2), (3), and (7), we assume expansions of the form 

and 

E 8  =."  f  E Eam.m2,1(ko) + b..Ngl(ko)] nz=-. nklml 
nO0 

iko ' He = —  E  E [an,„N (k 0) + bmn ittel(ko)], 
WI.10 7n- - .» ninzi 

nO0 

(10) 

where the superscript 3 denotes that spherical Bessel functions of the 
third kind, i.e., spherical Hankel functions of the first kind, are used. 
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Thus, in (8) and (9), z.(kor) =  (kor). For icor »1, 

(icor) (— i)  e ikor, he 
icor ' 

(12) 

so that the expansions in (10) and (11) involve outgoing waves. 
Analogous expansions are assumed for the transmitted field inside 

the raindrop except that, since the origin of the coordinate system is 
interior to the raindrop, spherical Bessel functions of the first kind 
must be used so that the field remains finite at r = O. Also, the wave 
number inside the raindrop is ki, as given by (4). Thus, we assume ex-
pansions of the form 

and 

E' = —  E  E Ec..MZ;(ki.) + d.Ne,(ki)]  (13) 
nO0 

H' = —  E  E Ecm,,Ng?(k,.) + dmniVeM(k.)], 
.mo m= - nImI 

7100 

(14) 

where the superscript 1 indicates that z.(kir) = j,t(kir) in (8) and (9). 
The unknown (complex) coefficients am., bm., cm., and d.,. in (10), 

(11), (13), and (14) must be determined from the boundary conditions. 
The surface of the raindrop is given by 

r = R(0),  0  0  r,  0  cp 2ir,  (15) 

where it is assumed that R(0) is a single-valued, continuously differ-
entiable function of O. The continuity of the tangential components of 
the total electric and magnetic fields across the surface of the raindrop 
implies that, for r =  

Eàs = E,  (16) 

+ H = H,  (17) 

1 dR  1 dR 
ET  —R d0 (Ef  Ef) =  (18) R d0 

1 dR  1 dR 
(1-1  + Ho  R cT3 

(19) 

where E = E • i; and H = H•ii and the incident fields Ei and 
are given by (5) or (6). 
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III. FAR-FIELD QUANTITIES 

Because of the axial symmetry of the raindrop, it is convenient to 
expand the incident plane wave in a (complex) Fourier series in the 
azimuthal angle e, and we write 

ce 

Ei =  E eni(r, 0)eimf ,  Hi =  E h. (r, O)eim-4'.  (20) 
77t = — 

It follows from (5) and (6) that 

and 

m = — 

k  
e;„ (r, 0) =--  0),  h;„ (r, 0) = EI g. (r, 0)  (21) 

Wh o 

(r, 0) =  0),  (r, 0) = —EH —ko f.(r, 0),  (22) 

where expressions for fm (r, 0) and g.(r, 0) are derived in Appendix A 
and are given by eqs. (79) and (80). 
If the boundary conditions (16) to (19) are multiplied by e—im9' and 

integrated with respect to (Jr, from 0 to 2r, then a set of four equations 
involving the unknown coefficients a, b„„„ Cm,» and d„,„ is obtained 
for each m. These equations are given by (81) to (84) in Appendix A, 
where we have used the notations sin; = em•ii and h.; --- 11.•ii. It 
follows readily from (21), (22), and (79) to (84) that, for the first 
polarization of the incident wave, 

„I 
w_mn  am,» 

CI—nen = 

and for the second polarization 
II a_  am,,, = 

11 
v—mn — Cm,, 

Jj  = bLn, 

--- 

bil„m = 

e nn = —dun. 

(23) 

(24) 

Thus, it is sufficient to consider only nonnegative values of m. 
It is worth noting that, if the raindrop is symmetrical about the 

plane O = r/2, i.e., R(T — 0) = R(0), 0  O  r/2, then some further 
reductions may be made. In particular, in the case a = r/2, it is found 
that 

and 

aL,1.1-1-2s1-1 = O= ci.j.,1+23+1, 

b;„4.1+2,, = O = 4,1.1+2s, 

uin.Inti+28 = = cei,,m, +2s, 

bg1.1+2.+1 = o = 
for s = 0, 1, 2, • • • , so that alternate coefficients vanish. Reductions 

(25) 
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may still be made in the case of a  r/2 by considering the sum and 
the difference of the boundary conditions corresponding to a and to 

(2r - a), as shown in Appendix B. We have not utilized these 
reductions in the program for calculating the unknown coefficients, 
since we wanted the program to be applicable to raindrops without a 
meridional plane of symmetry, that is, those raindrops flattened more 
on the bottom than on the top. However, (25) and (26) served as a 
useful check on the program in the calculations for spheroidal rain-
drops with a = 1 2. 
We describe in Section V how we obtain approximate values of (a 

finite number of) the coefficients a.., b.., cm., and dm., but we now 
turn to the quantities of physical interest. We consider only the far 
scattered field, so that k or >> 1. Thus, we restrict our attention to the 
leading term in the asymptotic expansion of the spherical Bessel func-
tion of the third kind, as given by (12). Also, it follows that 

(_¡\ 
(kor )    e  ht. 

k or 

Then, from (8) to (11), it is found that 

kore—ikarE a 

E  E m=—. nkiml (—i)n-Fli am n[ de'l (cos 0) i 3  si.nio PJ,m1(cos 0)i2] 
c10 

n,'0 

and 

(27) 

ib. 
Edn'n1 (cos 0) + im  -  i2 Pei' (cos 0)i3i e'me  (28) 

c10  sin0 

zomo}-18 — ¡coil X E'.  (29) 

Of particular interest are the scattered fields in the forward direction, 
corresponding to 0 = a, i = 0, for which, from (76), 

(cos ai - sin ak) = i2,  j = ja. (30) 

From (5), (6), (23), (24), and (28) to (30), it follows that the far 
scattered field in the forward direction has the same polarization as the 
incident wave for either polarization. The forward scattering ampli-
tudes are' 

and 

Si (0) = —1 (cos ai - sin ak) • hm { - ikore-ikorEf Ie_a, „,-01 (31) 
E x 

1 . . 
Su (0) -=  j •  { -ikore-ik"Eli (32) 
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Thus, for the first polarization of the incident wave, 

05 

E1& (0) = E  E (—i) m - _ co ne.iml 
n00 

n-1 

dP1m1(cos a) 
X [ ' In Pell (cos a) -F- b;,,,  "  ] (33) anzn . 

da sin a 

and for the second polarization, 

CO 

Eipsn (0) = E  E (—i) n+2  
tra= -.0 rIl-rnj 

nO0 

X [ag. d nni da(COS a) + bgn 711 pe.I ( cos  a)]. (34) 
sin a  ' 

The energy scattered by the raindrop isi5 

Tv. = -,_,1 Re f 2= .' J [e (H )* — K1(1-1) *]r2 sin Ocledgp,  (35) 
4  0  0 

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. The calculation of W„ 
using the asymptotic form of the scattered fields given by (28) and 
(29) and letting r ---> co , is outlined in Appendix C. It is found that 

2ir ‘"  n(n + 1)(n + Imp! 
W a =  E  E (1a..1 2 + ib..1 2). (36 ) coihoko ng = -. 7,1,7,1 (2n + 1)(n, — Imp! 

The scattering cross section Q. is defined as the ratio of the scattered 
energy flow to the mean energy flow of the incident wave per unit area. 
Thus," 

Qi _ 2comoWI Qp = 2cogoWP 
s koEiLl '  kengli 

(37) 

The total (extinction) cross section is the sum of the scattering and 
absorption cross sections, so that 

Q1 = Q1 + (2.1,  Qr = 0' + Q11.  (38) 

(We note that van de HuLst" uses the notations C..„ C., and Catei for 
Qg, Q,, and Qa, respectively.) It is "known"" that 

4r 
(211 = —1ct ReSI (0),  WI = -74 ReSu (0),  (39) le, 

so that (38) may be used to determine the absorption cross sections (X, 
and Val. The relations (39) which are consistent with the optical 
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theorem may be verified directly from the relations 

_   

keie 
and the expression for the total energy" 

We = -1 Jo Re I. 2T  2   Jo- EEI(Ho*  E;(H i)* 

koEnlll i 
— 2copowp 

(40 ) 

—  — E;(H;) *]/.2 sin Ociedip,  (41) 

and a few of the details are given in Appendix C. 
Let us now consider an (in general) elliptically polarized incident 

wave that is the sum of the two linearly polarized incident waves 
under consideration; i.e., 

Ei = El + Eh  (42) 

Then the scattered electric field is 

E' = Ei + Eli,  (43) 

and, as shown in Appendix C, 

(Eigi(21 + El/Bl air) 
(44 ) 

(E/E:  EnEL) 
and 

En e e) =  (45) 
(EIE4; EnEii) 

Since for polarizations I and II the far scattered field in the forward 
direction has the same polarization as the incident wave, it follows from 
(31), (32), and (43) that the far scattered field in the forward direction 
for the elliptically polarized incident wave is given by 

ieik° 
—kor [E/Si (0) (cos ai — sin ak)  EnS// (0)j].  (46) 

Thus, from (39) and (44) to (46), it suffices to calculate SI (0), SH (0), 
W, and QV. The relation between the polarizations of the incident field 
and the far scattered field in the forward direction may be determined 
from (42) and (46), using (5) and (6). 

IV. FIRST-ORDER PERTURBATION THEORY 

Oguchi considered spheroidal raindrops with small eccentricity and 
carried out a perturbation expansion originally determining the first-
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order approximation' and later the second-order one." We have cal-
culated the first-order approximation for axisynunetric raindrops that 
are nearly spherical, so that the surface of the raindrop is given by 
r = R (0), 0  O ir, where 

R(0) = a[1  (0) ± • • • 1 11,1 «1.  (47) 

Our derivation follows closely the one given by Oguchi.4 Since the cal-
culations are somewhat lengthy and involved, we merely outline the 
procedure, state the results, and point out some simplifications that 
may be made in the expressions given by Oguchi. 
The incident wave may be expanded in terms of spherical vector 

wave functions,4'9 and the expansions are given by eqs. (116) and (117) 
in Appendix D. These expansions are consistent with those given by 
Oguchi, but the reader should bear in mind that, in addition to using 
the even and odd spherical vector wave functions, Oguchi has as-
sumed the time factor etc", and his waves propagate in the opposite 
direction to ours. Corresponding to (47), the coefficients in the expan-
sions (10), (11), (13), and (14) are expanded in the form 

amn =  va,S4 4- • • • , b.. = b  v b ± • • • ,  (48) 

=  Pcg) -I- • • • , d = d ± d ± • • • .  (49) 

Appendix D indicates how these coefficients may be determined from 
the boundary conditions (81) to (84). 
The zero-order approximation, with 1) = 0 in (47), corresponds to a 

spherical raindrop of radius a. We have, for n  1m1 and n  0, 

(0) 
amn = amnan, 

and 
(0) 
Cmn = a m ne re, 

where 

= 0..b.  (50) 

amn =  (51) 

aLn _ —in+1.(2n ± 1) (n — I m 1) ! ni  ¡Pg. 
n(n  1)(n ±  nil)!  sin a Pe'l (cos a)  —  , (52) En 

en„  — in+1(2n ± 1) (n — I m1) ! der' (cos a) =_Umn (53) 
EI  n(n  1)(n ± I m I)!  doz 

and expressions for the quantities a., b., c., and d . (which do not depend 
on the polarization) are given by eqs. (119) to (122) in Appendix D, 
where p = koa and the functions F.(e) and G. (e) are defined in (118). 
For a = 0, the coefficients vanish unless Im I = 1, and the well-known 
Mie solution6 is recovered. 
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The first-order corrections to the coefficients are given by 

= j.(N p)X „,„,  ce,71 =  (p)X „i„, (54) 

= n(N p)Y  .(N  (55) 
and 

(,) e =  + h. (P)Z,..,  (56) 

where 

Xmn -= (1 — N2) p3c. E [d22G,(Np)J,Iii + ic22 jz(N p)1,71],  (57) 
iImI 
LOO 

Ymn  = (N2 — 1) p'd. E [eZiji(Np)./: — idgGi(Np)na  (58) 
I* 1 

and 

Z  = — i(N2 — 1) pd. E dgij,(Np)Hz.  (59) 
1ImI 

The quantities H:, I:, and Ji in (57) to (59) involve integrals over 
the perturbation of the raindrop surface from the sphere. Specifically, 

2(n + Iml)!   
(2n + 1) (n — I m I) ! 

1(1 -I- 1)  eml (cos 0)eimi (cos 0) sin Ocri(e)dO,  (60) 

2n(n + 1)(n + 1m I) ! jm 
(2n + 1)(m — I m l) ! 

f [demi (cos 0) dPe (cos 8)  
de  do 

M 2 

n2 0 P  (cos iii)emi (cos 0)] sin 00-1(0)dO,  (61) 

and 

2n (n + 1) (n + 1m I ) !jm 
= (2n + 1) (n — I nz ) ! nl  

if. demi (cos 0)  
--. m 1 [Pimi (cos 0)  ' 

Jo do 

den' (cos 0)  
+  Pe'l (cos 0)] i(0)d0.  (62) 

dB 

The above results were obtained after considerable algebra and 
after using the simplifications given in eqs. (125) to (131) in Appendix 
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D. The expressions in (54) to (56) hold for both polarizations of the 
incident wave, and the only quantities therein that depend on the 
polarization are the zero-order coefficients c;,°2 and WO, which enter into 
the expressions given in (57) to (59) and are given by (51) to (53). 
In general, there are infinitely many terms in the sums in (57) to (59), 
but in particular cases there are only a finite number of terms. 
Thus, for a spheroidal raindrop with 

R(0) = a(1 — y sin' 0)--i = a(1 ± lv sin' 0 + • • • ),  (63) 

we have (71(0) = sin' 0, from (47). The integrals in (60) to (62) may 
be evaluated explicitly, and it is found that In and el vanish unless 
/ = n, n + 2, or n — 2, and J;z'i vanishes unless 1 = n — 1 or n  1. The 
explicit expressions for these quantities are given by eqs. (137), (139), 
and (142) in Appendix E, in which ôt,‘ denotes the Kronecker delta, 
i.e., oz. = 1 for 1 = n, and 0 otherwise. We have verified that our results 
for the spheroid are consistent with those of Oguchi,4 provided that 
simplifications corresponding to those in eqs. (123) and (127) to (130) 
are made in his expressions, and due allowance is made for the differ-
ences in notation. We remark that similar simplifications may be made 
in Oguchi's expressions even in the case in which the permeability of the 
spheroid differs from the free space value. 
As is seen later, it is advantageous to obtain the first-order approxi-

mation for a spheroidal raindrop by perturbing about the equivolumic 
sphere, rather than the inscribed sphere as 0guchi4 did. If  is the 
radius (in centimeters) of the equivolumic sphere, then, from (1), 

a = à(1 — Cc)i,  =  Ci(2 -  (64) 

Hence, from (63), 

R(0) = ci[1. ± 2a@ sin' 0 —  + 0 (&)] 
a[1 + pa sin' 0 —  -I- 0(v2)]. (65) 

We must now replace p by  koa and add terms to the expressions in 
(60) to (62) corresponding to  (0) = —1. It is readily found, using the 
orthogonality relation for the Legendre functione and equations (102) 
and (103), that these additional terms correspond to 

tU =  (n  1\  2'm_  =  =  

We also remark that the use of the perturbation parameter  = 2à, 
rather than y as given by (64), generally gives better results for the 
larger drop sizes. 
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V. LEAST-SQUARES-FITTING PROCEDURE 

We now discuss the calculation of an approximate nonperturbative 
solution of the scattering problem. As mentioned in Section III, it is 
sufficient to determine the unknown coefficients for nonnegative values 
of m and then to use the relationships in (23) or (24). For m = 0, 1, 2, 
• • • , the boundary conditions in (81) to (84) take the form 

— E Ea.A.,(0)  b.R.,(0) 
n 
no 

C.nemn (0) +  = 0. (67) 

for q = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 0  0 ir, where 

K,,,i(0) = emo (R(0), 0),  K.2(0) — iwkeo° h„,8(R(0), 0),  (68) 

K.3(0) = emo (R(0), 0) -I- 1  dR R(0)  emi (R(0), 0), 
d8 

and 

(69) 

imp°  1 dR 
K.4 (0) =  (0), 0) + —R(0) —de h,,n(R(0), 0)].  (70) 

The function R(0) describes the shape of the raindrop. The functions 
em;  = em•ii and h., = hm•i, are given by (21) or (22), depending on 
the polerization of the incident wave, where expressions for 1„,(r, 0) 
and ger, 0) are given by (79) and (80). The functions  „,„(0), 

C.,(0), D.,(0), which do not depend on the polarization, 
involve the spherical Bessel functions of the first and third kinds and 
the associated Legendre functions and the derivatives of each of these 
functions. In view of (4), the argument of the spherical Bessel functions 
of the first kind is complex. 
For each ni there are infinitely many unknown coefficients am., b., 

c., and 4, To obtain an approximate solution, only a finite number 
of coefficients is considered. One procedure is to truncate the sum in 
(67) at n = No, say, and then to satisfy the boundary conditions at 
the points 0 = 0, t = 1, • • • , (No — m +1 — (3„,0), which are ap-
propriately selected, e.g., uniformly spaced in the interval 0 to ir. This 
was the procedure adopted by Oguchi,5 and it leads to a system of 
simultaneous linear equations for the coefficients. We refer to this pro-
cedure, in which the total number of fitting points is equal to the 
number of unknown coefficients, as collocation. 
The method of collocation was used by Mullin et al." for the much 

simpler two-dimensional scalar problem of scattering by a perfectly 
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conducting cylinder of smooth contour, which is not a gross perturba-
tion from the circular. In this problem, there is only one set of unknown 
coefficients to be determined, namely, that occurring in the expansion 
of the scattered field. Mullin et al. checked the results for the circular 
cylinder obtained by collocation with the known analytical results and 
also considered elliptic cylinders (with ratio of minor to major axis of 
1, in particular). Before tackling the raindrop problem, we considered 
the same problems as Mullin et al., but combined point matching with 
least-squares fitting. 
Thus, instead of using collocation, we satisfied the (single) boundary 

condition in a least-squares sense at a larger number of points than the 
number of unknown coefficients in the truncated expansion of the 
scattered field. We found that a significant improvement could be 
obtained in the overall fit of the boundary condition, although the far 
field quantities were not affected as significantly. This is because the 
higher-order coefficients are more significant on the boundary than in 
the far field. However, the accuracy of the lower-order coefficients is 
affected by the goodness of fit of the boundary condition. With colloca-
tion, there were much larger errors in the boundary condition (in 
between the fitting points) than with least-squares fitting with a suffi-
ciently large number of points. 
Since the fit of the boundary condition for the elliptic cylinder be-

comes poorer with increasing eccentricity, we considered it desirable 
to use least-squares fitting rather than collocation for the raindrop 
problem. Thus, in order to approximately satisfy the boundary condi-
tions (67), we minimized the quantities 

4 
A.  E tv.„ E K„,<,(8/.) — E Ect..A.q(01.) —1  -1  m 0o 

+ bm„B.,(0/.) +  +  12 (71) 

for each m = 0, • • • , M, with respect to the (complex) coefficients ct„,„, 
c,„„, and  where ?Dn., > 0 are appropriate weights and Ozm are 

appropriate points in the interval 0 to w. It is assumed that 

x.  N„, — m + 1 — (1.0,  (72) 

so that the total number of fitting points is not less than the number 
of unknown coefficients to be determined. In the case of equality in 
(72), least-squares fitting is equivalent to collocation. 
The programs for carrying out least-squares fitting and for calculat-

ing the special functions occurring in the functions in (71) with arg'u-
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ment Oim are described in the next section. Actually, more flexibility was 
built into the least-squares-fitting program, allowing for truncation of 
the sums in (67) at different limits for each of the coefficients am„, 
c.., and dmn, and for X,„ and Oi. in (71) to depend on q, so that each of 
the four boundary conditions could be fit at different points, and in 
particular at a different number of them. It was anticipated that the 
least-squares-fit subroutine might become overloaded, in which case 
it would be desirable to hold the number of coefficients to a minimum. 
It turned out, however, that the subroutine was able to handle almost 
100 (complex) coefficients without difficulty. Similarly, it might be 
desirable to keep the total number of fitting points to a minimum, and 
hence to use fewer fitting points for those of the four boundary condi-
tions that are easier to fit. Again, it was not found necessary to do this 
for the calculations carried out so far. 
For the calculations of this paper we took the weights to be inde-

pendent of m and q, i.e., w„,« 1, since it was generally found that the 
difference was tolerable between the magnitudes of the maximum error 
in the fit of each of the four boundary conditions. We at first considered 
factoring out (sin 0)m-1, for m  2, from the boundary conditions (67), 
but decided against it since we felt that the absolute, rather than the 
relative, error in the fit of the boundary conditions was important. 
However, because of the presence of this factor, we did experiment 
with unequally spaced fitting points which were closer together in the 
neighborhood of ir/ 2. We decided that equally spaced fitting points 
would suffice, provided that enough were used. The total number of 
fitting points was usually taken to be slightly more than twice the num-
ber of unknown coefficients, i.e., X„, > 2 (Nm — m  1 — 6„,0). 
Generally, N., the upper limit of n in (71), was taken to be inde-

pendent of m, i.e., N.  No, ni = 0, • • • , M. The choice of No and M 
depended both on drop size and on frequency. The choice of M was 
based on the rate of convergence of the outer sums in the expressions 
in (33), (34), and (36) for the far field quantities. On the other hand, 
to ensure the accuracy of the lower-order terms in the inner sums, it is 
necessary to take more terms in n than are really needed in the cal-
culation of the far field quantities. A convergence test was carried out 
by doing the calculations for N„ -= N0, (go + 2) and (go + 4). 

VI. NUMERICAL ROUTINES 

The program to compute the complex coefficients am., b.., cm., dm., 
the scattering cross section Q., and the forward scattering amplitude 
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8(0) for the two polarizations of the incident wave is written in Fortran 
IV for a Honeywell 6070 computer. It uses the complex arithmetic and 
math routines (such as sin, cos) written for that system. The program 
is written as a three-part package; the first part consists of a driver 
routine which sets up core storage for the least-squares matrix and 
associated vectors and the following subroutines: 

L2FIT—The main subroutine which computes the elements of the 
complex matrix for input to the least-squares-fitting pro-
cedure and controls the other subroutines. 

CLSTSQ—Computes a least-squares fit for a linear system with com-
plex coefficients; the algorithm and Fortran routine were 
written by P. Businger of Bell Laboratories. 

BJYNC—Computes the Bessel functions J.(z), Y .(z), for z complex, 
n a nonnegative integer; the algorithm and Fortran sub-
routine package were written by E. Sonnenblick of Bell 
Laboratories. 

SBES—Computes the spherical Bessel functions j.(x), y. (x), x real, 
n a nonnegative integer. 

CSB—Computes the spherical Bessel function j. (z), z complex, 
n a nonnegative integer. 

SLEG—Computes the associated Legendre functions P'„ (cos 0), 
n nonnegative integers. 

The second part of the package is the routine 

SQS—Computes the forward scattering amplitude 8(0) and the 
scattering and total cross sections Qs, Qt for both polariza-
tions from the least-squares-fit solutions. 

The third part is a computational check on the least-squares fit. It 
consists of a driver routine as in the first part, the function subroutines 
BJYNC, SBES, CBS, SLEG, and the main subroutine 

CHECK—Checks the accuracy of the least-squares computation of 
am., b,.., Cmn dmn by using these coefficients to compute the 
boundary fit at points in addition to those used to obtain 
the coefficients. 

The internal computations of all the subroutines except CSB (see 
detailed description below) are done in double-precision arithmetic; 
on the Honeywell 6070 this means 18 digits are used for all computa-
tions. The function values (Bessel, spherical Bessel, Legendre), how-
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ever, are returned as single-precision numbers (8 digits), since the 
accuracy of any more digits could not always be guaranteed. 
The main subroutine, L2FIT, sets up the complex matrix to mini-

mize the quantities (71). Instead of the limit N. in (71), the program 
actually breaks the summation on n into four parts, using limits a„„ 
13.,, 7m, b,,, for the coefficients am,,, b,.., z.., d.., respectively; further, 
it replaces the limit X. in the sum on I with four limits, X... Thus, for 
each m = 0, 1, • • • , M the matrix equation to be minimized takes the 
form 11A •x — 1311  0, where A is an L-by-Ar matrix with L, N, which 
are both dependent on m, defined as follows: 

4 
L = E x., 

g-i 

and 

N = a. -1- i3. +  + 5n. — 4(m — 1 + (3,,,o)• 

Although the basic functions (Bessel, Legendre, and derivatives of 
these) are returned to L2FIT in single precision, the calculations of the 
elements A ,, Bmnq, Crnn q, D , in the least-squares matrix and K„,g 
in the vector of constants, b, are carried out and left in double precision 
for input to the least-squares-minimization program. To facilitate 
changing the raindrop shape and spacing of points on the boundary, 
the quantities Os. and R(01.) are computed in subroutines called by 
this routine. 
The routine CLSTSQ uses elementary Hermitian (or Householder) 

transformations to compute a linear least-squares solution to the 
equation 11A • x — 1311 = min. The algorithm is an adaptation of an 
algorithm for a real matrix written by P. Businger and G. H. Golub." 
The routine CHECK uses the coefficients an,,,, b„,„, c,.., d.. from 

CLSTSQ as input into the expressions in (67) to compute the fit of 
the boundary condition in between the fitting points as well as at the 
fitting points. The goodness of this fit provides a check on the accuracy 
of the computed coefficients. 
The computation of the elements for the least-squares matrix and 

constant vector requires values of J .(x), j,, (z), y,, (x), j,, (z), 13", (cos 0), 
where x and 0 are real, z is complex, and n and m are nonnegative 
integers. The routine to compute J,, (z), BJYNC" uses a downward 
recursion scheme (compute JN, Jjy-1, • • • , J O for 1 xi > 0.1 and uses 
the power series expansion of J,, (z) for 1x1  0.1. Comparison of the 
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results of this routine with tables in Abramowitz and Stegun" for x 
values ranging from 0 to 5 yielded complete agreement in all cases. 
The real spherical Bessel functions, j.(x) and y (x), are computed 

recursively in the routine SBES using the algorithm of D. S. Drum-
heller," an improved version of Miller's algorithm. 
Miller's algorithm for j. (x) is: Let g N+1 (x)  0, gN (x) = 10-20  (some 

small fixed number); generate gitr_1(x), • • • , go(x) from the recurrence 
relations, g n_i(x) = (2n -I- 1)z—'g(z) — g .4.1(x), satisfied by the 
spherical Bessel functions ;25  compute jo(x) = x sin z; normalize ii(x) 

= g i(x) • La(-).1 1 = 0, 1, • • f • N 
g o  ( X )   

Drumheller's algorithm generates ascending orders of y.(x) re-
cursively, starting from Rayleigh's formulas" for yo(x), yi(x) up to 
some order N, where N is strictly limited only by the relation 

yN(x)  max — the largest number the computer can handle 
(for the Honeywell 6070, max  1038). 

Letting 
.fN(x) = 0,  .htt—i(x) = — (x2YN(x))-1, 

the algorithm then generates fN_2(x), • • • , fo(x) recursively, using the 
recurrence relations satisfied by the spherical Bessel functions. Al-
though, as Drumheller points out, fo (x) = 10(x) to some degree of 
precision (determined to a large extent by N), to ensure exactness in 
the lower orders of j. (x) and to shift any error to the higher-order, 
smaller-magnitude terms, we calculate 50(x) exactly and normalize 

• • • , jw(x) as in Miller's algorithm. We compared these results 
to tables in Abramowitz and Stegun26 and in the U. S. Math Tables 
Project" for the values of n and the range of x used in the least-squares 
fitting, and the agreement was excellent. 
The complex spherical Bessel function, j. (z), is computed in the 

routine CSB, using an algorithm designed by A. E. Kaplan," since 
Drumheller's (or Miller's) recursive algorithm yields inaccurate results 
for complex arguments with a significant imaginary part. Kaplan uses 
a Taylor series expansion to compute jN(z), 1N-1(z), with N RY, 14' 
for best results, then uses the backward recursion and normalization 
techniques discussed above to generate jN_2(z), • • • , jo(z). The use of 
the Taylor series for "large" complex arguments produces better start-
ing values and, therefore, more accurate recursion results than either 
Drumheller's or Miller's algorithm. A "large" complex argument in 
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this case is one such that Izi k 9; for z I < 9, we use Drumheller's 
algorithm directly. In this routine, complex arithmetic is used for all 
internal computations; thus, since the Honeywell 6070 does not have 
double-precision complex arithmetic, all computations are in single 
precision. The accuracy of the results of this routine was checked by 
the following comparisons: 

(i) For z real, they were compared to the spherical Bessel functions 
in Abramowitz and Stegun" and to results from SBES. 

(ii) For z pure imaginary, they were compared (multiplied by ap-
propriate factors) to the modified spherical Besse] functions 
of the first kind in Abramowitz and Stegun." 

(iii) For z any complex number, they were compared to Rayleigh's 
formulas" of order 0, 1, 2 (a straight computation of Rayleigh's 
formulas produces inaccurate values for higher orders). 

For all values of z (from jzi = Oto z I = 50) and for order n as large 
as we could compute (or as large as we could compare to in tables or 
formulas), this routine produced answers agreeing in six to eight 
decimal places with the other results. 
The associated Legendre function P,7(cos O) is computed directly 

from its series expansion, in powers of sines or cosines, as given by 
L. Robin." It should be noted here that we use the following definition 
for P: (cos 0), 

P„" (cos 0) = (— 1)m sinm 0 dnIP "(cos 0)  
d(cos 0)in 

whereas Stratton" omits the factor (-1)m. Comparison of the results 
of this routine to explicit formulas for m <4, n 5 7 yielded eight 
places of agreement. Further checks of this routine against tables given 
by S. L. Belousov32 and tables in the U. S. Math Tables Project" were 
done by S. Hoffberg for the values of m and n used in the least-squares 
fitting; her results also found complete agreement in all cases. 
In the scattering problem, the matrix and vector sizes, as well as 

the highest order needed for the functions, depend on drop size and 
frequency; the sizes required by these parameters are discussed in the 
next section. Here, we give approximate running times for each of the 
three parts of the package and give some feeling for the correlation of 
the least-squares matrix size and the limit max m with the overall core 
storage and run time in the first part. In (71), we generally took N. 
No, and Xm dependent upon No and decreasing with m (for m  1). 

Then the largest matrix size occurs when m = 0, and is thus a function 
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of No alone. Tabulated below are some typical storage and run time 
figures for the least-squares fit. 

max m 
Largest  Approximate  Approximate 

Matrix Size  Storage  Run Time (hours) 

6  13, 15, 17  164 X 68  70 K  0.13 
7  15, 17, 19  180 X 76  80 K  0.2 
8  19, 21, 23  212 X 92  103 K  0.39 

In each of the above cases, we computed a set of coefficients a.„, b„,„, 
n = m, • • • , No (n  0), for m = 0, 1, • • • , max m, and for 

each of the three values of No. 
The second and third parts require much less storage because neither 

requires a large storage matrix. The total core requirement to run SQS 
is 12 K; it computes the quantities 8(0), Q., Q, in typically less than 1 
second. The third part uses 35 K to do the calculations for 428 rows and 
92 columns (more rows are needed because the boundary fit is checked 
at O values in addition to those used to obtain the coefficients) ; to 
check the L2FIT results for No = 23 required approximately 0.05 
hours. 
As a final note, we save the coefficients computed from L2FIT on 

magnetic tape. At first, all coefficients were written on tape and the 
second and third parts used the tape as input; this proved very in-
efficient, due in part to the high cost of tape usage and in part to the 
fact that we were saving all data generated. We switched to writing 
the data from each run of L2FIT onto a high-speed disc file, using this 
as input to the other two parts; this change resulted in a noticeable 
cost reduction and allowed us to permanently save only the best data. 

Table I -Raindrop parameters for different drop sizes 

à(cm) a(cm) 

0.025 
0.05 
0.075 
0.1 
0.125 
0.15 
0.175 
0.2 
0.225 
0.25 
0.275 
0.3 
0.325 
0.35 

0.02458158 
0.04831913 
0.07120149 
0.09321698 
0.11435330 
0.13459757 
0.15393617 
0.17235477 
0.18983822 
0.20637045 
0.22193444 
0.23651206 
0.25008398 
0.26262956 

0.049375 
0.0975 
0.144375 
0.19 
0.234375 
0.2775 
0.319375 
0.36 
0.399375 
0.4375 
0.474375 
0.51 
0.544375 
0.5775 
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Table II-Forward scattering amplitudes at 4 GHz 
with a = 90° for different drop sizes 

ci(cm) SI ( 0 ) Sn(0) 

0.025 
0.05 
0.075 
0.1 
0.125 
0.15 
0.175 
0.2 
0.225 
0.25 
0.275 
0.3 
0.325 
0.35 

6.9215 X 10-8 - 8.6909 X 10-6i 
5.8893 X 10-2 - 6.8473 X 10-5i 
2.2523 X 10-6 - 2.2822 X 10-1i 
6.3705 X 10-6 - 5.3582 X 10-4i 
1.5414 X 10-5 - 1.0399 X 10-ai 
3.3841 X 10-5 - 1.7918 X 10-ai 
6.9433 X 10-6 - 2.8484 X 10-3i 
1.3555 X 10-4 - 4.276 X 10-3i 
2.551 X 10-4 6.154 X 10-3i 
4.68 X 10-4 -8.59 X 10-3i 
8.45 X 10-4 - 1.170 X 10-2i 
1.51 X 10-3 - 1.57 X 10-11: 
2.72 X 10-3 - 2.08 X 10-2i 
4.9 X 10-a  -2.7 X 10-2i 

7.3309 X 10-8 - 8.9487 X 10-13i 
6.5803 X 10-1 - 7.2647 X 10-1i 
2.6370 X 10-6 - 2.4970 X 10-4i 
7.7684 X 10-6 - 6.0510 X 10-4/: 
1.9518 X 10-5 - 1.2134 X 10-3i 
4.4527 X 10-5 - 2.1630 X 10-1 i 
9.5324 X 10-5 - 3.5628 X 10-3i 
1.9565 X 10-4 - 5.552 X 10-ai 
3.916 X 10-4 - 8.318 X 10-3i 
7.77 X 10-4 - 1.212 X 10-1i 
1.553 X 10-3 - 1.735 X 10-2i 
3.20 X 10-2 -2.46 X 10-2i 
6.96 X 10-3 -3.47 X 10-2i 
1.63 X 10-1 -4.8 X 10-1 i 

VII. LEAST-SQUARES-FITTING RESULTS 

We begin by discussing the different ways in which the least-squares-
fitting program was checked. First, calculations were carried out at 
both 4 and 34.8 GHz for centered spherical raindrops, corresponding 
to R (0)  a in (15). The results were compared with the calculations 
based on the zero-order solution given in Section IV, corresponding to 
= O in (47). Comparison was made for several values of a and differ-
ent values of a, and excellent agreement was obtained for the far-field 
quantities, generally to six or seven significant figures. As expected, 
the far-field quantities are independent of the angle of incidence a. 

Table Ill -Forward scattering amplitudes at 11 GHz 
with a =- 90 0 for different drop sizes 

ã(cm) ( 0) u(0 

0.025  4.8189 X 10-6 - 1.8194 X 10-ti. 
0.05  5.9423 X 10-5 - 1.4657 X 10-3i 
0.075  3.6151 X 10-4 - 5.0737 X 10-1i 
0.1  1.6675 X 10-2 - 1.2532 X 10-2i 
0.125  6.5377 X 10-3 -2.5280 X 10-2i 
0.15  2.0109 X 10-2 - 4.0292 X 
0.175  3.7203 X 10-2 _4.7914 X 10-ti 
0.2  4.735 X 10-1 - 5.734 X 10-2i 
0.225  5.958 X 10-2 - 7.504 X 10-2i 
0.25  7.67 X 10-2 - 9.68 X 10-2i 
0.275  9.89 X 10-2 - 1.225 X 10-1i 
0.3  1.29 X 10-1 - 1.51 X 10-Li 
0.325  1.67 X 10-1 - 1.78 X 10-1i 
0.35  2.1 X 10-1 -2.0 X 10-1i 

5.0841 X 10-6 - 1.8734 X 10-1i 
6.5120 X 10-6 - 1.5555 X 10-3i 
4.0920 X 10-4 - 5.5577 X 10-2i 
1.9652 X 10-2 - 1.4186 X 10-1 i 
8.0766 X 10-2 - 2.9419 X 10-2i 
2.4674 X 10-1 - 4.6783 X 10-2i 
4.1732 X 10-1 - 5.8328 X 10-2i 
5.492 X 10-2 - 8.098 X 10-2i 
7.929 X 10-2 - 1.1621 X 10-1i 
1.173 X 10-1 - 1.580 X 10-1i 
1.725 X 10-1 - 2.060 X 10-1i 
2.51 X 10-1 - 2.54 X 10-Li 
3.54 X 10-1 -2.93 X 10-1i 
4.8 X 10-1 -3.1 X 10-ri 
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Table IV -Forward scattering amplitudes at 18.1 GHz 
with a -= 900 for different drop sizes 

a(cm)  S1(0) Su(0) 

0.025 
0.05 
0.075 
0.1 
0.125 
0.15 
0.175 
0.2 
0.225 
0.25 
0.275 
0.3 
0.325 
0.35 

4.0158 X 10- -8.1579 X 10-41: 
6.5425 X 10-4 - 6.7265 X 10-3i. 
5.0674 X 10-3 - 2.3476 X 10-2i 
2.2608 X 10-2 - 5.1254 X 10-zi 
5.0374 X 10-2 - 8.0587 X 10-2i 
8.5403 X 10-2 - 1.2201 X 10-1i 
1.3950 X 10-1 - 1.7392 X 10-li 
2.1700 X 10-1 - 2.2871 X 10-1i 
3.181 X 10' - 2.742 X 10-1i 
4.307 X 10-1 - 2.999 X 10-Li 
5.390 X 10' - 3.089 X 10-1i 
6.36 X 10-1 -3.12 X 10-li 
7.22 X 10-1 -3.20 X 10-1i 
8.0 X 10-1  -3.4 X 10-Li 

4.2246 X 10-2 - 8.4000 X 10-4i. 
7.1168 X 10' - 7.1424 X 10-3i 
5.6959 X 10-2 -2.5717 X 10-2i 
2.5696 X 10-2 - 5.7588 X 10-2i 
5.7722 X 10-2 - 9.6353 X 10-2i 
1.0834 X 10-1 - 1.5714 X 10-1i 
1.9921 X 10' - 2.3098 X 10-1i. 
3.3903 X 10-1 - 2.9883 X 10-Li 
5.229 X 10-1 - 3.320 X 10-Li 
7.173 X 10-1 - 3.136 X 10-Li 
8.899 X 10-1 - 2.633 X 10-1i 
1.038  -2.14 X 10-1i 
1.179  - 1.84 X 10-1i 
1.34  - 1.8 X 10-1i 

Moreover, the values of the coefficients obtained from least-squares 
fitting were checked against those calculated from (50) and (51), 
subject to (52), (53), and (119) to (122). 
Next, the least-squares fit was carried out for spherical raindrops 

when the origin of the coordinate system was offset from the center of 
the raindrop, so that 

R (0) = a[ô cos 0 ± (1 - 2 8j112  O)1].  (73) 

The calculations were done for different values of a, (5, and a, with the 
largest value of &being 0.325 at 4 GHz and at 0.2 at 34.8 GHz. As ex-

Table V - Forward scattering amplitudes at 30 GHz 
with a = 90 0 for different drop sizes 

a(cm)  Si(0)  S11(0) 

0.025  3.4513 X 10' - 3.7481 X 10-2 i 3.6235 X 10' - 3.8595 X 10-3 i 
0.05  6.9873 X 10 -3.1187 X 10-2i  7.5859 X 10-3 - 3.3144 X 10-2ti 
0.075  4.5783 X 10-2 - 9.5267 X 10-2i  5.1071 X 10-2 - 1.0490 X 10-1i 
0.1  1.3415 X 10-1 - 1.8677 X 10-Li  1.6165 X 10-1 - 2.1613 X 10-li 
0.125  2.9755 X 10-' - 2.8388 X 10-Li  3.8979 X 10-1 - 3.2171 X 10-12'. 
0.15  5.1727 X 10-1 - 3.3781 X 113-ii  6.9041 X 10-1 - 3.3561 X 10-1i 
0.175  7.3731 X 10-1 - 3.4278 X 10-1i  9.6534 X 10-1 - 2.7438 X 10-Li 
0.2  9.274 X 10-1 - 3.461 X 10-1i  1.2001  - 2.302 X 10-Li 
0.225  1.1122  -3.885 X 10-1i  1.4661  -2.419 X 10-Li 
0.25  1.3309  - 4.693 X 10-1i  1.8221  - 2.627 X 10-1i 
0.275  1.601  - 5.57 X 10-Li  2.245  -2.21 X 10-1i 
0.3  1.902  -6.23 X 10-1i,  2.662  - 1.20 X 10-1i 
0.325  2.20  -6.70 X 10-1i  3.06  -2.4 X 10-2i. 
0.35  2.49  -7.3 X 10-1ti  3.50  + 4 X 10-2ti 
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Table VI - Forward scattering amplitudes at 30 GHz 
with a = 70 0 for different drop sizes 

a(cm)  81(0)  S11(0) 

0.025  3.4679 x 10-4 - 3.7610 x 10-,i  3.6200 X 10-4 - 3.8594 X 10-,i 
0.05  7.0267 X 10-, - 3.1417 X 10-ti  7.5553 X 10-, -3.3145 X 10-,i, 
0.075  4.6185 x 10-2 - 9.6618 X 10-,i  5.0856 X 10-2 - 1.0513 X 10-1i, 
0.1  1.3701 X 10-1 - 1.9131 X 10-Li  1.6133 x 10-1 - 2.1727 X 10-Li 
0.125  3.0867 X 10-1 - 2.9154 X 10-4.  3.9039 X 10-, - 3.2498 X 10-1i 
0.15  5.4041 X 10-1 - 3.4346 X 10-1i 6.9413 X 10-, - 3.4113 X 10-1i 
0.175  7.7133 X 10-1 - 3.4313 X 10-1i  9.7408 X 10-1 - 2.8097 X 10-1i, 
0.2  9.723 X 10-1 - 3.425 X 10-1i.  1.2143  - 2.357 X 10-1i 
0.225  1.1720  - 3.832 x 10-1i  1.4838  - 2.454 X 10-Li 
0.25  1.4123  - 4.621 X 10-1i  1.8412  - 2.678 X 10-4 
0.275  1.710  - 5.45 X 10-,i  2.269  - 2.34 X 10-1i, 
0.3  2.042  - 6.04 X 10-1i  2.699  - 1.41 X 10-1i 
0.325  2.38  - 6.46 X 10-,i  3.11  - 4.8 X 10-1i. 
0.35  2.71  -7.0 X 10-1i,  3.56  ± 1.5 X 10-ti 

pected, the far-field quantities are independent of (5, as well as a, and 
again excellent results were obtained. These calculations provided a 
nontrivial check on the programming of the boundary conditions, 
since dR/c10 0 O. In addition, they gave some idea of the increase in 
the number of terms in n that is required, a result of the ratio of 
maximum to minimum distance from the raindrop surface to the 
origin, which is necessarily greater than unity for oblate spheroidal 
raindrops. 
As a final check on the least-squares-fitting program, calculations 

were carried out at 34.8 GHz for oblate spheroidal raindrops with small 

Table VII - Forward scattering amplitudes at 30 GHz 
with c, = 50° for different drop sizes 

à(cm)  SI(0)  Sn(0) 

0.025  3.5101 X 10-4 - 3.7936 X 10-ti.  3.6111 x 10-4 - 3.8590 X 10-li 
0.05  7.1265 X 10-, - 3.1998 X 10-,i. 7.4779 x 10-, - 3.3147 X 10-ti 
0.075  4.7204 X 10-1 - 1.0005 X 10-1i  5.0312 x 10-2 - 1.0571 X 10-Li 
0.1  1.4431 X 10-1 - 2.0284 X 10-1i.  1.6054 x 10-1 - 2.2016 X 10-1i 
0.125  3.3714 X 10-1 - 3.1102 X 10-1i  3.9193 x 10-1 - 3.3329 X 10-Li 
0.15  6.0012 X 10-1 - 3.5745 x 10-li  7.0369 x 10-1 - 3.5523 X 10-Li 
0.175  8.5967 X 10-1 - 3.4211 x 10-1i  9.9679 X 10-1 - 2.9777 X 10-Li 
0.2  1.0888  - 3.278 X 10-,i  1.2518  - 2.491 X 10-1i 
0.225  1.3247  - 3.580 X 10-1i  1.5306  - 2.520 X 10-Li 
0.25  1.6145  - 4.252 X 10- 'i  1.8902  -2.752 X 10-1i 
0.275  1.974  -4.91 X 10-1i  2.327  - 2.58 x 10-1i 
0.3  2.379  - 5.27 x 10-1%  2.785  - 1.87 X 10-Li 
0.325  2.80  - 5.45 X 10-1i  3.24  - 1.03 X 10-1i 
0.35  3.24  - 5.7 x 10-Li  3.72  -4 x 10-ti 
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Table VIII -Total and scattering cross sections at 4 GHz 
with  = 900 for different drop sizes 

«cm) Qi(cm)' C2P(cm)2 QUemP QP(cie 

0.025 1.2393 X 10-6 1.3126 X 10-6 8.9950 X 10-1° 9.5367 X 10-10  
0.05 1.0545 X 10-6 1.1782 X 10-6 5.5428 X 10-8 6.2399 X 10-6 
0.075 4.0327 X 10-6 4.7215 X 10" 6.0811 X 10-7 7.2816 X 10-7 
0.1 1.1406 X 10-1 1.3909 X 10-4 3.2922 X 10-6  4.2012 X 10" 
0.125 2.7599 X 10-4 3.4947 X 10-4 1.2106 X 10-6 1.6500 X 10-6 
0.15 6.0592 X 10-6 7.9725 X 10" 3.4869 X 10" 5.0884 X 10-6 
0.175 1.2432 X 10" 1.7068 X 10-6 8.4904 X 10-6 1.3303 X 10" 
0.2 2.427 X 10-6 3.503 X 10-2 1.830 X 10-4 3.088 X 10-4 
0.225 4.568 X 10-8 7.011 X 10-2 3.599 X 10-4 6.567 X 10" 
0.25 8.38 X 10" 1.391 X 10-2 6.60 X 10-4 1.309 X 10-1 
0.275 1.51 X 10-2 2.78 X 10-2 1.15 X 10-2 2.50 X 10" 
0.3 2.71 X 10-2 5.73 X 10-2 1.93 X 10" 4.7 X 10-8 
0.325 4.87 X 10-2 1.246 X 10-1 3.2 X 10" 8.8 X 10" 
0.35 8.8 X 10-1 2.92 X 10-1 5.2 X 10-2 1.78 X 10" 

eccentricity, corresponding to y = 0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.15 in (63). The 
calculations were done for a = 900 and for a = 0.025(0.025)0.275. 
Corresponding to (48), the total cross section may be expanded in the 
form Q, = Q,(°)  FQ,(1) ± • • • . Values of 0(1) and QP") were obtained 
from the least-squares results by extrapolation and were compared with 
the perturbation values given by Oguchi.4 Unfortunately, there were 
significant discrepancies for the larger drop sizes, the largest error 
being more than 17 percent. Consequently, we did the perturbation 
calculations ourselves and obtained results differing from our extrap-

Table IX -Total and scattering cross sections at 11 GHz 
with a=  900 for different drop sizes 

a(cm) 00111)2 el(cm)2 QI(ern)2 e(cm)2 

0.025 1.1407 X 10" 1.2035 X 10-6 5.1556 X 10" 5.4666 X 10-2 
0.05 1.4066 X 10-4 1.5415 X 10-4 3.2095 X 10-6 3.6172 X 10-6 
0.075 8.5573 X 10-4 9.6863 X 10-4 3.5933 X 10-6 4.3203 X 10-6 
0.1 3.9471 X 10-3 4.6519 X 10" 2.0259 X 10-4 2.6114 X 10-4 
0.125 1.5476 X 10-2 1.9118 X 10-2 8.1236 X 10" 1.1302 X 10-1 
0.15 4.7600 X 10" 5.8407 X 10-2 2.7238 X 10-3 4.0701 X 10-2 
0.175 8.8064 X 10-2 9.8785 X 10-2 7.3803 X 10-2 1.1535 X 10-2 
0.2 1.1208 X 10-1 1.3001 X 10-1 1.559 X 10-2 2.643 X 10-2 
0.225 1.4103 X 10-1 1.8769 X 10-1 2.815 X 10-2 5.325 X 10-2 
0.25 1.815 X 10-1 2.777 X 10-1 4.60 X 10-2 9.76 X 10" 
0.275 2.341 X 10-1 4.084 X 10-1 7.21 X 10-2 1.701 X 10-1 
0.3 3.05 X 10' 5.94 X 10-1 1.09 X Dr' 2.84 X 10-1 
0.325 3.95 X 10-1 8.4 X 10-1 1.57 X 10-1 4.5 X 10-1 
0.35 5.0 X 10-1 1.13 2.1 X 10-1 8.5 X 10" 
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Table X - Total and scattering cross sections at 18.1 GHz 
with a = 90" for different drop sizes 

4(cm) et(ern)2 41I(exn)2 Q(cm )1 Q141(0111)1 
0.025 3.5118 X 10-1 3.8944 X 10-6 3.7881 X 10-7 4.0173 X 10-7 
0.05 5.7214 x 10", 6.2236 X 10-4 2.4119 X 10-6 2.7242 X 10-6 
0.075 4.4314 X 10-1 4.9810 X 10-3 2.8514 X 10-4 3.4542 X 10-4 
0.1 1.9770 X 10-2 2.2471 x 10-2 1.7668 X 10-1 2.3060 X 10-1 
0.125 4.4052 X 10-2 5.0478 X 10-2 7.1078 X 10-1 1.0013 X 10"1 
0.15 7.4684 X 10-2 9.4745 X 10-2 1.9966 X 10-2 3.0950 X 10-1 
0.175 1.2199 X 10-1 1.7421 X 10-1 4.3974 X 10-1 7.4834 X 10-1 
0.2 1.8976 X 10-1 2.9648 X 10-1 8.312 X 10-1 1.5229 X 10-, 
0.225 2.782 X 10-1 4.572 X 10-1 1.377 X 10-1 2.640 X 10-, 
0.25 3.786 X 10-1 6.273 X 10-1 1.999 X 10-, 3.888 X 10-1 
0.275 4.714 X 10-1 7.782 X 10-1 2.598 X 10-1 5.028 X 10-1 
0.3 5.56 X 10-1 9.08 X 10-1 3.12 X 10-1 6.00 x 10-1 
0.325 6.32 X 10-1 1,031 3.54 X 10-1 6.89 X 10-1 
0.35 7.0 X 10-1 1.17 3.9 X 10-1 7.8 x 10-1 

olated least-squares results by at most  percent, which is reasonably 
consistent with the error to be expected from the extrapolation. 
Oguchi" has since redone his calculations, and he agrees with our 
perturbation results. The same good agreement was obtained between 
the extrapolated and perturbation values of sp (0), SIP (0), 0 1), and 
(1). 

After the least-squares-fitting program had been checked in the 
above manner, we carried out calculations for oblate spheroidal rain-
drops corresponding to (63), with a and y given by (64). Here d is the 

Table XI - Total and scattering cross sections at 30 GHz 
with « = 900 for different drop sizes 

a(cm) Q(cm)1 Qii(Cm)2 Q(cm)1 QP(eln)1 

0.025 1.0986 X 10-4 1.1534 X 10-4 2.8823 X 10-6 3.0581 X 10-6 
0.05 2.2241 X 10-1 2.4147 X 10-1 1.9542 X 10-4 2.2197 X 10-4 
0.075 1.4573 X 10-1 1.6256 X 10-1 2.5201 X 10-1 3.1009 X 10-1 
0.1 4.2701 X 10-1 5.1454 X 10-1 1.4263 X 10-1 1.9185 X 10-1 
0.125 9.4713 X 10-1 1.2407 X 10-, 4.3818 X 10-2 8.2849 X 10-1 
0.15 1.6465 X 10-1 2.1977 X 10-1 8.9103 X 10-1 1.2903 X 10-1 
0.175 2.3469 X 10-1 3.0728 X 10-1 1.3595 X 10-1 1.9338 X 10-1 
0.2 2.9521 X 10-1 3.8199 X 10-1 1.7408 X 10-1 2.4628 X 10-1 
0.225 3.5403 X 10-1 4.6666 X 10-, 2.0731 X 10-1 3.0183 X 10-1 
0.25 4.236 X 10-1 5.800 X 10-1 2.450 X 10-1 3.786 X 10-1 
0.275 5.095 X 10-1 7.146 X 10-1 2.938 X 10-1 4.710 X 10-1 
0.3 6.05 X 10-1 8.47 x 10-1 3.51 X 10-' 5.89 X 10-1 
0.325 7.01 X 10-1 9.74 X 10-1 4.08 x 10-1 6.62 X 10-1 
0.35 7.9 X 10-1 1.11 4.6 X 10-1 7.6 X 10-1 
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Table XII -Total and scattering cross sections at 30 GHz 
with CY  700 for different drop sizes 

a(cm) e mir Qii(cm)2 Q(em)2 e(cra)2 

0.025 1.1039 X 10-4 1.1523 X 10-4 2.9029 X 10-2 3.0582 X 10-8  
0.05 2.2367 X 10-1 2.4049 X 10-1 1.9851 X 10-4 2.2196 X 10-4 
0.075 1.4701 X 10-2 1.6188 X 10-2 2.5867 X 10-2 3.1000 X 10-8 
0.1 4.3613 X 10-2 5.1354 X 10-2 1.4859 X 10-2 1.9213 X 10-2 
0.125 9.8252 X 10-2 1.2427 X 10-1 4.6292 X 10-2 6.3156 X 10-1 
0.15 1.7202 X 10-1 2.2095 X 10-1 9.4694 X 10-2 1.3017 X 10-1 
0.175 2.4552 X 10-1 3.1006 X 10-1 1.4482 X 10-1 1.9599 X 10-1 
0.2 3.0950 X 10-1 3.8653 X 10-1 1.8634 X 10-1 2.5071 X 10-1 
0.225 3.7305 X 10-1 4.7231 X 10-1 2.2389 X 10-1 3.0787 X 10-1 
0.25 4.496 X 10-1 5.861 X 10-1 2.676 X 10-1 3.837 X 10-1 
0.275 5.442 X 10-1 7.223 X 10-1 3.240 X 10-1 4.796 X 10-1 
0.3 6.50 X 10-1 8.59 X 10-1 3.90 X 10-1 5.81 X 10-1 
0.325 7.57 X 10-1 9.91 X 10' 4.58 X 10 " 6.79 X 10-1 
0.35 8.6 X 10-1 1.13 5.2 X 10-1 7.8 X 10-1 

radius (in centimeters) of the equivolumic spherical drop, and the cal-
culations were done for a = 0.025(0.025)0.35. The corresponding values 
of a and y are given in Table I. The values taken for the wavelength 
X = 2r/ko were (in centimeters) 7.5, 2.727, 1.8575, and 1.0, correspond-
ing approximately to frequencies of 4, 11, 18.1, and 30 GHz. At 20°C, 
the refractive indices N = 7.884 -I- 2.1841 at 11 GHz, N - = 6.859 
-I- 2.7161 at 18.1 GHz, and N = 5.581 + 2.848i at 30 GHz were ob-
tained from an elaborate fitting equation in a recently published survey8 
of available measured data. Since the calculations at 4 GHz were made 
at an earlier date, the value N = 8.77 -I- 0.9151, taken from the older 

Table XIII -Total and scattering cross sections at 30 GHz 
with a = 50° for different drop sizes 

a(cm) Qi(cm)' e(cre Q(cm)2 ei(cmP 

0.025 1.1173 X 10-4 1.1495 X 10-4 2.9552 X 10-8  3.0584 X 10-2  
0.05 2.2684 X 10-1 2.3803 X 10-2 2.0634 X 10-4 2.2193 X lo-' 
0.075 1.5025 X 10-2 1.6015 X 10-2 2.7560 X 10-8 3.0978 X 10-2 
0.1 4.5936 X 10-2 5.1102 X 10-1 1.6378 X 10-2 1.9286 X 10-2 
0.125 1.0732 X 10-1 1.2476 X 10-1 5.2632 X 10-2 6.3941 X 10-1 
0.15 1.9102 X 10-1 2.2399 X 10-1 1.0914 X 10-1 1.3308 X 10-1 
0.175 2.7364 X 10-1 3.1729 X 10-1 1.6796 X 10-1 2.0272 X 10-1 
0.2 3.4658 X 10-1 3.9846 X 10-1 2.1846 X 10-1 2.6230 X 10-1 
0.225 4.2166 X 10-1 4.8721 X 10-1 2.6706 X 10-1 3.2371 X 10-a 
0.25 5.139 X 10-1 6.017 X 10-1 3.253 X 10-1 4.021 X 10-1 
0.275 6.283 X 10-1 7.405 X 10-1 3.996 X 10-1 5.009 X 10-1 
0.3 7.57 X 10-1 8.87 X 10-1 4.87 X 10-1 6.09 X 10-1 
0.325 8.9 X 10-1 1.03 5.8 X 10-1 '7.2 X 10-1 
0.35 1.03 1.18 6.75 X 10-1 8.3 X 10-1 
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Fig. 3—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of Re Si (0) at 4 GHz with a = 900 as a function of drop size. 

literature, was used, rather than N --- 8.78 -I- 0.977i. The angle of inci-
dence a was taken to be 90° at 4, 11, and 18.1 GHz, while at 30 GHz 
the calculations were done for a = 700 and a = 500 also. 
The calculated values of the forward scattering amplitudes Si (0) 

and Su (0) are given in Tables II to VII, and those of the total cross 
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sections Q̀, and WI and the scattering cross sections Q! and Qr are given 
in Tables VIII to XIII, all rounded in the last significant figure. The 
values of the absorption cross sections Q and 1::2!,' follow from (38). 

0.05 a 10 0.15 0.20 

T IN CENTIMETERS 

0.25 0.30 0.35 

Fig. 4—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of Re  (0) at 4 GHz with a = 900 as a function of drop size. 
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The accuracy of the least-squares fit of the boundary conditions de-
creases with increasing drop size, because of the increase in eccentricity, 
which is why fewer significant figures are given in the tables for the 
larger drop sizes. Except for the smaller drop sizes, for which the results 
could be given more accurately, the number of significant figures 
reflects the degree of convergence of the results, as evidenced by in-
creasing the upper limit of n in the least-squares fit by 2 and by 4. The 

11 GHz, a - 9CY° 
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Fig. 5—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
values of Re St (0) and Re S,, (0) at 11 GHz with a = 900 as a function of drop size. 
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accuracy of the far-field results is generally at least one order of mag-
nitude greater than that of the fit of the boundary conditions for the 
reasons discussed in Section V. We note that the largest drops occur 
only at the heaviest rain rates,' and then only a small percentage of 
them, so that the lower accuracy of the results for these drops is ac-
ceptable when summing over the drop size distribution. 
The number of terms required to obtain the desired accuracy for the 

far-field quantities and to adequately satisfy the boundary conditions 
increases with both drop size and with frequency. At 4 GHz, it was 
found that max m = 4 and max n = 17 were sufficient for the largest 
drop size. For a = 900 at 30 GHz, it was necessary to take max m = 8 
and max n = 23 for the largest drop size. In this latter case, more than 
half the capacity of the Honeywell 6070 computer was used. In some 
cases, it was found that max n or max m could not be increased without 
causing overflow in some of the subroutines, in particular SBES and 
L2FIT. 
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Fig. 0—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of Re Si (0) at 18.1 GHz with a = 90° as a function of drop size. 
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To check on the advantage of using least-squares fitting (with ap-
proximately twice as many fitting points as unknown coefficients) 
rather than collocation, we used collocation in several cases at different 
frequencies and for different drop sizes. Our general conclusion is that, 
for the same max m and max n, results may be obtained by collocation 
for the far-field quantities that are almost as accurate as those obtained 
by least-squares fitting. However, there are much larger errors in the 
boundary conditions (in between the fitting points) with collocation 
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Fig. 7—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of Re Su (0) at 18.1 GHz with a = 900 as a function of drop size. 
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than with least-squares fitting. For the larger, more eccentric raindrops, 
some of these errors were of the order of 100 percent, which seem to be 
unacceptable. However, for the smaller raindrops, the errors in the 
boundary conditions with collocation are acceptable. Since the cost 
of carrying out the least-squares fit is less when fewer fitting points are 
used, collocation has the advantage of reducing the cost, although fewer 
terms are required, anyway, to obtain the desired accuracy for the 
smaller raindrops. It is possible that the collocation fit may be improved 
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Fig. 8—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
values of Re S1(0) and Re Sri (0) at 30 GHz with cr =- 90" as a function of drop size. 
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by satisfying the boundary conditions at nonuniforrnly spaced points, 
but we have not investigated this. 
As a check on the point-matching (collocation) results of Oguchi,5 

we carried out the least-squares fitting for a = 90°, at 19.3 GHz for 
= 0.3 and at 34.8 GHz for a = 0.075, 0.15, 0.225, and 0.3, using 
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Fig. 9—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
values of Re S1(0) and Re Si' (0) at 30 GHz with a = 50° as a function of drop size. 
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Fig. 10—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
values of Im Si (0) and Im S11(0) at 4 GHz with a = 90° as a function of drop size. 
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Oguchi's relationship5 
a  / , 4.1 ,\ 

a) 

instead of the first relationship in (1). Our results for the forward scat-
tering amplitudes are consistent with his point-matching values, but 
they may be given to greater accuracy. Our truncated values for 
= 0.3 are given below where, in Oguchi's notation,5 

fe X 103 = —5X iS;(0),  fh. X 108 — —5X  iSii(0),  (75) 

03 
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and the vertical lines indicate where Oguchi truncated his results: 

GHz J" X 103 fhX10a 

19.3  0.81 130 — 1.884 I  0.51019 — 2.8117i 
34.8  0.917 18 — 3.73101  10.0646 — 4.71101 

The values taken" for the wavelength X (in centimeters) were 1.5533330 

and 0.86135810, corresponding approximately to frequencies of 19.3 
and 34.8 GHz, with refractive indices N = 6.5449188 + 2.8104040i and 
N =- 5.0487284 ± 2.7948416i, respectively. 
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Fig. 13—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
values of Im ST (0) and Im *.SH (0) at 30 GHz with a =, 900 as a function of drop size. 
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The main reason for the greater accuracy of our results is that we 
took larger values of max n than Oguchi, who did the point-matching 
at both frequencies for max n = 12 and 14, with max m  max n. For 
= 0.3 we took max m = 7 at 19.3 GHz and max an = 9 at 34.8 GHz, 

which were sufficient, and took max n --- 21 at both frequencies for the 
least-squares fitting. We also used collocation for a = 0.3 and max 
n = 12, 14, and 21. For max n = 21 the collocation results differ by 
at most 1 in the last decimal place from the results given above, but 
errors in some boundary conditions were of the order of 10 percent, as 
compared with much less than 1 percent for least-squares fitting. This 
is consistent with our general conclusion discussed earlier in this sec-
tion. We point out that the raindrops satisfying (74) are less eccentric 
than those satisfying (1), so that the overall errors are correspondingly 
smaller. For collocation with max n = 14, some errors in the boundary 
conditions were close to 100 percent, which explains why, with point-
matching, Oguchi did not give any significant figures for Re fh at 
34.8 GHz, for either a = 0.3 or à = 0.325. 
Although 0guchi5 gives four significant figures for f° and fh at 34.8 
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Fig. 14—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
values of Im SI (0) and Im SH (0) at 30 GHz with a = 500 as a function of drop size. 
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GHz for all drop sizes corresponding to his solution in terms of sphe-
roidal wave functions (with modal sums truncated at 9), these values 
are not consistent with his point-matching ones for the larger drop 
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Fig. 15—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of QP —Q at 4 GHz with a = 90 0 as a function of drop size. 
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sizes. For a = 0.3, he gives fh X 103 = 0.06470 — 4.709i, which is in 
fact quite close to our value, but he also gives f. x up = 0.9100 
— 3.7261, with real part differing by almost 1 percent from our value. 
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Fig. 16—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of 0 — Q1 at 11 GHz with « = 90° as a function of drop size. 
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VIII. PERTURBATION RESULTS 

In this final section, we compare three sets of first-order perturbation 
results with those obtained by least-squares fitting. The comparisons 
are made graphically in Figs. 3 to 23, since this is much more revealing 
than tabulating the results. The solid curves correspond to least-
squares fitting and the dashed curves to perturbation about the in-
scribed sphere of radius a, corresponding to the expansion in (63), with 
perturbation parameter v given by (64). The circles and dots corre-
spond to perturbation about the equivolumic sphere of radius ci, with 
perturbation parameters i; = 2ci and p, respectively, corresponding to 
the expansions in (65). The dots have been omitted in those cases in 
which they would lie very close to the corresponding circle or solid 
curve. Comparisons are made for a = 900 at 4, 11, 18.1, and 30 GHz 
and for a =-• 50° at 30 GHz. 
The real parts of the forward scattering amplitudes Si (0) and Si/ (0) 

and the first-order approximations to these quantities are depicted in 
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Fig. 17—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of Q11 — Qt at 18.1 GHz with a = 90° as a function of drop size. 
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Fig. 18—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of 0 — Q; at 30 GHz with a = 90° and a = 50° as a function of drop size. 
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Fig. 19—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of Im[Si (0) — & (0)] at 4 GHz with a = 90° as a function of drop size. 

SH (0), obtained by perturbing about the inscribed sphere, is in error 
by an order of magnitude for the largest drop size. It is seen that the 
best overall approximation is obtained by perturbing about the 
equivolumic sphere with perturbation parameter f, = 2a, and in most 
cases there is a significant improvement over the approximation ob-
tained by perturbing about the inscribed sphere as 0guchi4 did. The 
second best overall approximation is obtained by perturbing about the 
equivolumic sphere with perturbation parameter  = a (2 — ct), and is 
generally much better than the approximation obtained by perturbing 
about the inscribed sphere. The above ordering of the three sets of 
perturbation results is consistent with the order of the geometrical 
errors in the corresponding approximations in (63) and (65) to the 
oblate spheroid. 
Although the comparison is not depicted for some of the smallest 

drop sizes, all three approximations are good for these, since the ec-
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Fig. 20—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of ImD.SI(0) —  (0)] at 11 GHz with a -= 90 0 as a function of drop size. 

centricity is small. On the other hand, the approximations obtained 
by perturbing about the equivolumic sphere are remarkably good for 
the largest drop sizes, in view of the fact that neither the eccentricity 
nor the perturbation parameter is small. In particular, these approxi-
mations to the imaginary part of ASH (0), depicted in Figs. 10 to 14, are 
quite impressive. It is not too surprising that perturbing about the 
inscribed sphere leads to poor results for the larger drop sizes in the 
second polarization. The first-order approximations to the scattering 
cross sections Q's and QP are very similar to those depicted in Figs. 3 
to 9 for the real parts of 1.31(0) and SI' (0), which are related to the total 
cross sections Q and QP by (39). 
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Fig. 21—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of Im[Si(0) - S,,(0)] at 18.1 GHz with a = 90° as a function of drop size. 

For purposes of comparison, the values of the forward scattering 

amplitude S(0) and the total and scattering cross sections Q, and Q. 
for the equivolumic spherical drops are given in Tables XIV to XVII. 

These quantities do not depend on the polarization of the incident 

wave or on the angle of incidence a. As is seen from Tables VIII to XIII, 
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Fig. 22—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of Im[Si (0) — Su n] at 30 GHz with a = 900 as a function of drop size. 
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Fig. 23—Comparison of perturbation approximations to the least-squares-fitting 
value of '<Si (0) — Sr (0)] at 30 GHz with a = 50° as a function of drop size. 

the value of Q. lies between the corresponding values for the two polar-
izations for the oblate spheroidal drop of the same size and similarly 
for the value of Q.. Although this happens to be true at 30 GHz for 
a = 90°, 70°, and 50°, these relations should not be expected to hold 
for all values of a, since for a -= 0° the cross sections are independent 
of the polarization because of the axial symmetry of the oblate sphe-
roidal drop. We have verified that Q. 0Q = le and Q.  Q = 
for a -- 0° at 11 GHz, for a = 0 025, 0.1, and 0.175. 
The rain-induced differential attenuation and differential phase 
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Table XIV - Forward scattering amplitude and total and 
scattering cross sections for the equivolumic spherical 

drop at 4 GHz for different drop sizes 

à(cm) s(o) Qt(cm)2 Q.(c111)2 

0.025 7.1886 x 10-8 - 8.8610 x 10-8 i. 1.2871 X 10-8 9.3508 X 10-" 
0.05 6.3247 X 10-2 - 7.1195 X 10-8 i. 1.1324 X 10-, 5.9937 X 10-8  
0.075 2.4837 X 10-8 - 2.4204 X 10-4i, 4.4470 X 10-,  6.8450 X 10-2 
0.1 7.1665 X 10-8 - 5.7975 X 10-4 i 1.2832 X 10-4 3.8606 X 10-8  
0.125 1.7619 X 10-, - 1.1481 X 10-2 i 3.1547 X 10-4 1.4804 x 10-8  
0.15 3.9266 x 10-8 - 2.0191 X 10-3 i 7.0305 X 10-4 4.4509 x 10-8 
0.175 8.1912 x 10 -3.2771 X 10-3 i 1.4666 X 10-2 1.1325 x 10-4 
0.2 1.6324 x 10-, - 5.0244 X 10-3i 2.9228 X 10-2 2.5537 x 10-4 
0.225 3.1562 x 10-4 - 7.3913 x 10-3 2: 5.6511 X 10-3 5.2608 x 10-, 
0.25 6.0030 x 10-4 - 1.0551 X 10-2 i 1.0748 X 10-2 1.0123 x 10-3 
0.275 1.1392 X 10-2 - 1.4745 x 10-2i 2.0397 X 10-2 1.8527 x 10-3 
0.3 2.1916 X 10-3 - 2.0322 x 10-2i 3.9240 X 10-2 3.2838 X 10-2 
0.325 4.3555 X 10-3 - 2.7783 X 10-2 i 7.7985 X 10-2 5.7649 X 10-3 
0.35 9.1208 X 10-2 - 3.7683 x 10-2i 1.6331 x 10-, 1.0372 x 10-2 

shift are obtained' by summing the real and imaginary parts of Sn (0) 
- SI (0) over the Laws and Parsons drop-size distribution.7 In a recent 
short note,' the three first-order perturbation approximations have been 
compared to the least-squares fitting results for the differential atten-
uation and differential phase shift at several different rain rates. The 
same ordering of the overall closeness of the three approximations 
holds for these quantities. Since the perturbation results are obtained 
quite inexpensively whereas the least-squares-fitting procedure is 
very costly, approximations to the differential attenuation and differ-
ential phase shift at frequencies up to 100 GHz were obtained by per-

Table XV - Forward scattering amplitude and total and 
scattering cross sections for the equivolumic spherical 

drop at 11 GHz for different drop sizes 

a(cm) S(0) Qs(cm)2 Q.(ern)2 

0.025 
0.05 
0.075 
0.1 
0.125 
0.15 
0.175 
0.2 
0.225 
0.25 
0.275 
0.3 
0.325 
0.35 

4.9868 X 10-6  - 1.8550 x 10-4i 
6.2648 X 10-2 - 1.5238 X 10-2i. 
3.8512 X 10-4 - 5.3789 X 10-3 i 
1.7992 x 10-2 - 1.3547 X 10-2i 
7.1756 x 10-3 - 2.7813 X 10-2 i, 
2.2023 x 10-2 - 4.4760 X 10-2i 
3.9051 x 10-2 - 5.5463 x 10-2 i 
5.0153 x 10-2 - 7.3383 X 10-2i 
6.8317 x 10-2 - 1.0343 x 10-,i 
9.6583 X 10-2 - 1.3932 X 10-,i 
1.3508 X 10-1 - 1.8178 X 10--li 
1.8972 X 10-1 - 2.2945 X 10-1i 
2.6372 x 10-1 - 2.7484 X 10-4 i 
3.5439 x 10-1 - 3.1001 X 10-,i 

1.1804 X 10-, 
1.4829 x 10-, 
9.1163 x 10-4 
4.2588 x 10-2 
1.6985 X 10-2 
5.2132 X 10-2 
9.2438 x 10-2 
1.1872 x 10-1 
1.6171 X 10-, 
2.2862 X 10-4 
3.1976 X 10-1 
4.4910 X 10-, 
6.2427 x 10-1 
8.3887 X 10-4 

5.3599 X 10-8  
3.4733 X 10-8  
4.0552 X 10-8  
2.3883 X 10-4 
1.0004 x 10-2 
3.4809 x 10-3 
9.7067 X 10-2 
2.1692 x 10-2 
4.2294 X 10-2 
7.4229 X 10-2 
1.2397 X 10-1 
2.0165 X 10-' 
3.1470 X 10-, 
4.6135 X 10-' 
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Table XVI - Forward scattering amplitude and total and 
scattering cross sections for the equivolumic spherical 

drop at 18.1 GHz for different drop sizes 

a(cm)  S(0)  (Mer e  Q(cm)2 

0.025  4.1444 X 10-4 - 8.3170 X 10-4i  3.6243 X 10-4 3.9388 X 10-7 
0.05  6.8431 X 10-4 - 6.9938 X 10-Li  5.9843 X 10-4 2.6138 X 10-6 
0.075  5.3548 X 10-6 - 2.4905 X 10-2i  4.6827 X 10-4 3.2305 X 10-4 
0.1  2.4004 X 10-2 - 5.5611 X 10-Li  2.0991 X 10-2 2.0935 X 10-3 
0.125  5.4019 X 10-2 - 9.1780 X 10-2i  4.7240 X 10-2 8.8579 X 10-3 
0.15  9.7706 X 10-2 - 1.4719 X 10-1 i  8.5444 X 10-2 2.6617 X 10-1 
0.175  1.7343 X 10-1 - 2.1884 X 10-ti  1.5166 X 10-1 6.2646 X WI 
0.2  2.8868 X 10-1 - 2.8757 X 10-li  2.5245 X 10-1 1.2552 X 10-1 
0.225  4.4398 X 10-1 - 3.3858 X 10-1 i  3.8826 X 10-1 2.1846 X 10-1 
0.25  6.1859 X 10-1 - 3.5216 X 10-1i  5.4095 X 10-1 3.2834 X 10-1 
0.275  7.8546 X 10-1 - 3.3543 X 10-1i  6.8688 X 10-1 4.3596 X 10-1 
0.3  9.3560 X 10-1 - 3.0903 X 10-1i  8.1818 X 10-1 5.3377 X 10-1 
0.325  1.0751  - 2.9126 X 10-1i  9.4019 X 10-1 6.2372 X 10-1 
0.35  1.2136  -2.8673 X 10-1i  1.0613  7.1027 X 10-1 

turbing about the equivolumic sphere. However, the results may be 
less reliable at the higher frequencies, particularly at the heavier rain 
rates." 
The difference Q1' -Q,  which is related to the real part of Su (0) 

-  (0) by (39), is depicted in Figs. 15 to 18, and the imaginary part 
of Si (0) - Su (0) is depicted in Figs. 19 to 23. We note that, although 
extra first-order correction terms arise in the expansions about the 
equivolumic sphere given in (65), they correspond to a constant change 
in the radius of the drop. Hence, the corresponding increments in the 
forward scattering amplitudes are the same for both polarizations, and 

Table XVII - Forward scattering amplitude and total and 
scattering cross sections for the equivolumic spherical 

drop at 30 GHz for different drop sizes 

à(cm)  8(0)  Qt(ella)'  Q.(em)2 

0.025  33549 X 10-4 - 3.8212 X 10-2i,  1.1316 X 10-2 2.9980 X 10-1 
0.05  7.2950 X 10-2 - 3.2466 X 10-2i  2.3221 X 10-2 2.1254 X 10-4 
0.075  4.8577 X 10-2 - 1.0204 X 10-1 i  1.5463 X 10-2 2.8859 X 10-3 
0.1  1.5024 X 10-1 - 2.0855 X 10-li  4.7823 X 10-2 1.7391 X 10-2 
0.125  3.5560 X 10-1 - 3.1825 X 10-11:  1.1319 X 10-1 5.6317 X 10-2 
0.15  6.3545 X 10-'-3.5742 X 10-1i,  2.0227 X 10-1 1.1723 X 10-1 
0.175  9.0831 X 10" -3.2571 X 10-12:  2.8913 X 10-1 1.8042 X 10-1 
0.2  1.1444  - 2.9371 X 10-1i  3.6426 X 10-1 2.3403 X 10-1 
0.225  1.3868  - 3.0778 X 10-1i  4.4142 X 10-1 2.8578 X 10-1 
0.25  1.6859  -3.5609 X 10-1i  5.3662 X 10-1 3.4813 X 10-1 
0.275  2.0559  - 3.9425 X 10-1i.  6.5441 X 10-1 4.2750 X 10-1 
0.3  2.4657  -3.9064 X 10-1i  7.8486 X 10-1 5.1929 X 10-1 
0.325  2.8763  - 3.5872 X 10-1i  9.1557 X 10-1 6.1372 X 10-1 
0.35  3.2831  - 3.3474 X 10-1 i  1.0450  7.0680 X 10-1 
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therefore do not affect the difference Su (0) — Si (0). Figures 15 to 23 
show that the approximations to the differential quantities obtained 
by perturbing about the equivolumic sphere with perturbation param-
eter  = 2à are overall remarkably close to the least-squares-fitting 
results and far better than the approximations obtained by perturbing 
about the inscribed sphere. 
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APPENDIX A 
We first derive the expansion of the incident plane wave in a Fourier 

series in the azimuthal angle (p, as given by (20). The unit vectors in 
Cartesian coordinates are given in terms of those in spherical coordi-
nates by 

and 

i = sin 0 cos (pil + cos 0 cos ei2 — sin (A3, 
j = sin 0 sin soil + cos 0 sin ipi.2 + cos  

k = cos Oil — sin 012.  (76) 

Also, we have 

x sin a  z cos a = r(sin a sin O cos ip 4- cos a cos 0).  (77) 

But36 for integer values of p, 

exp (ie cos yp)d (op =  "(),  (78) 
Jo 

where J, denotes the regular Bessel function (of the first kind) of 
order p. 
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It follows, from (5), (6), (20) to (22), and (76) to (78), using the 
recurrence relations for the Bessel functions," that 

f.(r, 9) =jm exp (ikor cos a cos 0)[J,„ (k or sin a sin o) sin a 

X (sin 642 — cos 0i1) —  (kor sin a sin 0) cos a (sin Oh + cos 642) 

▪ mJm(kor sin a sin 0) 
cos ai3] (79) 

k or sin a sin O 

and 
[mJ.(kor sin a sine) 

0) =  exp (ikor cos a cos 0) 
kor sin a sin O 

X (sin Oh + cos 012)  iJ (kor sin a sin 0)i3], (80) 

where, as before, the prime denotes derivative with respect to the 
argument. 
From (8) to (11), (13), (14), and (20), the boundary conditions (16) 

and (17), when multiplied by e—imp and integrated with respect to e 
from 0 to 271-, lead to the equations 

emo(R, 0) +  E cim e) (k oR) dPezi (cos  0) 
nkIntl  dO 
nO0 

- E b h(1) (koR) mn  k oR  (k oR)]   pjrI ( cos  0) 
nklml  sm 0 
n 
E 
nkI,n1 
n 00 

derl (cos 9) 
Cmnjn(kiR)  dO E dml ineiR1R)nIrnI   i'„(kiR)] 

n 00 
im  Plinl(cos 8) (81) 
sin 0 

and, using (4), 

icugo z 11,„0(R, 8) + E b„, e „ (koR) dPei (cos 9)  
ko nklml  dO 

n K) 

r e)(ko.) - E et,„,,,   + he'' (koR)1 im Pe'l (cos 0) 
n.17,i1  L k oR  sin , 
n00 

= N E dmn j.(kiR) dilim I (COS 0)  
...k1.1  dO 
n 00 

r i,, (k IR) + 3'  ini 
— N E c„,„  .(kiRq  . Pe (cos 0). (82) 

n_lnil  L kiii  sm 0 
n 00 

We are using the notations em;  = em-i/ and hm'  = hm • 
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Similarly, the boundary conditions (18) and (19) lead to the 
equations 

1 dR im  
le,,,2(R, 0) + R 0 en,i(R, 0) — E a„,„ e)(koR)  

nkjmj  sin 0 
n 

E bmn  he) (koR) + he)" (koR)] d131m1 (cos 0) 
dO nklml  {[  koR 

re0 

-1- 
n(n -I- 1) dR le (koR) plinl (cos  0)} 

R  dO  koR  n 

= — E cmnin(kIR) in" Pirl (cos 0) 
nklml  sin 0 .4) 

— E dmn{[ n  l(kiR) 3 (kIR) ]dP;ri (cos 0) 
kiR  n   do 

neo 

R  d0  kiR  Pflǹ (cos 0) } (83) 
n(n + 1) dR j.(kiR) 

and 

¡we° [h,„2(R,  -F -R1 cic±: hmi(R, 61)] 
ko 

— E b,,,,,he)(koR) im  P e (COS 0) 
nkinel  sin 0 
n #0 

_ E am.  [ 14," (koR) iml (cos 0) -F h;,1). (k oR)] dP   
nkiml  dO 
nO0 

n(n  1) dR he) (koR)  
R  dO  k oR  hmi (cos 0)} 

= — N E dinnj.(1c1R)   Pjr1(cos 0) 
nkinal  sm 0 
nO0 

jn OCI) .  iml  0) (CO — N E  [  R  j + '.(kiR)] dP  n s 
nkimi  kiR 00  d0 n   

n(n + 1) dR jn(kiR) 
R  d0  PC̀I (cos 0)1 • (84) 

APPENDIX B 

We consider here the case in which the raindrop is symmetrical 
about the plane 0 = r/2 so that 

— 0) = R(0),  0  O  ir/2.  (85) 

Let â (ir — a). Then, from (21), (79), and (80), it follows that, cor-
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responding to â, 
43(R, 0) =  — 0),  (86) 

iga(R,  =-- na(R, 7r — 

1 dR 
[4,2(R, 0) +  

and 

(87) 

1 dR(- — 0) a\ -1 
= [4,2(R,  —  0) ± R d (r —  e "  j m '  v/,  (88) 

[u.(R,  0) ±  ddRe k, (R, 0)] 

1 dR  — 0) (R  _ 0)].  (89) 
= — Ida (R,  e) [  R d(Ir — 0) 

But" 
piml l — cos 0) = ( — 1) mi el (cos 0).  (90 ) 

It follows from (81) to (90) that 

en.  ( — 1) n+ I m I  = 0,  cLn  ( — 1) n+I  =  0 (01) 

and 

ijmn (-1)n-1 minn = 0,  en. + (-1)n+1 mien = 0.  (92) 

For a = 7r/ 2, we have â = a, and hence we obtain the relationships 
in (25). 
Similarly, from (22), (79), and (80), 

ég3(R, 0) = eg3(ft, 71" —  0),  (93) 

M,f3(R,  = —111(R, r — 0),  (94) 

1 dR 
[a2(R, 0 )-F Ti el  (R ' °)] 

1 dR(ir — 0)  = — [e  _ 0)1 (95) l(R,  — 0) ± R d(2r — 0)  (R ' 

and 

[ 4;2 (R,  + 1R cic#: kiii(R, 6)] 

\  1 dR( 7r — 0) hnm i(R, 7, — 0)].  (96) 
= [11,g2(R,  e) R d( r — 0)   
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It follows, from (81) to (85), (90), and (93) to (96), that 

a;„  ( —1)70-1 'n e, = 0,  c',,' mn  , = 0 (97) 

and 

bgt 1  I nil  = 0,  dirLi  (— 1) n+  I  = 0. (98) 

For a = r/2 we obtain the relationships in (26). 
For a 0 7r/2 we may consider the sum and the difference of the 

boundary conditions corresponding to a and to â = (ir — a). Then 
the sums ((Linn  âmn), (bm n  -mn)y  (Cmn  em,),  and (d.  Jinn ) 
and the differences (amii — âm.),  h mn, (Cm,  emit),  and 
(d. — (2.) may be determined separately, and these sums and 
differences vanish for alternate values of n, depending on the pol-
arization. 

APPENDIX C 

We first consider the calculation of the scattered energy W,„ which 
is defined by (35), by letting r —900 . From (29) it follows that 

W. = hm P  0 e'  ( E.; 12 le') sin de ciel. (99) 
,, COMO 0   

But from (28), 

Ts 

and 

_ ear  co 

kor m2  rz Irnj 
  E  E ( — i) n [am. —m Pe'l (cos 0) 

sin 0 
n A) 

eikor 

kor E 
nklml 
n 

b,,,,,dPnimi (cos 0) 
dO 

dPent (cos 0) 
dO 

(100) 

bm, P1"11 
SiII 0 n (C°8  (101) 

Substituting (100) and (101) into (99), the integration with respect 
to  is straightforward. The integration with respect to O readily follows 
with the help of the identities 

dP),"il (cos O) m f [11m1 (cos 0) 
dO 

-F d enl (cos 0) pl,m1 (cos O) ]de = 0 (102) 
de 
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and 

fl [deni d(cos 0) dllrl (cos 8)  ±  P)ml (COS eVel (cos 0)isin ocio 
o  dB  sin' 

2n(n + 1)(n +   81.,  (103) 

(2n + 1) (n — I ml)! 

where 81. denotes the Kronecker delta, i.e., Sin = 1 for Z= n, and 0 
otherwise. Thus, the expression for W. given in (36) is obtained. 
We remark that there is no need to let r —› co to obtain this expression 

for W.. The same result follows from (35) by using the expressions (10) 
and (11) for the scattered field, wherein A#12,1(ko) and N (k0) are 
defined by (8) and (9), with zr, (kor) = 41) (kor). The dependence on r 

is found to vanish, as is to be expected, in view of the Wronskian rela-
tionship" 

j(kor)y(kor) — y (kor)j(kor) = (kor)2 (104) 

We also remark that the expression in (36) holds quite generally, e.g., 
for scattering from nonaxisymmetric raindrops, since at this point we 
have made no use of the properties of the coefficients amn and bin il. 
We next consider the calculation of the total energy W t, which is 

defined by (41). We begin by allowing for a general incident field, 

given by 

and 

Ei = —  Ê  E EA„,„Mei(ko) + B X,M(ko)]  (105) 
nkiml 
nO0 

H' = —  E  E D4.„N;7M(ko) + B mg,“kon,  (106) 
044 M .°  .*D  nklmi 

nO 

where the superscript 1 indicates that z(kor) = j(kor) in (8) and (9). 
The calculation of W t is similar to that of W. and it is found, after 
some reductions, that 

— 2r n(n + 1)(n + Iml)!  
W, —  , Re  E co  E me°  - „  (2n + 1) (n — IMI)! 

n #0 
X (amnAl. +  (107) 

We now consider the incident electric field given by (42), where 
El and El, are given by (5) and (6), respectively. Then (43) holds and, 

from (10) and (11), 

n =  a4 + agz, bmn = b;„„  (108) 
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From (5) and (6) and the expansions in (116) and (117), it follows 
from (105) to (107) that 

2r  
W I -=  Re  E  E (—i)"—' 

weho.c.  m= — m n e;7:11 

X {4. .n simnape(  dEiml (cos  a) cosa, +bmn 
dll,m1(cos a) 

+  [ am n  da   -I- b. • 71 Pe (cos a)] I • 
siria 

The relations (39) now follow from (33), (34), (40), and (108) by 
setting first EH = 0 and second EI = 0, in (109). We also note that, 
from (5), (6), (28), (30), (42), and (109), 

ij  

We =  27  Re[ him  • (110) 
cogoko  exp[—iko(x sin a  z cos a)] 

We remark that both (109) and (110) hold, subject to (42), (43), and 
(108), for scattering from generally shaped raindrops. 
Finally, we consider the particular case of an axisymmetric raindrop 

given by r = R(0), so that (23) and (24) hold. Thus, 

(a;„,eag:  gmbge*.) = — (al-nenail*me  bLmnbil*mn)•  (111) 

Hence, from (36) and (108), 

W. = W + 

Then, from (37), with 

(109) 

(112) 

2cagoW. (113) 
Q. - ko(ElEi 

we obtain (44). Also, from (23), (24), (108), and (109), 

We = W ±  (114) 

Hence, from (40), with 

2wpow.   
Qi - ko(EILI + Elie) 

we obtain (45). 

(115) 

APPENDIX D 

We first give the expansions for the incident wave in terms of spheri-
cal vector wave functions:4.'9 It is found that 
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(cos ai — sin ak) exp [iko(s sin a + z cos a)] 

= — in-n(2n + 1)(n — Imp ! 
E  E n=1.1 n(n + 1)(n + Imp! 

n 

dPniml (cos a) 
X   P;inzl(cos a)Mg;.(ko)  (ko) (116) 

da sin cx 

and 

j exp[iko(x sin a  z cosa)] 

in(2n + 1)(n — I m l) ! 
= —  E  E „, — n=1„,1 n(n + 1)(n + Iml) I 

nO0 

X  [ dP i  (cc)s  a)  Me,(ko)  m si a PI"' (cos kol • (117) 
da n  

Expressions for the quantities em (r, 0) and h. (r, 0), defined in (20), 
then follow from (5), (6), (8), and (9). Thus, we may now consider the 
boundary conditions (81) to (84). 
We first multiply (81) by dPjml (cos 0)/ dO sin 0 and (83) by im p mI 

(cos 0) and add, and then multiply (81) by im Pi"' (cos 0) and (83) by 
dn'il (cos 0)/do sin 0 and subtract, and integrate both these equations 
with respect to 0 from 0 to ir. In the zero-order approximation corre-
sponding to p --- 0 in (47), this leads, with the help of (102) and (103), 

to simultaneous linear equations for agi and cg. Similarly, multiplying 
(82) by dPjml (cos 0)/ dO sin 0 and (84) by im PM (cos 0) and adding, 
and multiplying (82) by im Pr'l (cos 0) and (84) by dPimi (cos 0)/ de 
sin 0 and subtracting, and integrating both these equations with re-
spect to 0 from 0 to ir, we obtain simultaneous linear equations for the 
zero-order coefficients gi and dz. The solution of these two pairs of 
simultaneous equations leads to the relations (50) and (51), where the 

quantities am. and O.,, depend on the polarization, as given by (52) 
and (53). It remains to give the expressions for the quantities a., bn, ca, 
and cin occurring in (50) and (51). 
We define 

=  (t) hew}  G.(0  [ in(e) + .i(eq • (118 ) 
L 

Then, with p = koa, it is found that 

_ Ej. (p)NG.(N p)  
(p)NG.(N p) 

_ Ci n(P)G.(N P) — 
EN» (p)G.(N p) — 

b. 

—  P)G.(P)] 
— n(N P)F n(P)7 

N .(N p)G.(p)]  
N j .(N p)F '.(p)]' 

(119) 

(120) 
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and 
c. = (il p2)[41)(p)NG.(N p) - j.(N p)F.(p)]-',  (121) 

d = (i/ p2)[41)(p)G.(N p) - N j.(N p)F.(p)14.  (122) 

In obtaining (121) and (122), we have made use of the Wronskian 
relationship" 

(P)he(P) - 41)(P)3(P) = (i/P2).  (123) 

Next, considering the first-order terms in y in the integrated forms 
of the boundary conditions, and making use of (47) to (49), two pairs 
of simultaneous linear equations are obtained for cal and c;,M and for 
1);,P, and clg,). These equations contain somewhat involved expressions, 
but after considerable reductions they lead to the expressions given in 
(54) to (56), subject to (57) to (62). In particular, use has been made 
of the differential equation satisfied by the spherical Bessel functions," 

e()  2z(E)  ¿(/  1.)]z/(E) =  0.  (124) 

Moreover, from (118) to (124) it follows that 

ji(p) - add') (p)  ciji(N p) =- 0,  (125) 

j(p) -  (p)  Ncijí(N p) = 0,  (126) 

G;(p) - ctiF;(p)  N2c1G;(N p) = (1 - N2)ciji(N p),  (127) 

N ji(p) - Nbile (p)  p) = (1 - N2)diji(N p),  (128) 

j(p) -  (p)  N2(11j;(N p) = (N2 - 1)diGI(N p),  (129) 

and 

Np2EG;(p) - biF;(p)  NcliG e 
= 1(1 + 1)(1 - N2)(11 ji(N p).  (130) 

We have also used the fact that 

/Or 

dPe'r (cos 0) • 0 dff I do - n(n + 1) 3c;,1 - (131) enl (cos 0)  do sin  do  1(1 + 1) 

where ae; and g;',1 are given by (60) and (61). This result follows directly 
by integration by parts and use of the differential equation satisfied 
by the associated Legendre functions," 

1  d rsin  o dP;r1(cos 0) 
sin°  L de 

[n(n + 1)  7712 inn' (cos 0) = 0. (132) 
sin2 0 
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APPENDIX E 

We outline here the calculation of the integrals in (60) to (62) in the 
case 

cr,(9) = sin' O.  (133) 

It is assumed that /  Iml, n  m ,  0 and n  0. Integration 
by parts of the expression in (62) leads to 

= —972, Piml (cos 0)Pell (cos 0) sin 0 cos OdO 

= —m  x11"41 (x)11,m1 (x)dx.  (134) 

But," with Fi',71; _1(x) = 0, 

(2/ + 1)x./Dimi (x) = (t— Imi + 1)P1-7-1(x) + (1+ I ml)Pifi (x).  (135) 

Substituting (134) into (135), and using the relationship" 

n + m)! f /3)"̀I (x)Pirl (x)dx =  2(  Il  (136) 

it follows from (62) that 

—m   (n — Iml) (n + Iml + 1) 
J'ye = n(n + 1) L (2n — 1) ul 'n-1  (2n + 3)  si'.+11 • (137) 

Next, from (60) and (133), 

(ac.;,1 =2-1/ + 1)f (1 — x2)/1'7'1 (x)Pn1 (x)dx.  (138) 
-1 

The integral in (138) may be evaluated by using (136) and the recur-
rence relation (135), with / replaced by n also. Then, from (60), it is 
found that 

n(n + 1)(m' -I- n2 n — 1) 
(2n — 1)(2n + 3) 

(n ± 2) (n  3)(n + I m + 1)(n ± m + 2) 
2(2n + 3) (2n ± 5) 

(n — 2) (n — 1) (n —  I ) (n — ml — 1) 
2(2n — 3)(2n — 1)  01.n-2. 

Finally, from (61) and (133), 

(1 _  (x) dnnl (x) 
2 --1  dx  dx  in2P)mi (x)Pell (x)]dx. (140) 

(139) 
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The integral in (140) may be evaluated by using (136) and the relation" 

dPimi (x) 
(2k ± 1)(1  x2)  dx 

= (k  1) (k  — k(k — Iml  1)Pin_Pi(x).  (141) 

Then from (61) it is found that 

— 1 I  ni2 nE(n + 1)2 — m2]   
2 1 n(n -F 1)  (n -F 1) (2n + 1)(2n -I- 3) 

(n  1) (n2 — ne) 161.  (n -I- 3) (n -F I m -F 1) (n  -I- 2) 
n(4n2 — 1)  I  2(n -I- 1)(2n + 3)(2n + 5) 

(n-2)(n— Inz1)(n— Iml — 1)  
X 5Z .Te 5 1,n-2.  (142) 2n(2n — 3) (2n — 1) 

We note that the above results are consistent with the expressions 
given by Oguchi,4 without derivation, for the integrals in (131), (61), 
and (62), subject to (133). 
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Low-loss single- and multimode optical fibers were fabricated solely 
from pure fused silica. Their spectral losses corresponded closely to 
those of unclad fibers drawn from the same material, provided the cores 
of the single-material fiber preform were redrawn under pure conditions. 
The lowest steady-state loss of about 3 dB/km at a wavelength of 1.1 eim 
was obtained with a fiber 130 meters long that had a Spectrosil WF core. 
Experimental numerical apertures agreed excellently with theoretical 
predictions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, we introduced an optical fiber that utilizes only a single, 
low-loss material in a unique structural form.' In the single-material 
fiber, the light is guided in a core of arbitrary shape which is supported 
by spoke-like membranes within a protective tubing. The guided 
modes have exponentially decaying fields in the supporting slabs, so 
that for proper design no power is lost to the surrounding tube. For a 
slab of arbitrary thickness, single- and multimode operation can be 
obtained by choosing the proper size of the central core region. In 
practice, though, this thickness cannot be too large if the field ampli-
tude is to be sufficiently small at the end of the slabs to result in a 
fiber of reasonable size. 
Theoretical analysis of the single-material fiber has been carried out 

and is presented in Refs. 2 and 3. In this paper, we concentrate on the 
experimental evaluation of the transmission characteristic and bring 
only a summary of those theoretical results that help us to understand 
the experimental data. 
Cross-sectional views of typical single- and multimode fibers are 

shown in Fig. 1. For a unitary aspect ratio, h  w, the rectangular 
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Fig. 1—Cross-sectional views of rectangular and cylindrical core, single-mode 
(w X h) and multimode (A X B, D) single-material fibers. 

core of Fig. la has single-mode propagation if the condition 

h  2t (1) 

is satisfied.' This result is based on the assumption that the energy is 
primarily concentrated in the dielectric, and that wavelength X is 
small compared to the slab thickness t: 

X  t.  (2) 

For a multimode guide, the wave propagation effects of the slab 
support can be represented by a uniform-index side support having the 
same height as the core and an equivalent index ne = n(1 — à), 
where n is the refractive index of the core and à is computed from 

(3) 
1  \ 2 

8 \ in j 

For a given n and X, the relative refractive-index difference A depends 
only on slab thickness. From à, we obtain the numerical aperture (NA) 
and the modal dispersion, T, 

X 
NA = n-N, Wà = (4) 

(5) 

where L is the length of the fiber, and c is the velocity of light in free 
space. The number of modes N for a core of diameter D (Fig. 1) is 
approximately given by 

and 

D N  (7 • 
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For all guided modes, the field decays exponentially along the slab. 
The field penetration is the largest for the highest-order mode and 
decays by 1/e in a length 1, where 

t 

provided that that h and w are large compared to t. 

(7) 

II. FABRICATION OF SINGLE-MATERIAL FIBERS 

The preforms from which single-material fibers were drawn typically 
consisted of a core rod, a thin, polished plate, and a surrounding thick-
walled cladding tube* (Fig. 2). Whereas high-grade synthetic silicas 
were used for core and plate, commercial-grade fused quartz was 
satisfactory for the cladding tube. The core rods were drawn from 
about 7-mm-diameter drawn or polished rods just before assembling 
the single-material fiber preform. To avoid contaminating these rods, a 
CO2 laser or an oxy-hydrogen torch of high purity had to be employed 
for the redraw operation. Copper, with an associated broad absorption 
band centered between 0.8 and 0.9 pm, was considered the predominant 
contaminant in less pure systems. 
The core rods were either centered in the cladding tube by means of 

a capillary tube, as indicated in Fig. 2, or they were attached to the 
top end of the plates with high-temperature cement. Support plates 
up to 15 cm long were cut from about 0.1-mm-thick polished plates to 
fit into the approximately 6.5-mm interior diameter of the cladding 
tubes (10 mm o.d.). The plates and the inner surface of the cladding 
tubes were cleaned with acetone and hydrofluoric acid and subse-
quently rinsed with deionized water. The assembled preform was 
lowered through a moderately hot oxy-hydrogen torch while helium 
was blown through the tube to carry away residual contaminants 
evaporating from the surfaces of the preform elements. The same gas 
was also used as protective atmosphere during the drawing operation. 
The fibers were drawn with an oxy-hydrogen ring-burner with an 
approximate draw-down ratio of 100 to 1. The preform geometry was 
essentially maintained in the drawn fiber, provided we used a proper 
drawing temperature. Temperatures that were too high caused the 
tube to collapse or resulted in slabs that were too short to enable low-
loss guidance. Temperatures too low, on the other hand, resulted in 

* For simplicity, the outer supporting cylinder is referred to as the cladding tube 
in the remainder of the text; its different meaning from the cladding of the con-
ventional fiber should be kept in mind. 
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Fig. 2—Preform for single-material fibers. 

brittle fibers. Since the core rod is thermally insulated from the heated 
cladding tube, the maximum diameter of the core rods that could be 
drawn without difficulty was about 1.5 mm. To avoid collapse of the 
cladding tube because of excessive heating, a wall thickness of about 1.7 
mm was selected. This heavy wall thickness also helped to prevent the 
tube from being excessively deformed by the surface tension of the 
slab during the drawing process. Nevertheless, single-mode fibers 
typically have an elliptical cross section because of this force. 

III. SINGLE-MODE, SINGLE-MATERIAL FIBERS 

The single-mode fiber shown in Fig. 3 was drawn from an unclad 
fiber approximately 0.2 mm in diameter and a support plate 0.18 mm 
thick. The fiber had a slab thickness of 4 pm, a total core height h of 
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to p.m 

Fig. 3—Cross-sectional picture of single-mode, single-material fiber. 

6 pm, and an approximate width w of 5 pm. According to eq. (1), 
single-mode operation was to be expected. While excited with a HeNe 
laser at 0.6328 pm, the intensity distribution of the guided wave was 
measured by projecting the field distribution of the fiber end with a 
40X microscope objective lens to a distant target with a pinhole re-
cording system (Fig. 4). For larger distances from the core region, the 
intensity in the direction of the slab (y — y') decreases exponentially 
with a 1/e length of 2.3 pm. As shown in Fig. 4, the intensity distribu-
tion in the direction perpendicular to the slab could be well approxi-

mated by a cos' ( -2-3 ) distribution (x in am). The far-field patterns 
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Fig. 4—Near-field intensity of the single-mode, single-material fiber of Fig. 3. 

corresponding to this near-field distribution are shown in Fig. 5. These 
patterns were taken at a distance of 3.4 cm from the fiber end face with 
a 0.25-mm-diameter pinhole detector. Whereas the broad, exponen-
tially decaying slab field results in a narrow, far-field pattern, the 
narrow cos' distribution of the perpendicular plane results in a corre-
spondingly broader distribution that has a zero at an angle 00: 

3X 
sin 80 = — — 2 lief f 

with heft being the effective height of the near-field distribution. With 
an experimental 00 of 11.7 degrees, he is computed to be 4.7 gm, 
which emphasizes that a substantial part of the energy is propagating 
in the 4-gm-thick slab. 
In addition to this usefully guided field in the core region, we observe 

other types of modes via their radiation patterns. These modes are 
more noticeable when the fiber is shorter (less than about 2 m) and 
straighter. Slab modes typically had a single intensity maximum 
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Fig. 5—Far-field intensity of the single-mode, single-material fiber of Figs. 3 
and 4. 

perpendicular to the slab, and several maxima and minima in the direc-
tion of the slab. For guide lengths in the order of a few centimeters, 
the slab modes are seen to extend to the cladding tube. The first higher 
mode in the direction perpendicular to the slab could be observed for 
slab thicknesses in the order of 5 ian. Besides the rapidly decaying slab 
modes, we also observed hollow-dielectric waveguide4 and cladding 
modes. Hollow waveguide modes propagating in the voids of the fiber 
were only excited with low efficiency, and they rapidly decayed within 
a distance of a few decimeters. For accurate loss measurement, it is 
important to leave a sufficient length of fiber at the launching end (in 
excess of 1 m, for example) so that the slab and hollow waveguide 
modes are sufficiently attenuated. Cladding modes can easily be ex-
tracted with a matching liquid. 
The single-material fiber losses were measured by breaking off known 

lengths of fiber and measuring the difference between the power levels. 
The fibers were broken by scoring them with a diamond while under 
tension. The fiber end could not be index matched with a liquid to the 
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Fig. 6—Spectral losses of a single-mode, single-material fiber made from a Spectrosil 
WF unclad fiber on a Suprasil 2 plate. 

detector surface due to the capillary action exerted by the hollow parts 
of the fiber. Using a measuring apparatus described elsewhere, the 
spectral transmission losses of the single-material fibers were measured 
between 0.5 and 1.15 gm, Minimum losses achieved with a single-mode, 
single-material fiber amounted to about 50 dB/km at 1.06 gm (Fig. 6). 
Despite containing a Spectrosil WF core on a Suprasil 2 plate, the 
losses of this fiber were comparatively high since the core rod was re-
drawn with a low-purity oxy-hydrogen flame. Furthermore, since for 

Fig. 7—Electron-microscope pictures of the single-mode, single-material fiber. 
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single-mode fibers a substantial portion of the energy propagates in the 
slab, contamination introduced during the polishing process may have 
contributed to the high losses. Electron-microscope pictures of a single-
mode fiber are shown in Fig. 7, 

IV. MULTIMODE, SINGLE-MATERIAL FIBERS 

Cross-sectional views of multimode, single-material fibers are shown 
in Figs. 8 and 9. The diameter of the cores typically varied between 20 
and 30 1.4m, depending on the size of the core rod and the draw-down 
ratio employed. A representative slab thickness was 2 to 3 ism, but 
fibers with slabs less than 1 jam thick and up to 5 pm thick have also 
been drawn (Fig. 8). To avoid losses via the exponential tail in the 
slab, the required minimum length-to-thickness ratio needed to be 
larger than about a factor of 7. Electron-microscope pictures of the 
interior structure of a multimode, single-material fiber (Fig. 10) 
demonstrated the intimate fusion of the preform parts. 
The NAs of the multimode, single-material fibers were typically 

determined at 0.6328 pm from the diameters of the radiation patterns 
obtained from fibers that were a few meters long. In Fig. 11, the NAs 
of numerous single-material fibers that vary between 0.07 and 0.32 
are compared with theoretical predictions [eq. (4)] and excellent agree-
ment is realized. Diffraction effects made a determination of the NA 

difficult only for thicker slabs and resulting NAs below about 0.07. It 

(a) 
I -1 
20 la m (b) 

1 -1 
10 p.m 

Fig. 8—(a) Cross section of a large-numerical-aperture, multimode fiber with 1-µm-
thick supporting slab. (NA0.8328  „.  0.32.) (b) Magnified core region. 
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Fig. 9—Cross section of multimode fiber SMF 56 with a Spectrosil Wle core on a 
Suprasil W1 slab; core diameter  25 gm, slab thickness  2.2 pm, N A0.6328  "-"=•-' 0.14. 

is noteworthy that the good agreement between theory and experiment 
enabled us to determine the slab thickness through NA measurements 
derived from the transmitted radiation pattern. The linear increase 
of the NA with wavelength also agrees with theory, as illustrated 
in Fig. 12. Here, a fiber whose NA corresponding to a 2-gm-thick slab 
was 0.16 at 0.6328 gm, was illuminated by 10-nm bands filtered from a 
xenon arc lamp,' and the NA was calculated from the 1/100-power-
points of the transmitted radiation pattern. Lack of sensitivity limited 
the data acquisition to the intermediate wavelength region shown, but 
HeNe-laser measurements at 1.15 gm confirmed a linear dependence 
in the whole wavelength range investigated. 
The transmission losses of single-material fibers were expected to be 

identical or lower than those of unclad fibers drawn from the same 
material. Provided that the core rod was drawn in a pure oxy-hydrogen 
flame, as noted earlier, close agreement was indeed realized (see Fig. 
13). Total losses of 10.6 and 10 dB/km were obtained at 0.8 and 
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Fig. 10—Electron microscope pictures of a multimode, eingle-material fiber. 

1.06 gm, respectively, with a fiber 210 m long that had a Suprasil 2 
core (Fig. 13). The unclad-fiber losses at these wavelengths amounted 
to 7 and 10.5 dB/km. The various absorption peaks visible in the loss 
spectrum of Suprasil 2 are, as in Suprasil 1, due to its high OH content 
of 1200 ppm.6 In contrast, only a weak OH band of 3 dB/km appeared 
in the loss spectrum of a multimode, single-material fiber (SMF 56) 
with a Spectrosil WF core on a Suprasil WI slab (Figs. 9 and 14). 
The approximate steady-state losses of this 130-m-long fiber remained 
below the 7.5 dB/km level from 0.75 pm to the end of the spectral 
range investigated, and amounted to 6, 4.5, and 3 dB/km at 0.8, 0.9, 
and 1.1 ¿am, respectively. 
Approximate steady-state losses were obtained by launching beams 

with different NAs into the fiber and by measuring the far- and near-
end radiation patterns as a function of the launch NA, in addition to 
the wavelength-dependent transmission losses.' The losses associated 
with that NA for which the radiation pattern changed least from one 
end to the other can be considered as the steady-state losses. The radia-
tion patterns were measured at a wavelength of 0.88 mm, which coin-
cides with a resonance peak of the xenon arc lamp. At this wavelength, 
the 1/100-power-point-equivalent NA was 0.2, which agrees with the 
theoretical NA and corresponds to that of a 2.2-gm-thick slab. Whereas 
the NA of single-material fibers increased with wavelength, the NA 
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Fig. 11—Numerical aperture as function of slab thickness for multimode, single-
material fibers. 
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Fig. 12—Numerical aperture as function of wavelength for a multimode, single-
material fiber. 
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Fig. 13—Spectral losses of a Suprasil 2-cored, single-material fiber compared with 
unclad fiber losses. (a) Single-material fiber with 22-gm-diameter core and 2.2-gm-
slab thickness, L = 210 m. (b) Suprasil 2 unclad fiber with approximately 0.2 mm 
dia; L "=" 60 m. 

of the launching beam was kept constant during a wavelength scan. 
Hence, the data obtained are increasingly too high at shorter wave-
lengths and too low at longer wavelengths relative to the steady-state 
losses at those wavelengths. We can get an estimate of the possible 
error by injecting a beam with a small NA into the fiber. The resulting 
losses are shown as curve b in Fig. 14. Even lower losses were achieved 
when we cooled the aluminum drum on which the fiber was wound 
with dry ice to reduce stress-induced losses (Fig. 14, curve c).8 With 
the new minimum losses at 0.8, 0.9, and 1.1 µEft amounting to 4, 3.4, 
and 2.6 dB/km, respectively, this curve represents the lowest loss 
spectrum obtained for pure fused silica, and corresponds closely to the 
spectra of the lowest-loss Corning fibers.9 
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Fig. 14—Spectral losses of multimode fiber SMF 56 with Spectrosil WF core on s. 
Suprasil W1 slab; L = 130 m. (a) Approximate steady-state losses. (b) Losses for 
small-angle excitation. (c) Same as (b) but after stress was relieved by cooling the 
drum. (d) Rayleigh scattering losses of bulk fused silica. 

Total losses of 9 and 3.1 dB/km measured with HeNe lasers at 
0.6328 and 1.15 pm agree well with the incoherent-source losses. A 
7.8-dB/km loss was obtained at 0.6328 pm for low-order-mode laser 
excitation. Since scattering losses for this excitation condition 
amounted to 5.1 dB/km, the approximate absorption losses at 0.6328 
pm were 2.7 dB/km. With the scattering losses at 1.15 pm amounting 
to 0.7 dB/km, the absorption losses there were 2.4 dB/km. The ab-
sorption losses of a different Spectrosil WF bulk sample were measured 
by Rich" to be less than 1.6 dB/km at 1.06 pm. 
The scattering losses were measured with a 4-cm-long integrating 

cell built with silicon photo detectors." Highly reproducible data were 
obtained when cladding mode strippers were provided on both sides 
of the cell, and when small droplets of matching liquid were deposited 
on the 4-cm-fiber section in the cell to reradiate the otherwise captured 
cladding power. Scattering losses of 5.5 dB/km were measured at 
0.6328 pm when the fiber was filled with a mode spectrum correspond-
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ing to the fiber NA of 0.14. This loss value is lower than that reported 

for a recent low-loss Corning fiber,9 and agrees well with the bulk scat-
tering losses of 5 to 6 dB/km measured for numerous fused silica 
samples by Tynes." Furthermore, it corresponds closely to a value of 
5.4 dB/km that was computed from Rich and Pinnow's 12.4 dB/km 
loss measured at 0.5145 I.4m, using a X-4 Rayleigh-scattering dependence 
(curve d in Fig. 14)." It is noteworthy that particularly at shorter 
wavelengths SMF 56 has approximately the X-4 dependence of Ray-
leigh-scattering losses. 
Whereas the spectral losses of SMF 56 agree closely with the unclad 

fiber losses of a different batch of Spectrosil WF" (Fig. 15, curve b), 
the unclad fiber losses of the same raw material from which the core 
rod of SMF 56 was prepared were relatively high (Fig. 15, curve a). 
This is attributed to imperfections in the preform rod and accidental 
contamination of the unclad fiber surface. In contrast to an about 
11-dB/km OH peak in the unclad fiber loss curve, the single-material-
fiber peak at 0.95 gm was a remarkably low 3 dB/km in spite of the 

LOSS IN 
DECIBELS PER 
KILOMETER 

o 5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9  1.0 

WAVELENGTH IN MICROMETERS 

Fig. 15—Loss spectrum of unclad Spectrosil WF fiber. (a) Made from same bulk 
material as the core of SMF 56. (b) Previously measured sample. 
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fact that an oxy-hydrogen torch was used for the redraw operation. The 
difference must be due to the fact that the core rod was only drawn to 
a diameter of approximately 1.5 mm (compared to the 0.2-mm diam-
eter of the unclad fiber), after which it was surrounded with an inert 
atmosphere while it was drawn into the single-material fiber. We 
conclude, therefore, that most of the water in the unclad fiber, and 
possibly still in the single-material fiber, was introduced in the drawing 
process, and that the OH content of the raw material could be as low 
as 1 ppm.8 
Aside from the water peak at 0.95 pm, the losses of SMF 56 mono-

tonically decreased with wavelength. In contrast, the loss spectra of 
other single-material and unclad fibers drawn from silica with low OH 
content exhibit a strong loss band at 0.63 pm.8.14.18 Similarly, the 
0.63-pm band exists in the unclad fiber drawn from the same raw 
material (as shown in Fig. 15, curve a), although to a much lesser 
degree than in other samples evaluated previously. The reason for this 
is unknown. As shown in Ref. 15, the intensity of the 0.63-pm band 
depends, among other factors, on the drawing conditions, and it is 
typically less pronounced in single-material fibers than in related unclad 
fibers. Also, spontaneous annealing of this band has been observed. 
The loss spectrum of a single-material fiber whose Suprasil W1 core 

was drawn using standard gases and brass fittings, is shown for com-
parison in Fig. 16. The resulting broad loss band centered between 0.8 
and 0.9 pm is believed to be caused by contamination with copper.'6 
Preliminary dispersion measurements performed by Cohen17 with 

single-material fibers up to 210 m long indicate a weak coupling be-
tween modes. The maximum pulse dispersion followed closely the 
theoretical prediction expressed by eq. (5). 
Instead of using the rod-plate technique for the preform preparation, 

we can achieve longer preform lengths by using thin-walled tubes as 
supports. A single-mode, single-material fiber created at the intersec-
tion of two tubes is shown in Fig. 17.18 Using three such tubes results 
in three junctions and associated single-mode guides within the same 
cladding tube (Fig. 18). Single- and multicore multimode guides using 
this approach can also be envisioned by supporting one or more core 
rods by a suitable number of tubes.» 

V. SUMMARY 

Low-loss, single- and multimode optical fibers were fabricated solely 
from pure fused silicas. The single-material fibers consisted of small-
diameter rods supported on thin plates in the center of larger-diameter 
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Fig. 17—Single-mode, single-material fiber made by fusing two thin-walled tubes. 
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Fig. 18—Multiple-core, single-mode, single-material fiber made by fusing three 
thin-walled tubes. 

protective tubings. The loss spectra of these fibers approached those 
of unclad fibers drawn from the same raw material. Specifically, steady-
state losses of a 130-meter-long multimode fiber with Spectrosil WF 
core were approximately 6, 4.5, and 3 dB/km at wavelengths of 0.8, 
0.9 and 1.1 gm, respectively, with even lower losses existing for low-
order mode excitation. Aside from a small 3-dB/km OH band at 0.95 
gm, the losses monotonically decreased throughout the 0.5- to 1.15-gm 
wavelength range investigated. Scattering losses, measured with HeNe 
lasers at 0.6328 and 1.15 pm, amounted to 5.5 and 0.7 dB/km, 
respectively. 
For supporting plate thicknesses varying between 1 and 4 pm, the 

experimental NA of multimode fibers changed between 0.32 and 0.08 
gm (at 0.6328 gm), which agrees excellently with theoretical predic-
tions. Similarly, the predicted linear increase of the NA with wave-
length was confirmed experimentally. 
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A new method is introduced and used to calculate the statistics of the 
microscopic fluctuations of charge carriers in devices. By expressing the 
fluctuations of the carriers in terms of elementary transfer fluctuations, we 
are able to separate the induced fluctuations from the spontaneous fluctua-
tions experienced by such carriers. This enables us to treat correlation 
effects in, the dynamical portion of the problem and reserve for the statistical 
portion only well-defined, uncorrelated random forces whose statistics are 
readily calculated. The method includes all important correlation effects as 
well as multiple-decay-time relaxation effects and, thus, it fills a gap in the 
Langevin method as well as in the impedance-field method of calculating 
noise in devices. The method is suitable for treating nonstationary as well 
as stationary noise, and in some cases can be used directly on macroscopic 
problems. We also present a derivation of a recently introduced expression 
for diffusion noise of carriers whose mobility is a nonlinear function of 
applied electric field. This microscopic approach may further illustrate 
the origin, nature, and treatment of fluctuations in devices. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this article we describe a very simple means of treating micro-
scopic fluctuations in noise theory. The method is simple in the sense 
that it focuses attention directly on the heart of the matter, the 
elementary processes which give rise to device noise. It is also simple 
in the sense that no sophistication in probability theory is used beyond 
an understanding of simple shot noise. Nonetheless, the method is 
rigorous under the rather mild constraint that the fluctuations are 
sufficiently small that the equations governing the noise are linear. 
The method has the added advantage that it can be used nearly as 
easily for nonstationary noise as for stationary noise. We make no 
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claim that this method is an advance in the philosophy of noise; we do 
claim, however, that it is adequate for solving many noise problems 
of practical interest. 
There are two equivalent'' methods of calculating device noise, the 

Langevin' method (LM) and the impedance-field4 method (IFM). 
Both methods are characterized by an inherent simplification: namely, 
the separation of the task of calculating the spontaneous fluctuations 
of the current carriers in each elemental region of the device, and the 
task of calculating the observable response to these fluctuations at the 
external contacts of the device. The former task, the treatment of the 
microscopic fluctuations, is simplified because in dealing with the 
source of the fluctuations one can focus attention on the statistics of 
the microscopic variations inherent to the local physical conditions, 
which in turn are determined by the (noiseless) state of the device 
during operation. As a result, both the LM and the IFM are primarily 
concerned with the latter task, the coupling of the microscopic fluc-
tuations to the macroscopic, observable voltages and currents. This 
task is also well-defined because the influence of the carriers in one 
region of the device on the carriers in another region, and on the 
contacts, has often been studied in detail in attempts to understand 
the de and ac operation of the device. Thus, it is important to comple-
ment the LM or the IFM with the microscopic method described 
below. When this is done, it can be claimed that in most cases, if one 
understands the device sufficiently to calculate its noiseless operation, 
one can calculate the device noise as well. This should be of assistance 
to those tackling the noise in new and/or unfamiliar devices from 
scratch. 
For example, if a device is sufficiently well-understood to be charac-

terizable by an equivalent circuit, one can often introduce equivalent, 
random voltage and current sources to simulate the noise in the 
device.6-8  Using such sources, a circuit designer with little interest in 
noise theory can readily calculate the size of the noise in the circuit 
employing the devices of interest. In a similar way, a person working 
with individual devices may find it convenient to have a simple scheme 
to translate the physical processes with which he is familiar into noise 
sources and to quickly evaluate their effect on the performance of the 
device of interest.9—rn It is hoped that the method presented here will 
be used in such situations. 
It is important to realize that charge carriers in any device fluctuate 

in response to random forces exerted on them.' The response to a 
specific impulse continues in general long after the impulse causing it 
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has ceased, and, in the interim, subsequent impulses will further alter 
the induced fluctuation. In addition, a fluctuation in the distribution 
of one type of carrier can induce fluctuations in the distributions of 
other types of carriers. Thus, whereas the statistics of the spontaneous, 
random forces may be quite simple, those of the carriers can be some-
what complicated owing to the correlation between the various in-
duced fluctuations. The key to the simplicity of the method presented 
here results from the separation of the correlation effects from the 
statistical problem. These correlation effects are not neglected. Rather, 
they are included in the dynamical portion instead of in the statistical 
portion of the treatment. As it turns out, this results in the primary 
simplification achieved with our method. 
In what follows, we shall use several examples to introduce and 

elaborate our microscopic approach. The first example, the decay of 
charge stored on a leaky capacitor, will motivate the method and 
illustrate how this technique can be used to treat certain macroscopic 
problems as well as microscopic ones. The second example concerns 
transfers between a two-level system. Here correlations are of primary 
importance, and our method is seen to treat these adequately yet 
simply. The third example illustrates how velocity fluctuations can be 
decomposed into transfer fluctuations, which are much easier to treat. 
Complicated scattering mechanisms including multiple decay times, 
which are not normally covered in the usual Langevin' or impedance-
field' methods, can be handled with relative ease. The fourth example 
considers recombination to illustrate how correlation effects can be 
treated efficiently and effectively. By working in the time domain, we 
can see how the method works for nonstationary9 as well as for station-
ary statistics. The statistics are treated in detall in the appendices. 
In particular, a recently used expression" for the diffusion noise of 
carriers having a nonlinear mobility is derived. 
It is hoped that our discussion will provide, for the nonspecialist, 

further insight into the physical nature and mathematical representa-
tion of noise in general. 

IL SOME SIMPLE EXAMPLES 

Since the primary purpose of this paper is to elucidate a general, 
practical approach to solving the microscopic portion of noise problems, 
it seems best at first to describe this approach in terms of simple 
examples. Although this method is best suited to treat noise at the 
microscopic level, for purposes of illustration we shall commence with 
a macroscopic example. 
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(a) (b) 

i(t) 

Fig. 1—(a) RC circuit in which charge initially placed on the capacitor decays to 
ground through the resistor. (b) Noise equivalent circuit of (a). 

Consider the RC circuit shown in Fig. la in which we assume that 
capacitance C is a function C(Q) of the charge Q, which it stores. Let 
us assume that initially (t  0) a charge of size Q: is stored on the 
capacitor. Subsequently (t> 0) the charge will decay away through 
the resistor R. In the absence of noise, the charge as a function of 
time Q°(t) satisfies the equation 

dQ° (t) _   Q° (t)  
dt  RC[Q° (03' 

subject to the boundary condition that Q0(0) --= Q. 
We know, however, that the thermal (Brownian) motion of the 

electrons in the resistor gives rise to a noise current. Thus, rather than 
the uniform charge decay predicted by (1) for noiseless conditions, the 
charge decay is in fact somewhat random. Moreover, the noise is not 
solely governed by the resistor. If, during a time interval, the noise 
current in the resistor is such as to draw too many charges from the 
capacitor, then the voltage on the capacitor will decrease and the 
subsequent current will be reduced. This is just the response of the 
circuit to the noise generated by the resistor. In such a problem, we 
would ordinarily determine the statistics of the noise current i(t) 
associated with the resistance itself, and then determine the fluctua-
tions in the charge Q (t) on the capacitor in terms of i(t). We would be 
implicitly assuming, and rightly so, that only the resistor, and not the 
circuit exterior to the resistor, determines the statistics of i(t), the 
thermal noise current generated by the resistor. We would then relate 
Q(t) to i(t) using an equation of the form 

(1) 

dQ   dt =  (Q)  1(1),  1(Q) = RC (Q)  (2) 

(The noise equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. lb.) We would then 
write Q(t) as a sum of its stochastic average Q°(t) and a fluctuation 
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&Q(t) = Q(1) — Q0(t); assume that (SQ (02)i  /IQ, where 

tiQ = (19I/aQ)/(82.1/8Q2); 

and expand eq. (2) to first order in SQ(t), obtaining a nonlinear equation 
[eq. (1)] for the Q°(t) and a linear equation, 

daQ _  aQ 
de  r(t) 

for 5Q in terms of i(t). In eq. (3) 7-(t) is defined by 

1 _ df  Q  
r(t)  dQ  RC (Q) Q=C(t) • 

(3) 

(4) 

Solving (3) for sQ(t) in terms of 1(1) permits the statistics of sQ(t) to 
be obtained from those of i(t), which for now we assume we know. In 
this way, we can determine the noise associated with the variable of 
interest Q(1) from a knowledge of the noise associated with a more 
simply characterized noise variable i(t). 
The foregoing procedure has one drawback: one must be extremely 

careful, in general, to properly introduce such noise terms as i(t) into 
otherwise noiseless dynamical relations. As we shall see in the examples 
considered below, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
transfer processes characterizing the problem of interest and the noise 
terms which one introduces. Thus, if one writes down several coupled-
rate equations, each involving several transfer processes, and introduces 
but one noise term per equation, one finds, in general, that these noise 
terms are not simple, being correlated statistically to one another. 
Since, for simplicity, one would desire noise terms to be uncorrelated, 
some care must be used in including them in the rate equations. We 
now outline a procedure in the context of the above example that can 
be used in more complicated problems to insure that such noise terms 
are included properly. 
The decay of charge from capacitor to ground is accomplished by 

transfer of individual electrons. Let ti be the time at which the ith 
electron leaves the capacitor. Then we may write the following kinema-
tic relation for the decay of the charge on the capacitor, 

dQ(t) 
de 

where q is the size of an elementary charge. If we consider an ensemble 
of RC circuits of the type shown in Fig. la, in which an initial charge 
of Qg is decaying, each decay will be characterized by a different set of 

(5) 
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times 1/1# at which elementary charges leave the capacitors. Each tt, 
therefore, is a random variable whose probability distribution is, in 
general, dependent upon all I, for the preceding events (t; < ti). A 
completely rigorous derivation of the noise would, therefore, involve 
calculating the probability of each such sequence of times { ti), 
including all correlation effects, and then using these probabilities to 
ascertain the statistics of the noise. Were it not for these correlation 
effects, the 12 would be independent, and the statistical problem would 
be greatly simplified. 
We shall now recast eq. (5) into a form that greatly simplifies the 

correlation problem by decomposing the current into a spontaneous 
portion d(t) and an induced portion R (t). The spontaneous portion is 
governed by the sources of the noise, and the induced portion is con-
trolled by the instantaneous state of the device, in this case the stored 
charge Q (t). Returning to the charge decay problem, we rewrite eq. (5) 
in the following form: 

dQ 
di = — qR (t) — qd (t), 

where 

(6) 

d (t)  E 2S (1 — t2) — R (t),  (7) 

and where R (I) is the "dynamical" rate of charge loss. By "dynamical" 
rate we mean that R (t) is, in general, a function of (that is, is deter-
mined by) the dynamical variables of the problem. In this case, we 
have 

Q (t)  
(t) = q R   (8) 

RC N (03 

If there is a fluctuation SQ in Q, then a fluctuation SR (t) occurs in 
R (1) also, which in this case is given to first order in SQ (t) : 

qSR (t) = SQ (t)/ (t),  (9) 

where T is defined in eq. (4). Returning to eq. (6), if we write 
Q = Q°  SQ as we did in passing from eq. (2) to eq. (3), then we 
obtain an equation for the noise SQ [which corresponds to eq. (3) 
above], 

dSQ  SQ 
dt —  qd  (t).  (10) 

In this case, qd (t) corresponds to the noise current i(t) generated by the 
resistor, which, as discussed above, is independent of the SQ associated 
with the capacitor. Thus, d (t) serves as a statistical driving term. We 
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may calculate eSQ (0 in terms of c/ (t) and from the statistics of d (t) 
determine those of SQ (t) . 
Let us return to eq. (7) for a moment to point out why d (t) is to be 

regarded as the spontaneous portion of the current. The —e 1ö (t — ti) 
term is, of course, the entire current associated with the charge decay. 
The dynamical rate term R (t), however, is a function only of the dy-
namical variables of the problem and does not contain noise sources. 
In our example, R (t) involves only the charge Q (t) = Qo (t)  (t) , 
where 8Q (t) is the charge fluctuation induced by the noise sources 
acting on the device. R (t) does not involve the noise sources them-
selves. Thus, if d  =- 0, e5Q , the response, vanishes. Hence, inasmuch 
as d(t) is the difference between the total current and the noiseless-
plus-induced portion of the current, it follows that d (t) can contain 
only the spontaneous portion of the current. The advantage of starting 
with eq. (5) and proceeding as we did to eq. (10), rather than attempt-
ing to write eq. (2) [or eq. (3)] a priori, will become evident when more 
than one process is involved in the problem. By introducing a d i(t) 
and R i(t) for each process i, and noting that each d1(t) involves only 
spontaneous fluctuations and, hence, must be independent of all the 
other d j i, we can readily express the fluctuations of interest in 
terms of the independent statistical driving terms di. 
If we solve eq. (10) for SQ (t), we find that 

SQ (t) =  exp [ —  dt" / r(t")][—qd(e)].  (11) 

Often one is most interested in the mean-square fluctuation (W) for 
some time t. From (11) this is given by 

(Se (t))  q' f dt; f dt; exp [ —  dt" / r (t")] 
, 

X exp [ —  dt" r (1")] (d (4)d (e2)).  (12) 

If we know the statistics of cl(t) (in this case, those of i(t)/q associated 
with the resistor), we can calculate (d(11)d(12)), and hence (8Q2 (0). 
Note that, in general, we must also know the noiseless solution Q°(t) 
[eq. (1), and also see eq. (4)]. For simplicity here, let us assume that 
i(t) is pure thermal noise so that 

q2(d(11)d(12)) = 2k T (ti — 12) 

It follows then that 

G = 1/R. 

(SQ2(t)) = kTC,  (13) 
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the usual result. [Note: (SQ (11)(5Q (12)) = kTC exp ( — I t1— 121/r). This 
illustrates how eq. (10) maintains the correlation between fluctuations 
at two different times, while the fluctuations themselves are driven by 
a source without correlation, 6 (t — t').] When we turn to purely micro-
scopic processes, we shall find the statistics of d (t) are governed by the 
rate function R(t). 
In what follows, the very important distinction between spontaneous 

and induced fluctuations will be used repeatedly. The advantage of 
this macroscopic example is that the separation between the two may 
be clearly visualized. From the point of view of the RC circuit, fluctua-
tions in the current generator are spontaneous and induce fluctuations 
in the charge decay, 8Q. In addition, the rate term R(t) is a function 
only of Q and clearly includes only the induced and not the spontaneous 
fluctuations. The reader may find it helpful in subsequent examples to 
refer back to this simple model to clarify the somewhat more subtle 
distinctions between induced and spontaneous fluctuations at the 
microscopic level. 
We now consider another simple example, this tizne a truly micro-

scopic one. Let us consider two states a and b containing ne, (t) and 
nb(t) charges, respectively. [These states, for example, might be two 
regions of phase space (dxdv) :" one region for (x„, v.) and one for 
(xb, vb), or a might be trapped electrons and b free electrons.] Let us 
assume that charges are flowing to b from a at a rate Rb, = Rba(n., nb) 
and to a from b at a rate Rab = Rab(nh, na). If charges leave a and enter 
b at times tbaf  and leave b and enter a at times tabi, then by analogy with 
(5) we write 

= — E  — tbai) + E &(t — tab') 

and 

eo = — E 5(t — gabi) + E is(t — 10oi)• 

Following the previous example, we rewrite (14) in the form 

ft, =  (t)  R ab (t)  d b a (t)  d a b (t) 
and 

flb  "Ra(t)  Rbg(t) — dab(t)  d06(1), 

where, of course, 
d00(t)  E  6(t — t.0i) — liab (g) 

(14a) 

(14b) 

(15a) 

(15b) 

(16a) 

*Note that boldface capital letters denote matrices; boldface lower-case letters 
denote vectors. 
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and 
dba(i)  E b(1 — tb.,) — Rba(t)• 

If we write n =  6na, nb = ng  Snb, insert into (15), and expand, 
we obtain the following equations for the noiseless quantities n, ng: 

= —Rg.(t)  Rb(t)  (17a) 

= — &lb (t)  DO I4\ 
and 

where 
Rga Rba(n:(1), let»,  R:b  Rab(ng(t) ná(t)) • 

For the noise M., ênb, we obtain the linear relations 

&ea  = _ &R,,0_ óRab  3n.  _ f5Rba  dRab ) bib 
Sna Sna I  Snb 

- dba(t)  dah(i) 

and 

seb  = _ êliab 6Rba\ Ôna  Seib SRab Slim) ônb 8n„  j  M. 

— db(t)  43(0, 

(16b) 

(17b) 

(18a) 

(18b) 

from which Sna and On,, can be determined in terms of c1.1, and dab. 
(The linear operators of the form 5R/Sn are evaluated at their noiseless 
values.) Since there are only two states, and since nt, = constant 
(rib + lib = 0), it comes as no surprise that 0n4(t) = —anb(t); one 
state's loss is the other's gain. Nonetheless, the source or driving terms, 
cie, and dba, are independent, and the correlations between an. and On!, 
are included in (18) through the presence of the dynamical terms. Since 
this is an important point, we shall discuss it more fully below. 
If we ignore for the moment the random nature of the flow of charges 

from a to b (and from b to a), then eq. (17) tells us that we have a 
"smooth" continuous flow of charges from a to b at a rate of Rga(t) 
and from b to a at a rate of R,, (t). Noise enters the problem when we 
note (as we have above) that charges are actually transferred at times 
ftbai 1 and { tc,bt} , the (ensemble) average rate of occurrence of these 
times being Rga(t) and ea, (t) . Since Rga(t) and Rgb (t) depend only on the 
steady-state solution (74, ng) to eq. (17), these quantities are not 
affected by the details of a particular set of fluctuations. This means 
that if Rga and R:b govern the statistics of the transfers from a to b and 
b to a, then the individual transfer times { tgad , febil associated with 
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Rga and fab must be statistically independent. [If they were cor-
related, then Rg. and leb would reflect this correlation much as do Rba 
and Re in eq. (15).] In discussing the discharge of the capacitor, we 
pointed out how d(t) acted as a noise source containing only the 
spontaneous fluctuations. Above, we have noted that these fluctuations 
are governed by the average rates R°. This suggests that to calculate 
the statistics of de, and db., which according to (18) are needed to 
calculate the statistics of (5n0 and on,,, we may write the d(t)'s in the 
following form: 

and 

dew = E 8(t — eot) — R,,(1) 

d,,0(t) =  6(t — ego) — Rga(t). 

(19a) 

(19b) 

We stress at this point that for a specific event (II  t I) we need not ,,-abij  

demand that the right-hand sides of (16) and (19) be equal. This is 
because we eventually average the dependence of n0 and nb on d.b and 
db0 over all events in calculating correlation functions and spectral 
densities. All that is necessary is that the statistical properties of the 
two forms of drib and db0 be the same, at least to lowest order in the size 
of the fluctuations. We shall see below that this is indeed the case. We 
are able to calculate simply the statistics of de and db0 because in 
writing (19) we have cast these random variables into a form in which 
the distinction between spontaneous and induced fluctuation no longer 
enters. We can do this because d involves only spontaneous (hence 
independent) fluctuations and, therefore, can be written in terms of 
independent events. 
With independent transfer times, it is straightforward to calculate 

the statistical distributions of de, and db0 as given in (19). This calcula-
tion is carried out in Appendix A. The autocorrelation functions for 
d„b and dbe which are the spontaneous-fluctuation, noise-source terms, 
are given by 

(d.b(t1)de(t2)) = R:b(ti)8(ti — t2) 
and 

(20a) 

(dbood o2)) = Rga(ti)acti — to,  (20b) 

as expected for pure shot noise associated with independent events. 
In addition, if R:b and Rga are independent of time (so that the noise is 
stationary), then the spectral densities of de and db0 are given by 

Sb (f) =-- 2e„  (20c) 
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and 
SL(f) = 2Rga.  (20d) 

The form given dab and dba in eq. (19), or rather their statistical form, 
eq. (20), is the basic assumption that enters our approach. That it is 
valid so long as the fluctuations SR in the rates R =--Ro + SR satisfy 

(R2) « R°  (21) 

may be motivated by the following. If a fluctuation Sit in n leads to a 
fluctuation SR in R, then the statistics of the immediately following ti 
will be governed by the altered rate. This suggests as a first-order 
iteration in the fluctuation that 

(d(t1)d(12))r-zi R(11)6(t1 — t2).  (22) 

However, R Ra -I- OR; thus, the error in (20) is of the order of 
SR/Ra, which we assume to be small. A similar argument applies to 
residual correlation effects among the d's. Thus, so long as (21) is 
satisfied, we expect (20) to be valid to order SR/R°. Since we are 
discussing a linear theory, this is good enough for our purposes. 
Returning to (18), assuming stationary noise so that we may use 

Fourier-transform techniques, and representing that the linear opera-
tors are simple decay rates for purposes of illustration, we may write 

and 
iw0n0 —6n0/r0 Snb/ r b — dba -I- dab (23a) 

icanb  — Mb/Tb — dab + dba,  (23b) 

which become, upon solving for &n0(u) and Snb(w) in terms of dba(w) 
and dab(), 

Sna =- (dab — dba)(ico  (23c) 

where 

1/r = 1/ro + llrb•  (23d) 

Since the de and dba are independent, for spectral densities we obtain 

s' (f) = Sg"(f) = iw + 1/T I 2[g  (f) + St% (f)] 
= Iiw + I/ -2 (2e,b + 2Rg0) 

= —S'Itt(f) = — 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 

where the expressions in (24c) are cross-spectral densities (f = co/27r). 
In such a problem as this with transfers permitted only between two 
states, the correlation between Sna and bib is maximal. (Introducing 
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more states will lessen the correlation between any two.) Nonetheless, 
the important features of the correlation are clearly obtained in the 
result (24b) : the small-signal decay rate (1/r) is the sum of the separate 
decay rates, and the spectral density is proportional to a full shot-
noise term derived from the sum of the noiseless rates (e, + Rga). 
This example is admittedly very trivial and could have been done 
more easily by other means. In the following sections, the advantages 
of the present method will become evident. Note, however, that there 
was no question as to how to include the driving terms when writing 
down the coupled noise equations (18) and no question regarding the 
independence of these driving terms when it came to calculating 
spectral densities in (24). 
Let us pause before going on to summarize the logic we have used in 

arriving at our method. First we recognized that noise arises owing to 
the randomness in the times at which charge carriers change their 
state. Then for each transfer process, we separated the expression for 
the particle current flowing between any two states into a dynamical-
rate term R(t) that includes all induced fluctuations, and a driving 
term d(t) that includes only spontaneous (and therefore independent) 
fluctuations. In this way, we are able to shift the statistical correlations, 
so to speak, out of the statistical term and into the dynamical term. To 
calculate the statistics of our driving term, we noted that since the 
fluctuations were characterized by a mean rate of R°(t), which depended 
only on the noiseless solution, we could rewrite d(t) in a natural way 
in terms of independent events. [These latter events cannot be coupled 
since their statistics are governed only by RO (t) and not by preceding 
events.] Although this step represented an approximation, we argued 
that it should be all right for small fluctuations. With the new form 
for d(t), its statistics were readily calculated. Finally, knowing the 
statistics of d and the linear relation between Sn and d, the statistics of 
an including all correlation effects of interest, which we desire, are 
straightforward to obtain. In the next two sections, we shall carry out 
the above procedure for two examples from start to finish. 
In passing, we make reference to Lax's discussion" in which he 

showed the bake limitation of any source theory of noise. The heart of 
Lax's argument is that one cannot expect to model on the time scale 
of the duration of a spontaneous fluctuation (during which time the 
system appears to be reversible) by using the essentially irreversible 
dynamics embodied in eq. (18). As for time scales on the order of the 
response time of the carriers to spontaneous fluctuations, however, all 
is well. Thus, as Langevin probably recognized long ago, the price paid 
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for using source terms is small. The whole trick is to include them 
unambiguously. 

III. NOISE IN CHARGE TRANSFER 

The purpose of this section is to stress the insight one can gain by 
starting with the most elementary transfer processes taking place in a 
device. In this case, we avoid making assumptions about the statistics 
of the velocity fluctuations of carriers by calculating them from oc-
cupancy fluctuations, which can be understood much more simply 
using our method. For simplicity, we shall ignore correlation effects, 
which in fact are shown to be negligible for the problem we discuss. In 
the next section, which is on recombination, we shall stress correlation 
effects and how they can be dealt with using the microscopic method. 
One of the most basic approaches to the problem of the storage and 

transport of carriers in a device is first to assign a density function to 
each carrier state. For example, n.(x, y, t)dxdv represents the number 
of carriers of type a at x with velocity y in the element dxdv of phase 
space. Similarly, no (.x, t)dx represents the number of carriers of type b 
trapped at x in volume dx. In this example, let us ignore trapping and 
recombination effects and focus attention on the transport via scatter-
ing of a single type of carrier. This will lead to a general expression for 
diffusion noise which we can compare with the results obtained by 
Langevin and by Shockley et al. using the Langevin method and the 
impedance-field methods, respectively. 
We proceed as follows. If at times tie a particle is scattered from 

state j to state i, then we have (by analogy with our treatments above) 
that 

dni 
— — — E f5(t —  + E e5(t — tie)  (25) 
dt  g 

and 
dni = — E  + E R(t) - E d1(t) + E dii(t).  (26) 

- 

The subscripts i, j each designate a particular region of phase space 
dxdv at (x, v). (We do this to simplify the notation.) In (26), d1(t) is 
defined by 

d5(t) = E 8(t — tiii) — Rii(t).  (27) 

It is important to note that we introduce a source term for each 
elementary process, that is, for each transfer process indexed by the 
ordered pair (i, j). 
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As before, we let ni Sni, insert into (26), and expand to 
lowest order in Sni. The noiseless equation that results in 

Tic = — E eii(0 + E Ri/(0  (28) 

10 just the Boltzmann equation, ei being a function of n1 and n1. 
Using x, y notation, (28) becomes 

dn(x,   an(x, y, t) an(x,  y,  + F an(x, /7, t)  
dt  at  + y • ax  m  av 

= —  dy' (R(x, v ; x' , y') — R(x' , y' ; x, y)), 

the more usual form of the Boltzmann equation, where R(1, 2) is the 
average rate at which particles are scattered from 2 to 1. In general, 
R(1, 2) is a function of n1 and n2. Usually R(1, 2) is taken to be propor-
tional to n2, however. To determine such noiseless quantities as 
mobility, etc., (28) must be solved for the noiseless n°(x, V, 0. 
The equation for the noise On (x, v,  Sni obtained from (26) is 

45Ro SR • • 
= —  onk ± E onk 

j,k onk  j,k Onk 

— E 4(0 E 4(1). (29) 

In general, this is a coupled (linear, integral-differential) equation 
among the on. [As before, the linear operator OR (n)/On is evaluated 
at its noiseless value by inserting the noiseless solutions lei of (28).] 
For our purposes here, we simplify (29) by assuming (a) that Ro is a 
function of (and not an operator on) the nk, and (ii) that in (29) we can 
ignore Snk where k # i. Assumption (i) is in fact the usual situation 
one has with the Boltzmann equation. Assumption (ii) can be made 
plausible in the following manner. By ignoring in (29) Snk, k # i, we 
are ignoring correlations among the fluctuations Sni and Onk. Let us 
suppose that the scattering rates between j and k are equal for all 
N (N + 1) (i, k) pairs. Then a fluctuation Sni will lead to a Snk on the 
order of 0n1/N. The effect of Snk back on state i will be of the order 
0n1/N. Thus, summing over the N states k i, the correlated contribu-
tion to On which we lose by ignoring the Snk in (29) is of the order of 
Sni/ N [= N • (0n1/  NJ, which for large N is entirely negligible. 
While we have assumed that the transfer rates between all j and k 
states are equal, a similar argument applies so long as the scattering 
to a few states is not favored. In this case, the Snk dependence of these 
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few states must be included in (29). (We have already considered the 
two-state problem where correlation is largest. In our next example, we 
shall consider recombination in which correlation among several states 
is important.) Finally, we should note that our approximation is not 
equivalent to a relaxation-time approximation, which might be used to 
simplify (28). 
Returning to our example, and based upon the reasoning given above, 

we approximate (29) by 

(57ii = — E  dni -F E  âni 
âni , âni 

— E d(t) + E  (30a) 

5e1 = —Sn/r(t) — d(t) ±  (30b) 
and 

where 

and 

1/ T, (I) E (5/4: _ 15Ria 
&xi eni 

te(t)  E 6(1 — tin) — E Rii(t), 
1.1 

(7/. (t)  E  ô (t — tqi) — E Rij (I). 

The superscripts on di, "o" and "e," designate "out" and "in" scatter-
ing, respectively. We are able to lump the driving terms together 
in this way because (30a, b) involve only âni and because the residual 
correlation between cri and del is of order 1IN. 
To proceed further, we approximate (31a, b) in the manner discussed 

above [see (19)] and determine the statistics of âni. Using the general 
results derived in Appendix A for d and then in Appendix B for 2n as a 
function of d, we find for the correlation function of âni, (5n1 the 
expression 

(ân1(ti)574(12)) = SisCRI(in)  e(out)J(rd2)6.-1.--41Pri,  (32) 

where we have assumed that the noiseless rates /Min) = E el, and 
R(out) = E,M, [and therefore ri defined in (30)] are independent of 
time. One further simplification is often justified. Under the stationary 
conditions taken here to arrive at (32), Fri (in) =- Rai (out). Furthermore, 
if R11 depends only on n and is directly proportional thereto, it follows 
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that 
RI (Out) rj =  74. 

Thus, we find the expected result that 

(Sni(ti)ani(t2)) = 3  • 

(33) 

(34) 

We shall now use this result to determine the statistics of the velocity 
fluctuations of the individual carriers. It is velocity fluctuations rather 
than occupancy fluctuations that are usually taken as basic. We shall 
see, however, that occupancy fluctuations are the more fundamental 
of the two. 
Diffusion noise arises from the velocity fluctuations that a charge 

carrier undergoes owing to its interaction with the material in which it 
is confined as well as with the other carriers. Since the current in a 
device is made up of the linear superposition of the currents carried 
by each carrier, and since each contribution is proportional to the 
velocity of the individual carrier, a calculation of the current correla-
tion function (to determine device noise) requires knowledge of the 
velocity autocorrelation function for each carrier. This latter quantity 
we can calculate at once from (34). We proceed in the following manner. 
By definition, the velocity of a carrier is given by 

d'Y'v'n(x, 
v(x, t) =   (35) fev'n(x, y', 0 

If we recall that n  n°  on, we can write (35) in the form v =  8,/ 
to determine that 

and that 

fd'y'v'n°(x, y', 
v° (x„ , = fdav'n°(x, v', 

iday'vidn(x, 
8y (x,  — 

d3y/no Or, y', 

(36) 

(37) 

where we have assumed that the total number of carriers within a 
volume element dx remains at the noiseless value. We make this as-
sumption only because we are interested here in diffusion noise only 
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and not noise from fluctuations in particle density. It follows at once 
from (34) (assuming stationarity) and (37) that the velocity correla-
tion function of interest is given by 

(Svi(xie fflv1(x2e £2» 

feviv:v;n° (xi, y') 
= 8(xi — x2)  (38) 

n°(xi) f ev'n°(xi, y') 

In (38), i and j now correspond to the components of the velocity 
y = (vi, vy, ve). 
When one is dealing with stationary noise, it is more convenient to 

work with spectral densities than autocorrelation functions. Using the 
standard definitions of the spectral density function," one finds using 
(34) that 

Sp, (xi, vi, x2, v2, f) 

= (xi — x2)S (v1 — v2)4  e--'1*(i1.v1)n0(xi, vi) cos wide 
Jo 

4n°(xi, vi)r (xi, vi) 
=  1 ± ca — x2)S(vi — v2)  (39) 

21-2(xi, v1) 

It follows that the spectral density of the velocity fluctuations is given 
by 

3(x  12)  fdv  4n0(xi, v)r (xi, v) vivj  
1 ± ce2T2(xi,  n°(x1)2 ' (4°)  

an expression which could have been obtained directly from (38). 
The spectral density given in (40) has several interesting features 

that we shall touch on briefly. Ordinarily for the frequencies of interest 
in devices, (021-2« 1, owing to the very rapid carrier-scattering rates. 
In this case (40) reduces to4." 

j = t5 (Xi -  x2)4D11/n°(xi), 

where Di; is the ij component of the diffusion tensor defined by 

1 d 
Di; (sai(ti)sx;(ti + t)). 

This expression (42) can be derived from (38) by noting that 

Sx(i) = f dt'Sv(e). 

(41) 

(42) 
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The diagonal components of D, Di; Di satisfy 

fdvvIn°(x, v) (X, v) 
Di =  dvv'in°(x, v)//e(x).  (43) fdvdn°(x, v) 

In this form, we recognize that the first factor is m i(x)/q, while for a 
thermal distribution, the second factor is kTim. Here, eti(x) is the 
carrier mobility in the ith direction at x derived using a standard 
Boltzmann equation approach. Inserting into (41), we find the usual 
result for thermal noise, namely that 

Say (xi, x2, f) = 15(xi — x2)4k  (x)/ (qn°(xi)).  (44a) 

In Appendix C we generalize (44) to the case of field-dependent 
mobilities 1.(E). The result when an effective temperature T can be 
defined is that 

86„(xl, x2, f) = 6(x, - x2)4 (kqT)d[p(dEE)E] /n°(x).  (44b) 

We are now in a position to compare the results obtained here with 
those obtained by Langevin' and by Shockley et al.4 using additional 
assumptions. For simplicity, we shall work in one dimension and ignore 
spatial variations. In the Langevin' method, one begins by decomposing 
the force acting on each carrier into two parts, a damping force propor-
tional to the velocity and a stochastic force of zero mean. The purpose 
of the latter is, of course, to produce the random fluctuations in the 
velocity. Thus, one writes 

= —45v/r  h(t),  (45) 

where e = mi.t/q. One then calculates the spectral density of 45v in 
terms of that of h, obtaining 

Sh(f)1-2  
86v  1 ± 41272 (46) 

If one assumes that Sh(w)  Sh (0) [white noise corresponding to 
totally uncorrelated h(t)], then since 

knIT  (8v2)  = fo°° dfsh(f) = Sh(0)r/ 4, 
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one finds that Sh(w) = 4 07111 T. It follows then from (46) that 

fr\  4k Trim 4k Tale  
S"'" — 1 + co2r2 1 ± Ler2 

4 f dvn° (v)v2 

1 +  CO2T2 

This result agrees with (44) for cer « 1. If, however, we are interested 
in co, for which OJT re:.1 1, then this result differs markedly from (40), 

which we write as 

(48a) 

(48b) 

26, ( f) = 4 f dv   (49) 
1 + w'r2(v) ' 

unless r(v) = r, a constant. This, however, is seldom the case in 
realistic scattering problems. We may rescue the Langevin approach 
if, in place of (45), we pass to the frequency domain to write 

iwbv =  r  (50) 

in which the effective damping 1/r,,, is frequency dependent; and now 

S d„(f) —  h(f)   
1 + co2r,„2 

Again, we choose Sn (f) = Sn (0) and note that as f --> 0 we must obtain 
(48). Thus, Sh(f) = 4kT  r , where T =  T(0) =  0). Inserting into (51) 

we obtain 

4k T / r  
S,, (f) =  =   (52) U12 ±  1/ 7.2 (0 2 +  i/T3 

If (52) is equated to (49), one can solve for 1/T., that is, for the ap-
propriate damping term to be used in the Langevin equation. This 
illustrates a major defect of the Langevin' approach, quite apart from 
inserting le„, in a rather arbitrary manner. If the appropriate I-., is not 
known a priori, one must return to a more fundamental approach such 
as that given above. This is important, for if  =  then 

;IQ = (e/ in) (icu ± 11  = (e kT) f cluen(v)[iw ± 1/ r(v)]-'. 

Setting r,,, = r,. does not make (52) equal (49). Thus, the original 

Langevin idea is not internally consistent in general. 
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In developing the impedance-field* method, Shockley et al. focus 
attention on the trajectory of a given carrier and on the carrier's 
deviations from its noiseless trajectory. Nonetheless, when it comes to 
writing an expression for the autocorrelation function of the velocity, 
they must postulate an expression equivalent to (38). [See eq. (48) of 
Ref. (4).] In more complicated problems, it seems best to have a 
fundamental approach from which such microscopic correlation func-
tions can be derived. For example, were it necessary to include 
correlation between certain pairs of states, several characteristic decay 
times would be present in the correlation expression. These can be 
included in a natural way if we derive f5v from eq. (37), as we have done 
here. Using less fundamental approaches, one must often rely on 
analogy and intuition. 

IV. RECOMBINATION-GENERATION NOISE 

Up to this point, we have been concerned with deriving the statistical 
distributions of microscopic variables. From a knowledge of the de-
pendence of the macroscopic quantities of interest on these microscopic 
variables, the statistical distributions of the former can be calculated 
from those of the latter. In some cases, e.g., thermal noise in resistors, 
the macroscopic current or voltage spectra densities can be obtained 
very simply using thermodynamic arguments without recourse to 
microscopic methods. We now turn to an example, that of recombina-
tion noise, for which the power of treating correlations among fluctua-
tions using the microscopic method developed in this paper becomes 
apparent. 
Let us consider the following model of recombination. Let n be the 

number of mobile electrons, p the number of holes, nt0 the number of 
unoccupied traps, ni, the number of traps containing a trapped hole, 
and nt,, the number of traps containing trapped electron, all within a 
unit volume. Recombination occurs when a trap containing an electron 
captures a hole or when a trap containing a hole captures an electron. 
In Fig. 2, we present schematically the eight different processes which 
enter into this recombination-generation model. In Fig. 2, as in the 
equations for the dynamics of this system, the r's represent trapping 
rates, e.g., r,0, the rate at which electrons (n) are trapped by empty 
traps (to) per electron per trap, and the g's represent release rates from 
the traps per trap. As we shall see, the key to determining the noise 
correctly within this model is to introduce source terms for each of 
these eight processes. 
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Fig. 2—The eight trapping processes contributing to recombination. 

Even before we consider this problem quantitatively, we realize that 
correlations among fluctuations in the various particle densities will be 
complicated. For example, a positive fluctuation Sn in the number of 
mobile electrons will lead to positive fluctuations in the recombination 
directly via increased trapping in the 4, traps and indirectly via in-
creased trapping in the te traps, and the increased number of t. traps. 
Using our microscopic approach we can deal with these correlations in a 
routine manner. 
The step-by-step application of our method to this problem is carried 

out in some detail in Appendix D. If we make use of the definitions 
Sn MI, Sp  Sn2, r5n,. =-- Sna, r5u,„ = Sn41 Sn = (Sni, Sn2, Sns, Sn4), 
then the cross-spectral density of &Li, Sn; is given by 

sr(n = E moc mst(nmz.,(.),  (53) 

according to (124a). In (53), Sd is the (4 X 4) cross-spectral density of 
the driving sources given by (124b) and M is the (4 X 4) matrix 
expressing the induced fluctuations Sn in terms of the spontaneous 
ones d: 

Sn(w) = M(w)d(u),  (54) 

according to (123). [Note from Appendix D that the vector d  (d1, 
c/2, da, d4) consists of four linear combinations of the eight fundamental 
noise driving terms that arise using this method. That these terms are 
mutually correlated can be seen from (124b).] Thus, from (53) we can 
calculate the spectral densities of interest. These include Su for the 
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spectral density of on, $22 for that of Sp, and $12 and 821 for the cross-
spectral densities between On and Op, all of which contribute to the 
current fluctuations observed at the contacts of the device. Even more 
components of Son are needed to calculate fluctuations in recombination 
radiation, if such results are desired. 
We should stress that (53) contains all correlation effects (through 

Sd) and all relaxation effects (through M and M*) contained in this 
problem. If certain trapping or release rates are small relative to others, 
the contribution of such processes to Sd can be neglected; if M can be 
characterized by a single time constant r, MM* becomes proportional 
to (co'  1/7-2)-1, as is usually assumed.' The point to be made is that 
with no additional effort of a statistical nature we can solve device-
noise problems which contain rather complicated statistical correla-
tions. The key is to put the correlations in the dynamics of the problem 
of interest, thereby keeping the statistics simple. 
Finally, the reader is cautioned against making a normal mode 

analysis of the linearized noise equations and then introducing a 
noise-source term for each normal mode, since such terms will not be 
statistically independent in general. We note in concluding that, in 
obtaining (53), nowhere did we have to make use of normal-mode 
analysis. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have discussed a straightforward, microscopic ap-
proach which can be used to calculate the statistical fluctuations ac-
companying any transfer process. Since nearly all charge-carrier ve-
locity fluctuations can be characterized in terms of transfer processes, 
we, therefore, are able to calculate the statistics of the velocity fluctua-
tions from those of the transfer fluctuations. Knowledge of the velocity 
fluctuations is often all the microscopic information that is needed to 
insert into the Langevin method or the impedance-field method to 
calculate device noise. (These methods explain in great detail how to 
convert velocity fluctuations into observed current and voltage fluctua-
tions.) In so doing, we are able to insure that all important correlation 
effects and relaxation effects are included in the results. We further 
simplify the statistical portion of the calculation by separating the 
spontaneous from the induced fluctuations, and expressing the statistics 
of the latter in terms of the former. In this way, we have to calculate 
the statistics of only the uncorrelated, spontaneous fluctuations from 
probability theory, while the more complicated statistics of the induced 
fluctuations can be obtained directly from those of the spontaneous 
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type. The correlation effects are thus shifted from the statistical portion 
of the problem to the dynamical portion. We have included (in Ap-
pendix C) a derivation of an important result for the diffusion noise of 
"hot" charge carriers, that is, for charge carriers whose mobilities are 
field dependent. As the method developed here is readily generalized 
to nonstationary noise, our results will be used extensively in treating 
noise in charge-transfer devices. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix, we consider in detail a single elementary random 
process and calculate its statistical distribution. As we have shown in 
the text, many complicated random processes can be decomposed into 
simpler processes of the type considered here. Once the statistical 
distribution of these simpler processes is understood, one can determine 
the distribution of the more complicated process of interest. In the 
text, we have focused attention on autocorrelation functions, and on 
how to distinguish the autocorrelation function of a complicated 
process from those of the simpler processes of which it is composed. 
In Appendix B, we show how to obtain distribution functionals of 
complicated processes from those of simpler ones. 
The random variable whose statistics we seek is 

d(t) =  (5(t — ti) — R°(t),  (55) 

where R0  (t) (a specific function of time) is the mean rate of occurrence 
of the ti at time t. In other words, the ti are independent random vari-
ables, each specifying the time at which an independent random event 
occurs. To be a meaningful construct, it is necessary that R°(t) satisfy 

dR°(t)  1  
le(g) ,  dt le(t)' 

that is, that the characteristic time in which R°(t) changes is much 
longer than the average time necessary for an event to occur. If (56) is 
satisfied, many events will almost surely occur in time intervals during 
which R°(t) changes only by a small amount. During these intervals, 
the statistics of the t, will be Poisson with mean rate R°(t). 
In probability theory, one often works with distribution functions. 

Thus, if a random variable x has a probability of p.(xi)dxi at z1, that 

(56) 
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x is in dxi, then the distribution function q(k) of P. (x) is defined by 

Since 

q2,(1c) = f dxe"epx(x).  (57) 

px(x) =  — dk e-*ksq (x),  (58) 
221- 

it is clear that q(k) contains as much information about x as does 
pz(x). What is important is that it contains this information in a more 
convenient form, since, for example, all moments of x can be obtained 
at once from q(k) by suitable differentiations with respect to k. 
Here, we shall calculate the distribution functionaln Qd(k (t)) of 

d(t) defined by 

Qdrk (01 = (exp (i ft, dtk (t)d (O D ,  (59) 
t, 

where the brackets denote averaging over the probability distribution 
of d (t). Rather than use the form of d (t) given in (55), let us use instead 
the form 

d(t) = E f(t -  - e(t), (60 ) 

where f (t) is a function of t satisfying 

dtf (t) = 1.  (61) 

Equation (59) then becomes 

Qa[k (0] = (exp [  dtk (t)  f (t — t,) — R° (1)) » • 

Let us now evaluate this average. 
To determine Qd[k(t)] we note the following. 

(i) R°(t) is a specific function of time and, hence, 

exp fdtk (t) R° (I)) 
I 

can be factored out of the brackets. 
(ii) The t, are independent and, hence, the average of the exponen-

tial in Eif (t — t,) can be factored into products of averages of 
an exponential in each f (t — ti), each of the n averages being 
equal to all the others. 

(iii) The probability that n events occur in the interval t5 < t < t2 
is Poisson. 
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From these three considerations, it follows that 

QcIrk  = exp  dtk (t)R° (t)) 

[(exp (i f dtk(t) f (t - ti)»y , (63) 

where P is given by 
P. = e-"An/n!  (64) 

and A is given by 

A fR°(t)dt.  (65) 
es 

To evaluate the average in (63), we note that the probability that ti 
occurs in de at t' is R° (E)  / A. Thus, 

(exp (i f t2 dtk(t)f (I - ta» ‘, 
=  dti exp (i f dtk (t) f (t - ti)) e(ti).  (66) 
A 

Inserting this into (63) and carrying out the sum on n, one obtains 
finally for Qd[k (0] 

Pt 

Qdrk (i n  exp I fi de/e(e) [exp (i J dtk(t) f (I - t')) - 
ii 

et 
X exp (-i  k (t)R° (t)dt) •  (67) 

We note from (59) that if k (t) = 0, then Qd should equal 1. Since 
(67) satisfies this condition, we are assured that Qd[le (t)] is properly 
normalized. As we shall see in Appendix B, from (67) we can calculate 
the distribution functional of nearly any function of d(t). 
It often happens that the particular process of interest involves 

numerous events, each of which contributes only a very small portion 
to the total fluctuation. In this case, we can expand the exponential in 
f (t - t') to quadratic order, obtltining for Qd[k (t)] 

1  2 
C2d[k (t)] = exp [ - - j. defe(e)  dtf (t - tlk(t))] , (68) 

ti 2 

where we have assumed that f (t) is of sufficiently short duration that 

dt'Ro(t')f(t - t')  R°(t).  (69) 
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Recalling finally that f (I — t') = (5(t — t') for the d(t) of (55), it follows 
that 

Qdric (t)] = exp (—  dtk(t)k(t)e(t))•  (70) 

In the text, we made repeated use of the autocorrelation function of 
d, (d(t1)d(12)). This we may calculate from (67) with f(t) = 5(t), or 
from (70), the results being the same. To do this, we note that from (59) 

a (01)d(i2)) = — ay' 
a r 

7,0  — t1) + 725(t — t2)].  (71) 

Thus, from (70) we readily find that 

(d(t1)d(t2)) = e(ti)8(11 — t2). (72) 

Although (67) is our most general expression for the statistics of d(t), 
(72) is usually all that is needed in noise calculations for devices. In 
simplest terms, it is the autocorrelation of the (shot) noise associated 
with the process of which d(t) represents the source term and /NO 
the average rate at time t. It is the building block from which most 
device noise can be constructed. For stationary processes, R0(11) = R°, 
a constant depending on the noiseless solution. The spectral density 
of d under such conditions is a useful concept and is given by 

Set (f) = 2R°.  (73) 

APPENDIX B 

In this appendix, we show how to obtain the distribution functional 
of a statistical process composed of a number of simple independent 
processes of the type discussed in Appendix A. Suppose that the process 
of interest, Sn (t)  n(t) — n° (t), is a linear functional of a number of 
d (t), IMO, 1 i m . Then 

(5n(t) = Œn[di(t), • • • , (1.(t), t].  (74) 

Since (5n is linear in the di, we can write en in the form 

=  fl,[d,(t), t].  (75) 

The distribution functional Q„[Io(t)] of Sn(t) is then given by 
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Q.[1c(t)] = (exp (i f '2k(t)if„dt))  (76) 

=  (exp (i 2 k(t) „;[(1,-(t), dell »  (77) 

Q.iEk(t)i,  (78) 

where (77) follows from the independence of the di. 
A typical functional dependence of an(t) on di(t) is 

in(t) = in  a, .1" de exp  — j" dt" /rie)) di(e).  (79) 
1=1 

It follows from (78) that Q.i[k (0] is given by 

Q.;[k (I)] 

= (exp [i dtk(t) f t de a,di(e) exp  —  di"! r,(t")) »  (80) 
ei ti 

1, dtaidi(t) f d 
t, 

= (exp Fi e Ic(e) exp —  dt"/T,(t"))])  (81) 
_   

= Qd. [ai jC2 dek(tF)  exp  —  e dt"/Ti(t") D•  (82) 

If we use (70) for Q df, then we find that 

Q„i[k (0] = exp [ —  j'2 dl 1'2 delc(t)k(e)F,(t, e)] ,  (83) 

where 

F1(1, e) = a exp [ — dt"/Ti(t")] 
T min 

In  T.1,2 

« %  dre(r) exp [ —2 j. dt"/rie)] X  j  (84) 

and where r,„„„ = max (t, e),  = min (t, e). Inserting (83) into (78) 
determines Q. as desired. 
From Q. we can determine the autocorrelation function of n(I). 

First, we note from (74) and (76) that 

On(ti)Sn (12)) 
a 

= — 
a 

71 . 0 8 1'2 

QE-Yi& (t ti)  "Yo 6 (t — 12)1  (85) 
72=0 
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Using (78) and (83) this becomes 

(ôn(ti)ôn(t2)) = E Fi(ti, t2), (86) 

where Fi is given in (84). 
If ri and R1 are independent of t, an interesting result is obtained. 

By performing the integrations in (84), it follows at once that 

Fi(ti, t2)/a = (er1/2) exp (— I t2 — ti /7-;),  (87) 

where the correlation of the fluctuations contributing to on is readily 
apparent. Expression (87) occurs often in the theory of stationary 
processes. [Note in (87) that in the limit Tt: -4  0, P';' (t1, 12)/cd approach 
RÔ (t2 — ti) as expected from (72).] 

APPENDIX C 

Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem 

Relations between different physical phenomena have always at-
tracted considerable interest, and justifiably so. No exception is the 
Einstein relation between the mobility g and the diffusion coefficient D: 

qD 
(88)—  • kT 

In this expression, g relates the carrier's velocity y to the electric field 
E acting on the carrier according to 

=-- JLE,  (89) 

and D relates the mean-square distance which the carrier diffuses in 
equilibrium to the time t in which it has been diffusing according to 

((z6 — x0)2) = 2Dt.  (90) 

Although usually not emphasized, all derivations of (88) are based on 
small fluctuations from equilibrium (in the absence of driving forces). 
In the presence of driving forces, one must be careful to use the ap-
propriate small-signal quantities when relating diffusion to transport. 
One of the purposes of this appendix is to explain how this can be done 
in some cases. 
It is very important at the outset to understand the physical origin 

of the Einstein relation, as well as that of the more general fluctuation-
dissipation theorem"--18  (FD theorem). This is especially important 
for noise theory since it often enables one to express fluctuation proper-
ties in terms of transport properties. This is a valuable aid since trans-
port properties have already been carefully studied in attempts to 
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understand the noiseless behavior of the device. In addition, an under-
standing of how the microscopic noiseless motion of a single carrier 
contributes to the noiseless device current can be carried over at once 
to calculating how the microscopic fluctuations contribute to the device 
noise. Thus, we ask the question, Why are fluctuations and dissipation 
so closely related? 
What is the physical origin of the fluctuations undergone by charge 

carriers? The answer clearly lies in the scattering of all sorts that such 
carriers experience within the material. What is the physical origin of 
the damping force experienced by charge carriers? The answer clearly 
is the same. This connection may be phrased in several ways. A fluctua-
tion corresponds to the response of the carrier to a random force. The 
velocity-field dependence is a similar relation of response to applied 
force. Alternatively, under steady-state conditions, the average gain 
in the energy of a carrier from the material due to fluctuations must be 
dynamically balanced by the loss of energy due to damping. The gain 
and loss are, therefore, closely linked. Still another way of seeing the 
connection is to note that a fluctuation is a departure from equilibrium, 
such as when a small, disturbing probe force is applied to the system. 
However it is viewed, a close connection between fluctuation and 
dissipation must clearly exist, which we shall derive below. 
In the impedance-field' method, we arrive at the following equation 

for the voltage spectral density of the device in terms of the elementary 
thermal-velocity fluctuations of the carriers: 

SOVN,  = E f dx I ViZmx I24q2n (x)D.(&v;, f), (91) 

where q is the elementary carrier charge, n(x) is the carrier density, 
ZNx is the impedance field between the contact at N and the field point 
at x, and 

8.(x, f) = 4D.(Syi, f) = 4Re f eiwt(Sy1(t)tIv4(0))dt  (92) 

is the velocity spectral density in the ith (  Z) direction. [See 
eqs. (54), (56), (27), (28), and (35) of Ref. 4.] The quantity 1).(dvi, f) 
is also referred to as the diffusion of ISvi at frequency f in the region of 
x for a single carrier. In discussing the impedance-field method for the 
case of y = pE, where g is a constant, it is found that 

kT D.(&vx, f) =( —) (93) 
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for f much less than the scattering frequency. In what follows, we use 
the FD theorem to prove that if g = g(E) = v(E)/E and if an effective 
temperature T can be defined, then" 

(kr)d[1.4.(E)E] 
D. (Sv., f) =  (94) 

q  dE 

[Intuitively, (94) follows from (93) if we recall that fluctuations in 
velocity result from spontaneous fluctuations in the electric field, and if 
= v(E), then Sv = Edv(E)/dEISE = (d[,(E)E]ldE)•SE.] In the 
Langevin' method, diffusion noise enters through a spectral density of 
the form 

Sh (X, x', f) = 4q2n(x)D.8(x — e),  (95) 

where again D,L is the diffusion constant, as defined in (42) for fre-
quencies much less than the scattering frequency. Noting how (42) 
is related to (Sy (ti)8v(t2)), we note that, once we have shown that (94) 
is true, it will follow at once that 

_ ,x e).  
et  kT d(µE) ô( x', f) = 4q2n(x) q  dE  (96) 

The first quantum-mechanical derivation of the FD theorem is 
usually attributed to Callen and Welton.16 This subject has subse-
quently been treated in greater detail in Refs. 19 and 20. For the sake 
of completeness, we shall rederive the FD theorem here primarily for 
the purpose of calling attention to its application to cases of steady-
state but nonequilibrium conditions. We conclude this appendix with 
the derivation of more general relations for fluctuations and dissipation 
valid for any energy distribution (especially nonthermal) of the states 
of the system. These relations show how closely the two are related 
even under nonthermal conditions. 
Let us suppose that we have some system which can be described 

by a Hamiltonian I18, which includes applied electric and magnetic 
fields giving rise to currents, etc. Let fi be an operator whose expecta-
tion value we seek as a function of time in response to a unit impulse 
in a probe force f,, which enters the total Hamiltonian H according to 

H =  — 

where  is another operator. Then the FD theorem states that 

„  p ( —Oho)) h 1 + ex   
Re [K, (w)] = hn [Xli(wil 1 — exp 
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where 0 = 1/k T, T is the effective temperature of the system, if such 
can be defined, 

K 1(w)  joe dtkii(t)e",  (98b) 

k(t)  i(t), f ¡MI) =  ,(t), " 3(0) +  (t)),  (98e) 

X(w)  dtzu(t)eût,  (98d) 

and x•(t) is the impulse response of t2 to the unit impulse h in (97). 
From (98b, c) it is clear that 4 Re [Kii(o)] = Sii(f), the cross-spectral 
density between ri and ri, whereas from (98d) it follows that 
Im [111(w)] is the absorption through ri of the energy put into the 
system via the coupling (interaction energy) — 
Returning for the moment to (92), we note that if we let ti = 
= Svi = O± (for j= x), in the classical limit (h  0), we obtain from 
(98a) 

St,(x, f) = 41m [L-.(w)]/GT/i.o.  (99) 

After we derive (98a), we shall show that for co much less than the 
scattering frequency 

(w) = ic.44«./  (100) 

where m3G = d[p(E)E]ldE. The important result (94) then follows at 
once. 
We shall derive (98a) by evaluating K11(w) and X1(w) and com-

paring the results. By definition 

x(t) = À (f (t)ii (0) —  (101) 

where we assume the impulse occurs at t = 0. Clearly x11(t) = 0, t < 0. 
Thus, 

i foe 
X (w) =  dtei.t E (/ fi lin)(rnif ;11)(e-0E1 —  

n o I. 
X e-iih(en-"VE eu', (102) 

which follows if we assume that the system described by  can be 
characterized by a temperature T. This insures that the probability 
that the system is in eigenstate 1,1/. with eigenenergy En is 
exp (-0E7,)/N, where N is the normalization factor used in (102). 
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Performing the integration on t, we obtain 

X 1(w)  (e-021  — e-oEm)(11f ,Im)(m If ill) 

X (-1)[hw — (E. — E1)  2:€1-1/ N , (103) 

and, finally, taking the imaginary part we find that 

Im [X 1()] 

= irE (e-dEi - e-sÊ ,)(11 ii111)(11i 111)15[1a, —  (E. — E1)]/N.  (104) 
Im 

If now we compare the definition of 1 c (t) (98c) with (101), it follows 
at once from making the appropriate changes in (103) that 

h 
K ( w) =  (e-13E + us-2-)(iP' ,I an)(ni If 314 

2i 1m 
X (-1)[hw — (E. — E1)  ie]-1 1 N  (105) 

And upon taking the real part of (105), 

Re [Ki, (co)] = ir (e-fiEl  e-8 E'̂) 

X  I t,  ) (In If ill)S[hw — (E. — E 1)1/ N  (106) 

is obtained. In (104) and (106), we may replace E. in the exponent by 
(E1 + hw) owing to the presence of the delta function. This then 
permits the factor [1 — exp (-0h(.0)] to be pulled out of the sum in 
(104) and [1  exp (—Olico)] to be pulled out in (106). The FD 
theorem (98a) follows at once. 
To derive (100), we must look more closely at the exact response 

e.; of f , to a general time dependent L in H = H. —  If H is the 
Hamiltonian, then 

(t) = (f,), = Tr [r'ip (t) ]/Tr [p (01  (107) 

where p(t) is the density matrix of the system at time 1. The density 
matrix p(t) at t can be obtained from that at ti according to 

P(t) = P(I, t1)P(4)Ptct, to,  (108) 

where the propagator P(1, t1) is defined by 

P(1, t1) = exp  f  ,  (109) 

and where we are using the Feynmann ordered-operator notation. [If 
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ti is prior to the turning on of f and the system can be described by an 
effective temperature T, then p(ti) = exp (—eHe).] 
The specific problem in which we are most interested is the case 

where fi, 9; represent velocity fluctuations from the expectation value 
of the velocity yo of a carrier under the influence of an electric field of 
arbitrary strength contained in H e. Let us place ourselves in a reference 
frame drifting with velocity v.. In such a frame, we may calculate 
either the velocity fluctuations k1 (t) from the noiseless motion or the 
response 4(0 to a probe force f1.  If we were applying a small, ac 
electric field e(t) to the carrier, then H = H e —  qe(t)1, where t is the 
position operator corresponding to the x coordinate (in the drifting 
frame). Also, we know that the velocity response to such a field is 
given by 

8v (t) = [dv(E)/dE]e(t) 

or, taking Fourier transforms, 

(5v (w) = id[A(E)E]idEle(co), 

(110) 

since v(E) = (E)E, p being the mobility. However, X,. (w) arises 
from the velocity response to H = Hg — f  We can relate f(t) to 
e(t) if we note that from (109), f(t) enters in the form 

exp —  dr f (r)i) = exp —  dr(—)j(r)x) , (112) 

where we can take f(t) = 0 for simplicity. Thus, qe(t) = — f (t) , or 
qe(w) = iwf(w). Also, using (111), we obtain 

Sv (w) Sv (w) iw  d[µ(E)E] ip) 
X (w)  K T) =  q  dE  q 

= icoPac/q,  (113) 

which proves (86). Our principal result (94) is therefore demonstrated. 
We promised that we would conclude with more general relations for 

fluctuations and dissipation valid for any probability distribution of 
the eigenstates of a system according to eigenenergies. We proceed as 
follows. 
Let the (normalized) probability that the system be in a state of 

eigenenergy E be f (E). Choose the scale of energy such that the lowest 
eigenenergy is zero (0). Take the Laplace transform of f(E) to obtain 

F (s) =  dE f(E)e--gE  (114a) 
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and, of course, 
1 

sf (E) =  d e8E F (s). 
27rz 

[For a thermal distribution, f (E) = exp (-0E)/N and 
(s  r.] It follows from (104) and (106) that 

2  1 
.À Re [K,(w)] = — j" dsG(s, w) (1 + eh'u) 

271-i 

and 
1  

E X  fjj (  ) 1  .=  dsG (s, co) (1 —  
2/rt   

where 

(114b) 

F (s) = 

(115a) 

(115b) 

G (s, co)  (s)  e8E1(11 f21m)(ni )11)S[itco —  — E1)].  (115c) 

The difference between (115a) and (115b) consists of only one sign: 
plus in (115a), minus in (115b). For the special case of a thermal 
distribution, this sign difference yields the ratio factor that appears in 
(98a). In general, while such a simple relation between K21 and X2, is 
no longer valid, it is clear from (115) that fluctuations and dissipation 
have a common origin. These are the more general relations we 
promised. 

APPENDIX D 

The purpose of this appendix is merely to carry out the routine 
mathematical steps necessary to arrive at the spectral densities of 
recombination-generation noise. These results are referred to in Section 
IV. 
We proceed as follows. We can abbreviate our exposition since we 

have been through the necessary steps several times in the previous 
sections. The steps are as follows: 
(i) Write the microscopic kinematic equations: 

dn 
= — E 6[1 — /,..(m)] — E 6E1 —dt m  

E s[t — tfitn(m)] + E 6E1 — into(mn, 
711  711 

(116a) 

dp 
—dt = — E a[t — t,op(m)] — E  —  

+ E s[t — tp,p(m)] + E s[t — t„,,,(m)],  (116b) 
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dnia 
dt 
= E ¿[t — tio,,(m)] — E 6Lt — tnt. (70] 

171 

— E a[t — tinponn + E sEt — t„,.(m)], (116c) 
17L 

dni, =  E  — t(ni)]  E 6[t — tiun(m)] 
dt 

+ E 6[1 — tt(p(m)] — E  — tptp(m)1, 
tri 

dn in dnin  dnip —  — 
dt  dt  dl 

(116d) 

(116e) 

(ii) Rewrite in terms of sources and responses: 

dn 
dt —reniinion — rinnnipn  g„i„ni„ g „tonto 

— dio„ — di„„ d„i„  d„in, (117a) 

dp 
= —riopntop — rinnninp  gptnnip 

— dinp — di, ±  dpin, (117b) 

dnen  
dt =rio„ninn — gninnin — renpnte 

dion — tint. — dtnp  dplo, 

dnip 
= — rinnnipn  gninnin  riapniap — gpipnlp 

dt 

dnio 
= — 

dt  dt  dl' 
dnin dni, 

— di,n cine. dec, — dp1p, 

where a typical d function is defined as 

E s(t  tton)  r ton n to n 

and is equivalent for small fluctuations to 

= E 5(t — eon) — rronnfon°. 
In 

(117c) 

(117d) 

(117e) 

(118a) 

(118b) 

(iii) Write each variable as the sum of a noiseless contribution and a 
noise contribution, and linearize (117) to obtain the following nonlinear 
equations for the noiseless solution: 

Ito  — rrpneno + goinen + gniaeo, 
= —noprzpo — rs.„Knpo + gp,pnip+ gpton?0, 

(119a) 

(119b) 
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rionnion° — gnenen — rinpn'inp° 4- gpienio,  (119c) 

= —repne„n°  gntnen  rinpene — gpipep,  (119d) 

= —  —  (119e) 

and to obtain the following linear equations for the noise solution: 

Sri = —rt0n(4045n  Ming') —  Snip e) 
gnanin  gninónin — d,00 — dtpn  d0t.  d.io,  (120a) 

Sp = —r,09 (nUp  bite') — rinp(Win&P ± Mine) 
+ 93,4)&74 + gpicbttn — d0,, — 64"  d„,„  dpin,  (120b) 

= rion (niOn  Snion°) — gninSnIn — rinp(ni,,Sp ± Mine) 
gp,05nin  — 4,0 — dinp 4- dpio, 

(51 4  —ri„n(nï„Sn  Snipn°)  gninSni. 
— g„,„Snip — dtpn  d010  dt.p — dpip, 

Snio =  — Snip. 

(120c) 

(120d) 

(120e) 

(iv) Finally, solve (120) for Sn, Sp, Sn,,,, Snip, and Snto in terms of 
din., • • • . This latter step involves solving five equations for five un-
knowns. If we are interested in the stationary solution to (119) 
(n° =  = ñep = 0), then the coefficients of the Sn, Sp, • • • 
(120) are independent of time and a Fourier analysis of (120) is most 
expedient. Using (120e) to eliminate Snia, one obtains the following set 
of equations: 

ican = —RnSn  Rnin&nin — Rnip Sn,„  d1,  (121a) 

icoSp  — RpSp 

—RinSnen 

icoSnti, = 

where 

and 

R p  n(5 n t n  Rpte5ntp 

Renn Sn  Rtn„Sp — Rtnep Snip d3, 

— R,pan  Rt„„Sp — RiptnSn,n ± 

dl = —dinn — dipn cintn  dneo , 

d2 = —diop — di.p  dpip  diaoy 

d3 dion  dnen  dt.p  dpio, 

—dinp  dnio  — dpip• 

(121b) 

(121c) 

(121d) 

(122a) 

(122b) 

(122c) 

(122d) 

By combining the coefficients of the Sn, Sp, - • • in (120), the reader can 
determine the Rn, R„, • • • rates in (121). For example, Rn = none0 
rtpnep, etc. The important point to be made here is that the d1, d2, 

da, d4 are correlated, that is, they are not mutually independent. Thus, 
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one cannot a priori introduce independent di., dz, da, d4 into equations 
of the form of (121) at this stage of the calculation. Using our micro-
scopic approach, however, these source terms and their correlations 
arise in a well-defined manner. 
If we let Sn SnI, Sp Sn,, Sn,, Ms, Snip  &n4, Sn (Sni, an2, 

Sn3, SILO, d  (dI, d2, da, d4), then (121) can be written in the form 

iwISn = Rbn  d  (123a) 

and solved for Sn at once: 

Sn(co) = M(w)d(co),  (123b) 
where 

M(w)  (icd — R)-1.  (123c) 

The cross-spectral density of Sn, Sn i is then given by (CO =  2irf) 

St(f)  E Mk(w)S(f)M(w),  (124a) 

where St(f) is the cross-spectral density of dk, di: 

Sem ± Sep. +Srliin+Sto 
0  8'4+ enp-i-Slig,±e.. 

—S e10.—  scginp+so 
Sa i ¿I d—stp —s1„, 

Elp.-1- seg. 
Stu+ Slmo  — loo -  pip 

eon+s(nrin+senp+siito 
O  str+sego+st,p+st, 

and 

, (124b) 

Sta. = 2r,0 n°, Slop = 2r (0,,pv, Sgp. = 2r1p„n°, 

Ste = 2rinpP°, Sean = 2g. rn, S:cp = 2gpip, sto = 2g,,,„, 
e to  cya 2 g p do 

from (73). Using (123b, c) and (124a, b), the cross-spectral density of 
Sn, Sn, including all correlation effects can be readily calculated. Of 
greatest interest are the spectral densities of Sn and Sp given by St(f) 
Se(f), and of Sn, Sp given by St(f) = Sg(f). These are the terms in-
volving mobile carriers, which contribute to the current fluctuations 
seen at the contacts of the device. It should be clear that trapping can 
be treated by using an approach similar to the above. 
There is little point in carrying out the algebra implicit in (124a). 

Evaluating the inverse of the 4 X 4 matrix in (123c) and carrying out 
the sum in (124a) can be done readily, although it is somewhat tedious. 
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What we have accomplished is to express the cross-spectral densities of 
the electrons, holes, and various trapping states in terms of known, 
easily calculated, cross-spectral densities of the source-driving terms. 
And in so doing we have included all important correlation effects in a 
very natural way. 
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The influence of a lossy jacket on the curvature losses of a bent optical 
wave guide is studied for the special case of the TE modes of a slab wave-
guide. This paper presents an approximate theory of curvature losses of 
the TE modes of dielectric slabs that can be used to obtain numerical 
answers with the help of a computer. We conclude that the presence of a 
jacket can increase the curvature losses very substantially. A jacket whose 
refractive index is larger than that of the wave guide cladding is most 
effective in increasing cladding losses. It is advisable to keep a jacket at a 
safe distance from the wave guide core. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To avoid crosstalk between adjacent fibers in a cable and also to 
suppress unwanted cladding modes, optical fibers for communication 
purposes need lossy jackets.' Each fiber thus consists of a core of 
refractive index n1 and a cladding with index nz. Since core and cladding 
are made of low-loss materials, we consider ns and nz real constants. 
The refractive index of the lossy jacket is considered complex: 

ns = fl3r — .  (I) 

The negative sign is necessary since we use the time dependence 

(2) 
for the optical waves. 
The guided-mode fields decrease in intensity exponentially with 

increasing distance from the fiber core. At the boundary between the 
cladding and the lossy jacket, the intensity of the modes should de-
crease to insignificant values. If the cladding is too thin, so that the 
modes arrive at the cladding-jacket boundary with appreciable field 
intensities, considerable amounts of power would be dissipated in the 
lossy jacket, resulting in intolerably high waveguide losses. The de-
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signer must provide for a cladding of sufficient thickness to keep the 
fiber losses low. 
So far, we have considered a fiber that is perfectly straight. How-

ever, an advantage of optical fiber systems is that light transmission is 
maintained as the fiber is curved. Since curvature of the fiber axis 
distorts the shape of the guided modes,2 it is necessary to study the 
effect of the lossy jacket in the presence of fiber curvature. A curved 
fiber radiates a certain amount of power even if its cladding extends 
infinitely far from the core.2.3 The amount of radiated power is modified 
by the presence of the lossy jacket. 
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the influence of the 

lossy jacket on the curvature losses of optical waveguides. Because of 
the complexity of the problem, we use the TE modes of the symmetric 
slab waveguide as a model. 
The following sections are devoted to the derivation of the theory. 

Readers not interested in the theoretical details are advised to turn to 
Section VI, on numerical examples. 

II. OUTLINE OF THE METHOD OF SOLUTION 

A curved slab waveguide with lossy jacket is schematically shown 
in Fig. 1. The core with refractive index n1 has the full width 2d. The 
center line of the core is curved with radius of curvature R. The clad-
ding with index n2 has the thickness D — d. The refractive index of 
the jacket is assumed to be a complex quantity. A straightforward 
solution of this problem would involve writing down solutions of 
Maxwell's equations in the five different regions of the structure. 
These solutions can be expressed in terms of cylinder functions. The 
waveguide modes are obtained by joining the solutions in the different 
regions with the help of boundary conditions. This straightforward 
procedure is not practical for the determination of the fiber losses. To 
understand the difficulty, we must consider that the cylinder functions, 
expressing the solutions of Maxwell's equations, have very large order 
numbers and arguments that are of the same order of magnitude as 
the order numbers. The problem consists in finding the order number as 
a solution of an eigenvalue problem. Since we expect to compute the 
waveguide losses, the order of the Bessel functions must be a complex 
quantity. We are thus faced with solving a determinantal equation 
whose elements are cylinder functions of very large complex order. 
Cylinder functions of this type cannot be computed with the help 
of power series expansions. The functions must be obtained from 
approximate asymptotic expressions. The solution of the complex 
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CLADDING --

1 CORE 

n3=03,—in 

• 

JACKET  

Fig. 1—Schematic of the bent slab wayeguide with lossy jacket. The z-axis is 
directed normal to the plane of the figure. 

transcendental eigenvalue equation thus not only is a difficult numerical 
task, but also may be expected to yield poor accuracy since we expect 
the imaginary part of the eigenvalue (the order number of the cylinder 
functions) to be small so that it could be obtained with high accuracy 
only if the functions themselves are known to high precision. 
Since the straightforward approach seems to present an almost 

insurmountable obstacle, we use a different approach. Instead of 
solving the problem sketched in Fig. 1, we begin by solving the simpler 
problem that results if we let D —› 00. The exact solution of the bent 
slab with infinite cladding thickness still results in a complex eigen-
value, since radiation losses occur. However, we are not interested in 
computing the radiation losses at this point and modify the eigenvalue 
equation so that its imaginary. part is neglected. We are now left with 
a relatively simple eigenvalue problem. It is still necessary to compute 
cylinder functions of large order and argument. But since only a real 
eigenvalue is computed with the help of real cylinder functions, the 
usual asymptotic approximations of the cylinder functions can be used. 
The next step of our approximate procedure consists in determining 

the reflection and transmission coefficients of a cylindrical wave im-
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pinging on a cylindrical dielectric interface. Once this problem is 
solved, we apply its solutions to the evanescent field tail of the guided 
wave in the cladding. In this way, we obtain approximate field ex-
pressions for the field reaching into the lossy jacket. It is now a simple 
matter to calculate the amount of power flowing from the guided mode 
into the lossy jacket and to use it to determine the waveguide losses. 
In the following sections, we outline the mathematical details of our 

approximate procedure. The only difficulty encountered consists in 
producing the cylinder functions of large order and, at least inside 
the lossy jacket, of complex argument. 

III. BENT SLAB WAVEGUIDE WITH INFINITELY WIDE CLADDING 

We are interested in the TE modes of the curved slab. Using the 
coordinates indicated in Fig. 1, we can express the z component of the 
electric field in the three regions as 

IAJ,(n2kr)e-ivo  0 < r < al 
Ez = [BJ„(nikr) ± CN,(nikr)]e-ivo ai < r < a2 

FH ?) (n2kr)e--"e  az < r < 00. 

The z coordinate is directed perpendicular to the plane of the figure. 
The Bessel and Neumann functions of order y are J, and N,. The free 
space propagation constant is defined as 

(3) 

(4) 

The r and  components of the magnetic fields are obtained from the 
Ez component by differentiation.4 

i 1 aE  H,.  =  E.  
wet° r ao  wet° r 

aEz 
H4,=   (6) 

cog o Or 

(5) 

The remaining field components Er, E4„ and Hz vanish. Since the waves 
travel along the curved slab in direction, we can define the propaga-
tion constant of the guided mode 

=-- — • (7) 

The requirement of continuity of the Ez and He components at the 
core boundaries r = al and r = az lead to the determination of the 
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amplitude coefficients 

A _ na,(ziON:.(xii) 
(x2i)Ar,: (x11) — 

c =  niJ(x2i)J,(xji) 
?kJ, (x21)N (x 

and 

The definition 

nut.; (xii)N. (x11) B 
n2J:,(x21)AT,(z11) 

— n2J:(x21)Jp(x11) B 
— n2J,:(x2i)N.(xn) 

1  
F = 1-1' (x22 [BJ (x12) CN,(x12)]. 

= nikai 

was used. The prime indicates the derivative of the functions with 
respect to the argument. 
The Bessel and Neumann functions are real. The Henkel function of 

the second kind appearing in (3) and (10) is complex, 

H.?) =  iN,  (12) 

Because of the complex value of He', the eigenvalue equation (that 
results from the requirement that the determinant of the equation 
system for the determination of A, B, C, and F vanish) is itself com-
plex, leading to complex solutions for P.  However, for well-guided 
modes we have 

y> n2ka2>> 1. 

The inequality (13) results, in turn, in 

I.. I ,(x22)I « I2V,(x22)I. 

(13) 

(14) 

The Hankel function is thus predominantly imaginary with a very 
small real part. By replacing the Henkel function with the approxi-
mation 

He) = —iN„  (15) 

in (3) and (10), we obtain the real eigenvalue equation 

[n2J,(xii)J,:(x21) — nap(x2i)J(xii)] 
X EniN,(x22)N(x12) — n2N:(x22)N,(x12)] 
En1J,(x21)N(xii) — n2J;(x21)Arv(xli)] 
X En2J(x12)N,(x22) — n2J,(x12)N(x22)] = 0. (16) 

This eigenvalue equation has real solutions of y ignoring radiation 
losses caused by waveguide curvature. However, the mode problem 
that we have formulated describes the distorted fields in the curved 
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waveguide accurately. The curvature losses are obtained later by ac-
counting for the amount of power that is lost in the form of radiation. 
The power carried by the modes can be expressed as 

P = 1  {A2 [x (.1 p+, a'-iv J, aJ P+1 ) +  
4com0 a v  ay  o 

ill p . J+ 132[x (  J+  1 — — ,, 8 ') + Jqx21 ay  ay  
ON ON ] Z12 

± 2BC [x (‘ I ,4.1 a, ' j,  871) + J„N , 
.11 

+ co [x  (N,+ , ON, N,  aN,+1 \ ± A -12 
a V  ay j  J.11 

aN . 
+ I F 12 [x (N p+i —.' — Np er '1) + NI  1. ay  ay  .23  (17) 

The notation [ ] indicates that the value of the bracket evaluated 
at x1 must be subtracted from the expression evaluated at x2. Since the 
ratios of the amplitude coefficients are real quantities, A, B, and C are 
assumed real. However, with approximation (15), F becomes imagi-
nary. The contributions of the lower limit 0 of the first bracket and of 
the upper limit co of the last bracket may be neglected since the fields 
decrease rapidly with increasing distance from the waveguide core. 

IV. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF A WAVE AT A CYLINDRICAL 

INTERFACE 

Our solution of the mode problem of the bent slab waveguide 
ignored radiation losses caused by the curvature and losses resulting 
from the presence of the lossy jacket. We calculate these losses by 
accounting for the outflow of power from the curved waveguide. To 
obtain expressions for the power outflow, we study the problem of a 
cylindrical wave that is impinging on a cylindrical interface between 
two dielectric media. 
Ignoring, for the moment, the presence of the waveguide core and 

the jacket region that contains the center of curvature, we consider 
a cylindrical wave in the region to the left of the interface between the 
media with refractive indices nl and n3, 

E.= [GH?)(n2kr)  II-P,1) (n2kr)]e-."0 R±d<r< R ±D.  (18) 

According to time dependence (2), the Hankel function of the second 
kind describes the incident cylindrical wave, while the Hankel function 
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of the first kind belongs to the reflected wave. Inside the jacket we 
have a transmitted wave 

E,= Ke2)(n3kr)e—iY0 r > R + D.  (19) 

The corresponding magnetic field components follow again from (5) 
and (6). Continuity of the E, and Ho components is achieved if the 
following relations hold between the three amplitude coefficients: 

and 

with 

= (Y2)He (ya) — %Fe' (YOH?) (ya) o 
/   n211? ,) (y2)11?) (ya) — 2231-11,2e(y3)/e) (y2) 

K — n211;""(y2)11?) (y2) 
ne y(y2)H i.2)(ya)  _ 

— n21-1!» (Y2)H 2)' (Y2) G 
nail?) (Y0 e.2)' (h) 

yi = n¡k(R + D). 

It remains to relate the amplitude G to the amplitude F of the evanes-
cent field tail of the guided mode in the curved slab. Our treatment is, 
of course, not exact, since multiple reflections of the wave between core 
and jacket are ignored. However, if the refractive index differences 
remain small, multiple reflections are unimportant. Furthermore, the 
field intensity decays exponentially with increasing distance from the 
waveguide core. The incident wave GI-1 2)(n2kr) is, thus, an evanescent 
wave in most cases so that the effect of the core cladding boundary on 
this wave is only very slight. Whether the incident wave is an evanes-
cent or a propagating wave depends on the distance between core and 
jacket. If this distance is small, the guided mode field behaves pre-
dominantly as an evanescent wave. If the distance between core and 
jacket is large, the evanescent wave has converted itself to a traveling 
wave before the jacket is reached. Our approximate procedure works 
in either case for most cases of practical interest. 
To obtain the relation between the amplitude G and the amplitude 

F of the guided wave, we consider the field in the immediate vicinity 
of the core boundary and equate the fields (3) and (18) 

Fle) (n2kr) = Ge.2(n2kr)  111?)(n2kr).  (23) 

It was explained earlier that we may approximate the Hankel function 
of the second kind by (15). Likewise, we use the approximation 

(24) 
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Using (15) and (24), we obtain from (23) 

G — 
1 — 

(25) 

The ratio IIG is given by (20). We thus have determined the amplitude 
of the wave that is incident on the jacket (at least approximately) 
and can now compute the amount of power that is carried into the 
jacket. 

V. CALCULATION OF THE LOSSES 

The amount of power outflow in r direction per unit length along 
the waveguide axis (and also per unit length in z direction) is given by 
the r component of the Poynting vector 

Sr = —4. Re {E,H:61  (26) 

If we denote by a the amplitude attenuation coefficient of the guided 
wave, we obtain the power attenuation coefficient 2« from the relation 

2a = Sr.  (27) 

This relation holds since P is by definition the amount of power carried 
by the guided mode per unit length (in z direction). Using (6), (19), 
and (26) we obtain 

/70  IK1 2 2« — .te Im Inlie)(y3) r* (y8) •  (28) 
11mo 2P 

The asterisk indicates complex conjugation and Im ( ) designates 
that the imaginary part of the complex expression in brackets is to be 
taken. The argument ya is defined by (22). 
A small amount of power also flows into the jacket on the other side 

of the waveguide, the side facing the center of curvature. However, 
for reasonably strongly curved guides, this power outflow is orders of 
magnitude smaller than the power outflow included in (28) so that we 
may safely neglect it. 
The solution of the loss problem is now reduced to a determination 

of the cylinder functions appearing in our equations. We evaluate 
(28) by using (8) through (10), (17), (21), and (25). The order of the 
cylinder functions is determined as a solution of the eigenvalue equa-
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tion (16). As stated earlier, our method has the advantage that no 
complex eigenvalue equation need be solved. Owing to the difficulty 
of computing accurate values for the cylinder functions of large com-
plex order and large complex argument, a direct determination of the 
losses with the help of the complex eigenvalue equation is hard to 
achieve. Our method is straightforward in principle. We only face the 
computational difficulty of determining the cylinder functions of large 
real order and, at least for some functions, of large complex argument. 
However, our present method does not require knowledge of these 
functions to extreme accuracy. 
In two limiting cases, the attenuation formulas for the curved slab 

waveguide are known. For a straight slab with lossy jacket, we use 
eq. (10.3-14), p. 420, of Ref. 4. 

2a =  (1 + 7d)(K2 + 72) I T  p2 

with 

8K272 1 m (p)e-2 7(')- ') 

(29) 

K2 = nk2 — /32,  (30) 

= 02 — ?de ,  (31) 

and 
p2 = /32 — nk2.  (32) 

The propagation constant /9 is obtained as a solution of the eigenvalue 
equation 

for even modes and from 

for odd modes. 
For a curved slab without lossy jacket but infinitely wide cladding, 

eq. (9.6-27), p. 404, of Ref. 4 is available, 

tan ,cd = (33) 

tan xd = —  (34) 

K272 
2«    +  +  ezyd exp  _  RI  (35) /9(1  •yd) (x2 .y2)  3 le 

If we use the eigenvalue 13 obtained from (33) or (34), we obtain good 
results only for single mode guides or for very large radii of curvature. 
Better agreement with numerical evaluations of (28) is obtained if we 
use solutions of the eigenvalue equation (16) and calculate  with the 
help of (7) and the other parameters from (30) and (31). 
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VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

The principal problem of evaluating the formulas of our theory con-
sists in generating the Bessel function of large real order and large 
(sometimes) complex argument. The Hankel functions can be ex-
pressed in terms of Bessel and Neumann functions. These latter func-
tions are approximated by using the asymptotic formulas (9.3.7) 
through (9.3.17) on p. 366 of Ref. 5 and eqs. (9.3.23) and (9.3.24) on 
p. 367 of the same reference. It is not stated clearly in any reference 
book on Bessel functions that these asymptotic formulas are valid for 
complex arguments. [This statement refers to the functions given by 
(9.3.7) through (9.3.17).] However, the first terms of these expressions 
can easily be derived either by using the integral representation of 
Bessel and Neumann functions and the method of steepest descent or 
[for J ,(x) with 1) >  x] by using approximate solutions obtained di-
rectly from the differential equation. Either method clearly holds also 
for complex arguments. It may be that the convergence behavior and 
the error estimates available for real arguments may not apply to 

CI-

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

0.5 

n1=1.5 

n2=1.49666 

kd= 174.533 

Fig. 2a—Normalized E, component of the first guided mode for different radii of 
curvature. The refractive indices are ni = 1.5, na = 1.49666, kd = 174.533. 
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Fig. 2b—Distribution of the electric field for four guided modes, n = 1, 2, 5, and 
for Rid = 1000. 

complex arguments, but at least the first terms of the asymptotic 
formulas can be justified for functions with complex argument. For 
this reason, these formulas were used even if the argument of the 
cylinder functions is complex. This procedure appears even more valid 
when we consider that in all cases of practical interest the phase angle 
of the complex argument remains very small. 
The derivatives with respect to the order number were generated 

by taking the derivatives of the asymptotic formulas. Our method of 
generating the necessary cylinder functions seems justified by the 
excellent agreement that was obtained with formulas (29) and (35) in 
all instances where such agreement could be tested. 
Since the arguments of the cylinder functions are of the form nkr, 

there are practical limits to the size of the radius of curvature of the 
waveguide axis. For ratios of Rid in excess of 1000, exponent overflow 
was encountered in the numerical calculations so that the limiting case 
of a straight slab could not be approached very closely. 
The distortion of the field distribution caused by waveguide curva-

ture is dramatically evident from the curves of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). 
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Figure 2(a) shows the shape of the normalized Ez component of the 
lowest order mode, labeled n  1, for several values of Rid.  The curve 
for Rid = 00 was obtained from eqs. (8.3-9), (8.3-12), and (8.3-18) 
of Ref. 4. It is apparent that the core cladding boundary on the side 
facing the center of curvature does not contribute to guiding the 
lowest-order mode in case of sharp bends. It is also evident that sub-
stantial mode conversion must result if a curved waveguide section is 
joined to a straight waveguide without tapering the curvature. Finally, 
we see from the figure that the field is forced far deeper into the cladding 
region by the waveguide curvature so that it tends to interact more 
strongly with the lossy jacket. 
Figure 2(b) shows the distribution of the Ez fields for several modes. 

Both figures were drawn for the following parameters: ni = 1.5, 
n2 = 1.49666, kd = 174.533. The important V parameter defined by 

V = .‘inî — ecd  (36) 

assumes the value V = 17.46. The straight slab is thus able to support 
11 TE modes. Figure 2(b) shows plots for the modes n = 1, 2, 5, and 
9. We see that the higher-order modes occupy more of the available 
space inside the waveguide core. The period of oscillation becomes 
shorter toward the side of the core opposite the center of curvature. 
However, the field amplitudes are largest on the side nearest the center 
of curvature. 
With regard to the normalization used for the electric field 

component, 
( El) y  

PO  P Ez '  (37) 

we must remember that the parameter P stands for the power carried 
by the slab waveguide per unit length (in z direction). 
All numerical examples discussed (with the exception of Fig. 12) 

are based on the waveguide parameters given above. The propagation 
constants a obtained from (16) and (7) are listed in Table I for all TE 
modes that can be supported by the guide for Rid = 300, 1000, and 
co . The values for Rid = co were obtained from the eigenvalue equa-
tions (33) and (34) for even and odd TE modes of the straight slab 
waveguide. The table shows that the number of guided modes decreases 
as the curvature of the guide increases. 
Figure 3 shows the normalized loss coefficient 2ad as a function of 

d/R for several modes of a slab without jacket. The horizontal dotted 
lines appearing in this and all subsequent figures indicate the level of 
1 dB/km and 10 dB/km loss for a guide with the slab half width 
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Fig. 3-Curvature losses of a slab with infinitely thick jacket as a function of the 
inverse radius of curvature for several TE modes. The refractive indices are nt = 1.5, 
n2 = 1.49666, kd = 174.533. 

Table I - Values of the normalized propagation constant 
gel for all the TE modes of a curved slab 
(n1 = 1.5, n2 = 1.49666, kd = 174.533) 

0,4 

Rid = 300 Rid = 1000 Rid = co 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

9 
10 
11 

262.461 
262.270 
262.111 
261.840 
261.498 

261.958 
261.870 
261.797 
261.734 
261.676 
261.621 
261.569 
261.513 
261.436 
261.381 
261.224 

261.795 
261.783 
261.762 
261.732 
261.694 
261.648 
261.594 
261.532 
261.463 
261.386 
261.303 
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d = 25 pm. It is apparent how very strongly the curvature losses 
depend on the radius of curvature of the waveguide axis. The losses 
in decibels are obtained by dividing the numerical values, that are 
read off the vertical axis of the figure, by the slab half width d and 
multiplying by 4.34 (to convert the result to decibels). 
For a comparison with formula (35), we state that the loss value of 

the lowest-order mode for d/R = 0.001 is 2ad = 3.41 X 10—'9 as 
computed with the help of the theory presented in this paper. From 
Table I we find for n = 1, Old --- 261.958, so that from (31) we obtain 
7d = 19.695. If we try to compute  from (30) we find a negative 
value. Therefore, we use the far-from-cutoff approximation id = r/2. 
Using these values in (35), we find 2ad = 3.37 X 10-19  in excellent 
agreement with the value obtained from our theory. For the high loss 
values appearing in Fig. 3, the agreement is not as good. 

io-3 

10-

10-6 

10-

o- 10o 

514 f 3  2 

D-d  n 
d 

'3r="1 =1.5 

n3i-

02=1.49666 

kd=174.533 

0.001 0.002 0.003  0.004  0.005 

d/R 

10 dB 

, dB 
I — 
km 

0.006 

Fig. 4—Curvature losses in the presence of a lossless jacket. The normalized clad-
ding thickness is (D — d)ld =- 0.3 and the refractive indices are ni = 1.5, 
= 1.49666, kd = 174.533, nu = ni, nu = 0. 
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Fig. 5—Curvature losses in the presence of a lossless jacket. The normalized 
cladding thickness is (D — d)/d -= 0.5 and the refractive indices are n1 = 1.5, 
n2 = 1.49666, kd = 174.533, nu = ni, nu = 0. 

To gain insight into the effect that the jacket has on the curvature 
losses, we have plotted the loss values that result if we use a lossless 
jacket whose refractive index equals that of the waveguide core. Even 
though the lossless jacket does not dissipate power, it causes the portion 
of the evanescent field tail reaching the jacket to turn into a propagat-
ing wave and thus to radiate away. Figures 4 through 6 show the 
curvature losses in the presence of the "high-index" jacket as a func-
tion of d/R for several modes and for different values of the relative 
cladding thickness (D — d)/d. Comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 shows 
clearly the dramatic increase in the curvature losses for a thin cladding 
with (D — d)/d =-; 0.3. As the cladding becomes thicker, the influence 
of the jacket decreases, as seen in Fig. 5. The upper parts of the curves 
in Fig. 6 already coincide with the curves of Fig. 3 for an infinitely 
thick cladding. In this case, the field detaches itself from the guide 
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Fig. 6—Curvature losses in the presence of a lossless jacket. The normalized 
cladding thickness is (D — d)ld = 0.7 and the refractive indices are ni = 1.5, 
n2 = 1.49666, kd = 174.533, n3, = ni, na, = 0. 

inside the cladding so that the jacket no longer converts an evanescent 
field tail into a radiation field, but simply modifies the radiation field 
in an almost imperceptible way. These curves show that it is very 
necessary to maintain the "high-index jacket" at a sufficient distance 
from the waveguide core. 
The dotted lines in these and all following figures are estimated 

curves. We pointed out that the computer program fails to function 
for very large values of Rld. The solid lines are the results of the 
numerical evaluation of our theory. The end points of the dotted 
curves at d/R = 0 were computed from (29). The region between 
d/R = 0 and d/R = 0.001 was bridged by the estimated dotted lines. 
The curves for mode 8 shown in these and subsequent figures have 

a special meaning. We want to use our slab model to gain information 
about round fibers. If we consider a fiber with core radius a = d and 
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the same refractive indices used for the slab, the total number M of 
fiber modes is proportional to the square of the total number N of slab 
modes, M = KN2. It is instructive to consider fibers capable of trans-
mitting at least half their total number of guided modes. The corre-
sponding number of slab modes is N' = Nte. With our numerical 
values we have a slab supporting N = 11 modes. N' = 11/e =- 8 is 
thus the mode number that corresponds to half the total number of 
fiber modes. If the losses of mode n = 8 are just tolerable, but all 
higher-order modes suffer too much loss, we know that we have found 
operating conditions that would cause half the total number of fiber 
modes to be lost. For this reason, we have included mode n  8 in 
our figures to be able to estimate the conditions that would allow half 
the fiber modes to be transmitted. Figure 4 shows that only a very 
small number of modes can propagate with low losses in a fiber whose 
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Fig. 7—Curvature losses in the presence of a lossy jacket. The normalized cladding 
thickness is (D - d)/d = 0.3 and the refractive indices are n1 = 1.5, n2 = 1.49666, 
led = 174.533, nk = n2, 713,: = 10-4. 
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core thickness is D — d = 0.3d. For D — d = 0.5d, we see from Fig. 5 
that more than half the fiber modes would suffer losses in excess of 
10 dB/km even in the straight guide. This estimate is based on a jacket 
with large refractive index, n3, n1. For jackets with lower index, 
the losses would be reduced. But to be on the safe side, it seems ad-
visable to design a jacket so that it does not cause excessive loss even 
in the worst possible ease. The conditions corresponding to Fig. 6 
show that well over half the fiber modes are transmitted with low loss 
as long as d/R < 0.0004. 
Figures 7 through 9 apply to the case of a jacket with a refractive 

index whose real part is matched to the cladding, fiar = n2 = 1.49666. 
The imaginary part of the jacket index is n,i = 0.0001. This modest 
value of the imaginary part of the refractive index results in a plane 
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Fig. 8—Curvature losses in the presence of a lossy jacket. The normalized cladding 
thickness is (D — d)ld = 0.5 and the refractive indices are n1 = 1.5, n2 = 1.49666, 
kd  174.533, na, = n2, n2; = 10-4. 
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Fig. 9—Curvature losses in the presence of a lossy jacket. The normalized cladding 
thickness is (D — d)/d = 0.7 and the refractive indices are ni = 1.5, n2 = 1.40666, 
¡cd = 174.533, nu = n2, fl, =  

wave loss in the jacket material that is given by 

2aineketd = 2n3ikd. (38) 

For our particular example, we have 2a3acketd = 0.035. For d = 25 izm, 
this cladding loss amounts to 61 dB/cm. 
Comparison of Figs. 7 through 9 with Fig. 3 for the ease of the 

infinitely thick cladding shows that the lossy jacket has a considerable 
influence if it is located too close to the waveguide core. However, even 
for (D — d)/d = 0.5, its influence on the curvature losses is only slight 
and all but vanishes for (D — d)/d = 0.7. 
A lossy jacket with n3,. < n2 has only a very slight influence on the 

waveguide losses, since the evanescent field tail decays even more 
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rapidly in a medium of low refractive index. Therefore, no curves are 
provided for this case. 
Figures 10 and 11 show the influence of the imaginary part of the 

refractive index of the jacket on the curvature losses. Figure 10 applies 
to the lowest-order mode, n = 1, and shows the dependence of the 
curvature loss on the logarithm of n3i for Rid = 500 and Rid = 1000. 
It is apparent that the dependence of the loss on nisi is linear in regions 
of the curve that are dominated by the losses in the jacket. For very 
small values of nsi, the losses of the jacket become immaterial and the 
curves approach asymptotically the curvature loss of a waveguide with 
lossless, infinitely thick cladding. 
The two curves in Fig. 11 dramatize this behavior. For Rid  =1000, 

the losses of the third mode are still dominated by the loss of the 
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Fig. 10—Dependence of the curvature losses of the first mode on the imaginary 
part of the refractive index of the jacket material. The normalized cladding thickness 
is (D — d)/d = 0.3 and the refractive indices are n1 = 1.5, n2 = 1.49666, 
led = 174.533, nar =- n 2. 
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Fig. 11—Dependence of the curvature losses of the third mode on the imaginary 
part of the refractive index of the jacket material. The waveguide parameters are 
the same as in Fig. 10. 

jacket. For Rid = 500, the field already radiates away in the space 
between core and jacket so that the losses are independent of the 
power dissipation in the jacket. Both figures are drawn for 
(D — d)/d = 0.3. 
Finally, we discuss briefly a slab waveguide supporting N = 24 TE 

modes. We use once more kd = 174.533 and ni =- 1.5, but choose the 
cladding index n2 --- 1.485. Figure 12 shows loss curves as functions 
of d/R for the mode n = 17 for several values of the cladding thickness 
D — d. The jacket is of the "high-index" type, with n11. = ni since this 
condition results in high losses. Mode n = 17 separates the corre-
sponding modes of the fiber in equal halves. We see from Fig. 12 that 
even for a straight guide half the fiber modes have losses in excess of 
5 dB/km if the cladding thickness is D — d = 0.3d. For D — d --- 0.4d, 
the losses of the straight guide are reasonably low; they become im-
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Fig. 12—Curvature losses in the presence of a jacket with n2, = ni for mode 
n = 17 of a slab supporting 24 TE modes. The other parameters are ni = 1.5, 
n2 = 1.485, ¡cd = 174.533. 

portant for d/R > 0.0015. The larger index difference of this example 
has the effect of allowing us to use a slightly thinner cladding and 
lower radii of curvature compared to the previous case with 
n2 = 1.49666. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The presence of a jacket can increase the curvature losses of dielectric 
optical waveguide. It is thus important to keep the jacket sufficiently 
far from the waveguide core. The worst possible case is that of a jacket 
whose refractive index is slightly higher than the index of the cladding. 
However, we see an increase of the curvature losses caused by the 
power dissipation in the lossy jacket even if the real part of the index 
of the jacket is equal to the cladding index. 
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A first indication of trouble can be obtained by computing the losses 
caused by the presence of the jacket from formula (29) for a straight 
slab waveguide. (A corresponding formula for the HEin modes of the 
round optical fiber can be found in eq. (10.4-22), p. 426, of Ref. 4.) 
Even if the presence of a lossy jacket does not seem to increase the 
losses of the straight guide above a certain tolerable level, it is im-
portant to keep in mind that waveguide curvature will increase the 
values of the loss coefficient by orders of magnitude for sufficiently 
tight bends. 
The discussion of curvature losses in the presence of a lossy jacket 

was based on considering TE modes of a slab waveguide. The general 
behavior of the losses is expected to be the same for round optical 
fibers. Since experience has shown that even the numbers obtained 
from a slab model give the correct order of magnitude for round fibers, 
the numerical example discussed in this paper may be used to estimate 
the curvature losses of a round fiber with lossy jacket. 
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This paper analyzes a block-coding scheme designed to suppress 
spectral energy near f = 0 for any binary message sequence. In this 
scheme, the polarity of each block is either maintained or reversed, de-
pending on which decision drives the accumulated digit sum toward zero. 
The polarity of the block's last digit informs the decoder as to which deci-
sion was made. 
Our objective is to derive the average power spectrum of the coded signal 

when the message is a random sequence of +1's and —i's and the block 
length (M) is odd. The derivation uses a mixture of theoretical analysis 
and computer simulation. The theoretical analysis leads to a spectrum 
description in terms of a set of correlation coefficients, { th), q = I, 2, etc., 
with the pq'S functions of M. The computer simulation uses FF T algorithms 
to estimate the power spectrum and autocorrelation function of the block-
coded signal. From these results, {NI is estimated for various M. A 
mathematical approximation to pq in terms of q and M is then found which 
permits a closed-form evaluation of the power spectrum. Comparisons 
between the final formula and simulation results indicate an accuracy of 
±5 percent (±0.2 dB) or better. 
The block-coding scheme treated here is of particular interest because of 

its practical simplicity and relative efficiency. The methods used to 
analyze it can be applied to other block-coding schemes as well, some of 
which are discussed here for purposes of comparison. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Block coding 

In its most general meaning, block coding consists of dividing a 
digital sequence into time-contiguous blocks and performing a sepa-
rate coding operation on each block. In actual usage, the term is 
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most often applied to cases in which both the original and block-
coded sequences are binary and the coding serves either (i) to enable 
error detection and/or correction or (ii) to shape the digital sequence 
spectrum. 
The most widely used spectrum-shaping codes are those that sup-

press the energy near zero frequency. This suppression enables the use 
of transformers and ac-coupled amplifiers in processing the digital sig-
nal and, in modulation applications, provides for a null region near the 
carrier frequency to facilitate carrier extraction. Our concern here is 
with this kind of block coding. 
In particular, we examine a block-coding approach invented (in 

analog form) by F. K. Bowers.' The digital version of this scheme has 

been treated separately by Carter2 and Pierce,3 and implemented 
recently by Ruthroff and Bodtmann." The scheme can be used with 
blocks of either odd or even length (M), but our attention here is con-
fined to odd M. Our objective is to derive the average power spectrum 
of a sequence so coded when the original message sequence is totally 
random. This problem has been partially studied by Rice' for the same 
block coding with M even (to which case our method of analysis is 
equally applicable), and by Slepian7 and Franklin and Pierces for 
other dc-suppressing block codes. Results for some of these case s are 
given later. 

1.2 Description 

Unless otherwise specified, the term block coding means the process 
we describe here, with the aid of Figs. 1 and 2. 
The original sequence of binary digits is divided into blocks of length 

(M — 1), and a +1 digit (the so-called code digit) is added to the end 
of each block (Fig. la). A resettable counter measures the digit sum 
Ak in each block k, omitting the code digit if M is even and including 
that digit if M is odd. In either case, this count can take on only odd 
values. It is compared with the sum over all previous output digits, 
Bk, and a decision is made as follows: If Ah and Bk have the same 
polarity, all pulses in block k are inverted; if Ak and Bk have opposite 
polarity, the pulses in block k are unaltered; and if Bk = 0, its polarity 
is taken to be that of its most recent nonzero value, i.e., Bk-i, or Bk-s, 
etc.* In the decoder, each received block is inverted if the polarity of 

*There are other ways to resolve the case Bk = O (e.g., by random decisions, 
as suggested by Rice), and the ultimate choice should be dictated by practical 
considerations. 
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(b) OUTPUT SEQUENCE 

Fig. 1.—Sample input and output digital sequences. 

the recovered code digit is negative and is not inverted if that digit is 
positive. 
Figure 2 depicts the logical process just described and is a simplified 

diagram of how block coding is actually implemented. The identifica-
tion of the code digit in the decoder is accomplished with the help of 
framing, which is not depicted (or treated) here. The penalties in this 
form of block coding are a 100/M-percent reduction in information 
rate and twofold increase in the random error rate. 

*C k = MOST RECENT NONZERO Bk 

z 

>i 

UNCODED 
INPUT   

INPUT 
BLOCK 
COUNT 

ADD + 1 
EVERY 

MTH DIGIT 

DECISION: * 

INVERT IF AkC, <0 

NOT IF AkCk >0 

INVERT 
OR NOT 

CUMULATIVE 
COUNT 

CODED 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 2—Coding process. 
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1.3 Scope of the paper 

It is easy to see that the accumulated sum of the output digits at the 
end of any block is limited in magnitude to M (i.e., I Bk M), and 
that the magnitude of this sum at any instant in time is limited by 
(3M — 1)/2 if M is odd and 3M/2 if M is even. For this reason, the 
output sequence has no spectral energy—either discrete or con-
tinuous—at f = O. At the same time, the total sequence "power" is 
unchanged by the coding, since every digit has the same "energy," 
regardless of polarity.* Obviously, then, the suppressed energy near 
f --= 0 is redistributed over the rest of the frequency range, and it is 
of more than passing interest to know how. 
The answer, of course, depends on the nature of the message se-

quence being encoded. In this study, we assume a totally random se-
quence (all digits independent, with equally likely polarities) and 
derive the block-coded signal spectrum for odd values of M. The 
derivation uses a mixture of theoretical analysis and computer simula-
tion and leads to a closed-form expression for the spectrum which com-
pares quite favorably with simulation data. Section II gives the purely 
theoretical part of the derivation, Section III describes the simulation 
study, and Section IV gives the final result and some examples. 

II. ANALYSIS 

2.1 General form of the spectrum 

We represent the uncoded message sequence as a binary stream of 
pulses at a rate 1/T, 

si(t) =  a.p(t — nT),  (1) 
n 

where 
a. = +1 or —1 with equal probabilities, 

j 1 if n = m 
10 if n 

and p (t) is a pulse centered on [0, T] of arbitrary shape, area T, and 
Fourier transform P(f). The first step in the coding consists of opening 
up a one-pulse slot after every M — 1 message pulses and injecting a 
positive pulse, +p(t). The new sequence, with positive code pulses 

a nam =  (2) 

* In the ensuing analysis, the digital sequence of Fig. 1 is replaced by a pulse stream 
at a rate 1/T, with each pulse having an area of magnitude T. 
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every M time slots, is then block coded to produce an output signal 

so(t) =  b„p(t — nT).  (3) 

It is the average power spectrum of so(t) that we wish to evaluate. 
We define the autocorrelation function of the coded signal to be 

R(r) = lin irol sows." -f- r)cit i  (4) T.-.10 

and the average power spectrum to be the Fourier transform of R(r), 

S(f) = ifili(r)1 =  R(r) exp (— jcor)d-r.  (5) 

To simplify the derivation of S(f), it is convenient to express so(t), 
eq. (3), as the convolution 

80(t) = E b .8(t — nT) *p (0, n —  (6) 

si,(t; T) 

where 8(0 is the unit impulse function. It is now 'obvious that S(f) is 
the product 

S(f) -= S.(i;  P(f)I 2,  (7) 

where 2(f;  T) is the average power spectrum of st, (t; T) in (6), and 
P(f) is the Fourier transform of p (t). 
We can obtain Su(f; T) by applying (4) and (5) to su(t; T). In so 

doing, we make use of the fact that the convolution between two unit 
impulse functions separated by mT seconds is a unit impulse function 
â(t — mT). It is then easy to show that 

Su(f; T) =  Ji mL  —  L b b.  15(r — inT) I, (8) 
T N—u 2 N n=—N 

1  [  1  Lin +rn  

Ru(r ; T) 

where b.b..f10 is an average over the sequence ensemble and the 
bracketed term is the further averaging over the time position of b„. 
Because Ru(r; T) is a sequence of uniformly spaced impulses, S.(f ; 
is periodic in frequency with a repetition interval 1/T. The shaping of 
this spectrum by the nonperiodic pulse spectrum function I P(1)1 2 
leads to the overall spectral characteristic of the block-coded signal. 
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2.2 Analysis of R.(T; T) 

This analysis is aimed at simplifying Ruer ; T), eq. (8), by finding a 

description for b.b.+m and its average over n. To do this, we make two 
important observations about the block-coded binary sequence { b.} : 

(i) The 2m possible digital sequences within each code block of 
{ bn J are equiprobable, even though the last digit is a code digit. 

(ii) The correlation between b, and b.+m depends only on the num-
ber of blocks separating these two digits, i.e., on the number (q) 
of code digits in the interval [n, n ni). 

The first observation is easily proved: The first M — 1 digits of each 
block at the coder input, which are assumed to be totally random, form 
one of 2m-1 equiprobable sequences. With the addition of the +1 code 
digit, there are still only 2m--1 realizable sequences per block. The 
possible inversion of the block by the coder, however, produces another 
2m-1 realizable sequences (the original 2m-1 sequences with —1 instead 
of +1 for the last digit), leading to a total of 2m. Further, since the 
probability of a block inversion is -1 for a random input sequence, the 
2m realizable output sequences are equiprobable. The significance of 
this is that {b,1} is statistically the same as if all M digits in each input 
block were derived by random selection. 
The second observation depends on the first. For in the absence of 

block inversions and with all input digits randomly derived, there 
would be no correlation between any two digits of the digital stream. 
Any correlations in the block-coded sequence, therefore, are due solely 

to the inversions. It follows that b.b.+m  depends, at most, on the num-
ber of possible block inversions (or code digits, q) between b. and b.+.. 
We conclude that Ruer ; T) can be expressed in terms of a set of 

numbers fpel , pq being the correlation between any two digits having 
q code digits between them. • To reduce (8) to such a representation, we 
first observe that, if I nz =  p, where lÉp É M, then q is 
either 1 or 1 + 1, depending on the position of b. within the block con-
taining it. By letting n vary from the first to the last block position, we 
can see that q = ¿for a fraction [(M — p)/M] of all possible positions, 
and q = 1 + 1 for a fraction (p/ M) of all possible positions. We can 
therefore express the bracketed quantity in (8) as 

(9) 

*It is obvious that po = 0, because any two digits in the same input block are 
taken to be uncorrelated, and this fact is not altered by the coding. 
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Fig. 3—Representation of R(m; M). 

4M 

1 = greatest integer in Imni (10) 

Since p = 1ml - 1M, the right side of (9) can be re-expressed as 

(1 + 1)111   Pi - Iml iml - 1M R(m; M)  (11) M  131-0, 

with 1 related to in and M by (10). 
It is clear from the statistical symmetry of the b's in (9) that 

R(-m; M) = R(m; M), and (11) reflects this fact. It is also clear 
from (9) that R(0 ; M) = 1. We can thus express 1?,(r ; T) in (8) as 

Ru(r; T) 

= —1 [s(T) + E R(m ; M)18(r  mT) + 8(r - mT)}].  (12) 
m-1 

Although the mathematical description for R(nt ; M), eq. (11), seems 
complicated, it has the very simple graphical interpretation shown in 
Fig. 3. The value of R (m ; /d) for g complete block separations (i.e., 
in = ±gM) is just p,„' and the variation between in = gM and m 
= (g ± 1)M is a linear progression from p, to  This result can 
now be used to derive Su(f ; T). 

The one exception to this is the singular case q - 0, where R(m = ; M) = po +1, 
with po O. 
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2.3 Expression for S.(1; T) 

If the lines in Fig. 3 are envisioned as impulses of area 1/T separated 
by T seconds, then 8.(f; T) can be found as the Fourier transform of 
this sequence. The algebra is straightforward but somewhat tedious, 
and so we give just the final result: 

Su(f; T) = —T [l ± 2M(  L )2 p cos w.111 4 (13) 
M sin coT/2 
sin MtoT/2 .L.° 1 

The periodicity of this function, with repetition interval 1/ T, is easy 
to see. The pg's are functions of M so that a complete description of 
&(f; T), and thus of S(f) as given by (7), reduces to knowing the 
array of functions {p,(M)}. Unfortunately, there is no apparent way 
to determine these functions from purely theoretical considerations. 
One useful bit of information, however, is that Sq (0; T) = 0 by virtue 
of the block coding. This being the case, we see from (13) that 

Pq(M) = — q -1  2M 

Beyond (7), (13), and (14), we have little information about the 
block-coded signal spectrum on theoretical grounds. Using the methods 
of computer simulation, however, it is possible to estimate the pt's 
for various M, and to seek functional descriptions for them that permit 
a closed-form evaluation of (13). This task constitutes the remainder 
of the development. 

III. SIMULATION STUDY 

(14) 

3./ computer programs 

The computer programs used to derive ip(M)} empirically are 
depicted in Fig. 4. The routine called BLOCK generates random se-
quences 1(1.1 having the properties described by (2) and, for specified 
M, converts them into block-coded sequences (1).1 by emulating the 
logic in Fig. 2. These coded sequences are supplied on demand to the 
main program, labelled SIMULATION. 
The SIMULATION program operates in the following manner: In 

each of N r trials, it accepts an N-term sequence from BLOCK and 
performs an N-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT9), producing 
complex spectral samples at f = k/NT, k = 0, N — 1. The squared 
magnitude of the kth sample (normalized by N) represents a one-trial 

• This is so because the long-time integration of the coded sequence is bounded in 
magnitude (specifically, by 3M/2). 
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INPUTS 

N. NT. M 

BLOCK 

START: 

j = 0 Wk = 0, k = 1, N 

Ir 
= i +1 

GET 

CODED SEQUENCE 

SELECT 
SUBSEQUENCE 

{bn} = tbj , b1+N-1 1 

k)- -OFT {6 4 

{wia. = {w Hiukl-

Pk1= 
iwk} 
N N, 

{84 ' 

IOFT {Sk} 

PLOT 

'OFT {5k2 . 

{R4 

SIMULATION 

Fig. 4—Computer simulation program. 

COMPUTE 

H {,} 

estimate of TS.(f  k/NT ; T). These estimates for the NT trials are 
averaged to produce the array {SO , k = 0, N — 1. This procedure is 
made efficient by implementing the DFT's with fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) algoritluns.w To maximize efficiency, N is constrained in all 
simulations to be an integral power of 2. 
The full benefit of the multitrial averaging is obtained by enforcing 

statistical independence among the NT sequences supplied by BLOCK, 
and also by effectively randomizing the time phase of the sequences 
analyzed. The latter is accomplished by means of the function labelled 
"SELECT SUBSEQUENCE . . ." (Fig. 4), which causes the starting 
time of the analyzed sequences to vary uniformly among the M possible 
positions within a block. To accommodate this feature, the independent 
sequences supplied by BLOCK have a total length N ± NT — 1 or 
greater. 
There are three output arrays produced in the SIMULATION pro-

gram. One is {Skl, which approximates TS.(f ; T) at the N frequencies 
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kINT, k = 0, N — 1. This array is applied to the PLOT routine, Fig. 
4, where it is plotted on the same graph as the mathematical function 
given by (28). This function is derived using numerical parameters 
extracted from {R.} , the inverse DFT of {Sk}, which is the second 
output array, Fig. 4. The elements of this array represent estimates of 
R(m ; M), Le., R.  R(m ; M), and they are applied to the COMPUTE 
routine to produce estimates of 14, i.e., the array {q}. These are the 
quantities used to derive (28) from (13). To evaluate the accuracy of 
these estimates, the COMPUTE routine also produces the array { (41, 
where ég is the approximate rms error in /3,. The computation of {4} 
involves the array 1/42)1, the inverse DFT of {el , which is the third 
output of the SIMULATION program. The formulas relating 1R„.1, 
{ q}, {R 2)}, and 1,4} are presented in Section 3.3. 

3.2 Choices of N and NT 

The difference between the computer-derived spectral sample Sk 

and the quantity it approximates, TS,j(k/NT; T), contains two dis-
tinct components, (1) a deterministic error due to the finiteness (N) of 
the sample length and (ii) a random error due to the finiteness (NT) 
of the number of independent simulations. Similar remarks apply to 
the difference between R. and R(m; M). We now apply these considera-
tions to the choices of N and NT. 
Because N is finite, the normalized spectrum estimated by the com-

puter program is not TS.(f; T), but the convolution between 
TSu(f ; T) and the function 

F(f) = NT(sin j ìN  fT\2  •  (15) 
fT   

Thus, Sk is an estimate of the quantity 

T21( yiTie T) = 1:TS.(f; T)F(f —  )df. .  (16) 

Since the area of F(f) is unity, the approximation of TSu(k/NT; T) 
by TS,: (kINT ; T) is very good if TS.(f; T) changes negligibly over 
the main lobe of F(f — k/NT). The difference is the deterministic 
error in Skj the inverse DFT of the k-sequence of these errors gives 
the deterministic errors in the estimates of R(m; M). 
By considering the interference between the peak of TS (f;  T) 

(which occurs near f = 1/4MT) and the sidelobes of F(f) (which 
decrease as 1/P), we have determined a rule of thumb for which worst-
case deterministic errors are negligibly small. The rule constrains N 
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to the region 
N  100 M,  (17) 

a constraint we have used throughout this study. 
The random errors in estimating R(ni ; M) also decrease with in-

creasing N, as we shall see in Section 3.3. This consideration, added to 
(17) and the requirement that N be an integral power of 2, has helped to 
shape the final choices of N for different values of M. Typically, we 
have used N = 512 for M = 3, N = 2048 for M = 9, and N = 4096 
for M = 17. 
We shall also see in Section 3.3 that the random errors in estimating 

S.(f ; T) and R(m; M) decrease with increasing NT. For example, the 

fractional rms error in Sk is accurately given by 1/Nr/Tr. In deriving 
estimates for R(m; M), we have used 400 trials to achieve the ac-
curacies desired, while, to obtain precise spectral estimates for com-
parison with the final formula, we have used 1600 trials (corresponding 
to ±2.5 percent accuracy). 

3.3 Analysis of computer results 

The simulation estimates of R (in; M) for ni > 0 and M = 3, 9, and 
17 are given by the points in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The existence of straight-
line variations between m = qM and ni = (q  1)M for q = 0, 1, 2, 
etc., as predicted by the analysis of Section II, is evidenced here. The 
deviations of the points from straight lines are due to statistical fluc-
tuations in the finite simulation, and the straight lines shown are 
derived from the points by least-squares techniques. The pertinent 
error analyses and estimation procedures used to obtain these straight 
lines and further data reductions are now summarized. We assume 
from here on that deterministic errors are made negligible by the 
choice of N, i.e., that all errors in Sk and R. are random errors due to 
finite Nr. Table I lists the symbols to be used. 

3.3.1 Error correlations 

We now establish the error correlations Se/ and em ej, with the aid of 
the definitions in Table I. As N becomes very large, the real and 
imaginary parts of uk become more and more like independent gaussian 
variates (central limit theorem"), and we assume this to be the case 
here. The importance of this assumption is that the definitions of Sk7 
Sic, and Sk in Table I can then be used to obtain 

I SkSz = UkUj (18) 
NWT 
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M = 3 
0.08 

0.06 

0.04 

0.02 

-0.02 

-0.04 

-0.06 

-0.08 

-0.10 

-0.12 

-0.14 

Hm 

4M  5M  88 A F  8M  9M  11M 

• SIMULATION RESULTS 

-  STRAIGHT-LINE FIT TO POINTS 

Fig. 5—Simulation results for M = 3 (N = 512, NT = 400 trials). 

M = 9 

4M  5.M 

0.02  •  SIMULATION RESULTS 

-  STRAIGHT-LINE FIT TO POINTS 

Fig. 6—Simulation results for M = 9 (N = 2048, NT = 400 trials). 
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M - 17  

4M  5M 

•  SIMULATION RESULTS 

—  STRAIGHT-LINE FIT TO POINTS 

Fig. 7—Simulation results for M = 17 (N = 4096, NT = 400 trials). 

Clearly, a = (Sk)2/NT, i.e., the rms error in estimating Skis SkiNTA TT. 

Unfortunately, 8,03/ for 1 k is not zero for the block-coded signal 
under study. Nevertheless, these correlations are found to be suffi-
ciently weak (particularly as k — 11 increases) that we can ignore 
them without any first-order effects on the results. The benefit of this 
is a considerable simplification in the mathematics. Accordingly, we 
shall assume that 

1(ed)VNT;1= k 
10;  1 0 k. 

Table I — Symbols used in error analysis 

(19) 

Symbol Meaning 

lu), k = 0, N — 1 
Su(f; T) 
Sk 

DFT of lb.!, n — 0,N — 1 
Average power spectrum of infinitely long block-coded signal 
Simulation estimate of Su(f = kT/N; T): Sk Ave (114,1 2/N) 

NT 

Limiting value of Sk as Nr —) co: Yk 17sn, i/N 
Random error in Sk: as = Sk  iTk 
Coefficient, at separation m, of autocorrelation function of 
block coded signal 

Simulation estimate of R(m; M): (R„,) = IDFTISki 
Random error in R.: Em =  R„, — R(m; M)  IDFT I ak 
Exact, estimated values of R(m = qM; M) 
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To establish e„Fp, we begin with the fact that { Ern} is the inverse 
DFT of {ôkl. Using (19) and a modest amount of manipulation, we can 
then show that 

2 
EmEp =    IV IV T ,[IDFT (4)211m+2 , IDFT{ (Sk)21 I1.-pi  (20) 

R()+„ 

In the SIMULATION program (see Fig. 4), the array {Re'} is esti-
mated by computing the inverse DFT of In , and is then used to 
determine the rms errors in the estimates for p,( M). 

3.3.2 Estimations of p.(M) 

Given the simulation estimates {R„, 1, an obvious way to estimate 
R(m = qM; M)) is by b,  However, the values of Rm 

for m = qM — 1, qM — 2, • • • qM — (M — 1) can be included to 
yield more accurate estimates of p,, as the following analysis shows. 
Using Table I and Fig. 3, we can express R. in the general form 

Hm =  Pa — Pa-1  [in — (q— 1)M] ± 6m;  (q— 1)M <ni qM 

= 1, 2, etc.  (21) 

Now suppose that we estimate p, as a linearly weighted sum of R. 
over [(q — 1)M + 1, qM]. Using the substitution m' = ni (g — 1)M, 
this sum can be written as 

114, = E wmRm, = 
Ill = 1 

E wm 
m-1 

Pq  Pq-1 E  
inwm E umem,. (22) 

m=1  m-1 

This estimate is made unbiased by choosing Wm{ so that 

Arbitrary, g = 1 E  ---  and  E mw,,, = M.  (23) 
m 1  11.,  > 1  m=1 

(For the singular case g = 1, there is no constraint on Ewm because po 
is known to be zero.) To see how to choose {W„, (ni = 1, M) within 
these constraints, we combine (20), (22), and (23) and obtain the 
following mean-square error for pg: 

Af  2  m m 
= E E wmwpem,,,, —  E E wmwp[Re+p, +  (24) 

m =1 p 1  NNT .-1 p= 

To a first approximation, the dominant component of 0 -2« is 2Re) (De)/ 
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Table II - Estimates of p ( M) 

\ M 
q\ 

3 
(o--3.1X10-3) 

5 
(cr -4, 1.8X10-3) 

9 
(0. 1.0 X10-3) 

13 
(cr 6.1X10-4) 

17 
(cr A5.3 X10-4) 

1 -0.06321 -0.04787 -0.03098 -0.02271 -0.00172 
2 -0.14363 -0.06625 -0.02870 -0.01751 -0.00128 
3 -0.01754 -0.00632 -0.00168 -0.00140 -0.00081 
4 0.07654 0.02712 0.00659 0.00398 0.00212 
5 0.01431 0.00515 -0.00018 0.00024 0.00066 
6 -0.04212 -0.01120 -0,00198 -0.00077 -0.00091 
7 -0.01074 -0.00200 -0.00075 0.00075 -0.00041 
8 0.02653 0.00701 0.0 0.00002 0.00103 
9 0.00546 -0.00018 0.00069 0.00039 0.00088 
10 -0.01244 -0.00483 -0.00026 0.00069 0.00020 
11 -0.00600 -0.00040 -0.00016 -0.00009 -0.00050 
12 0.01124 0.00185 -0.00103 0.00017 0.00061 
13 0.00275 0.00143 0.00183 0.00024 -0.00031 
14 -0.00471 -0.00096 0.00009 0.00032 -0.00017 
15 -0.00062 0.00022 -0.00008 0.00003 0.00018 
16 0.00038 0.00200 -0.00062 0.00061 0.00027 
17 0.00171 0.00016 0.00013 -0.00023 0.00017 
18 0.00027 -0.00407 -0.00087 -0.00050 0.00004 
19 0.00254 -0.00134 0.00039 0.00047 -0.00019 
20 0.00024 0.00201 0.00057 0.00051 0.00024 

NNT, because I Re I tends to be small for n  O. Using this fact, an 
approximate least-squares approach is to derive the sequence itv,n1 for 
which Etd is a minimum within the constraints of (23). Using Lagran-
gian multipliers, it is straightforward to show that the solution is 

2   6m   
q > 1 

.111(M ± 1) ' 

1   6m (m =1,m)  q -= 1. 
(M ± 1)(2M ± 1) ' 

We assume that, for practical purposes, (25) represents the least-
squares coefficient array for the error given by (24). It was used in the 
COMPUTE routine of Fig. 4 to obtain iej [based on (22) and the 
estimates I Rm 1 ] and to estimate I cr,) [based on (24) and the estimates 
of {Rej]. 
The results are shown in Table II for several values of AI and for 

q = 1, 20. It is found that 0., is fairly constant with q, except for 0-1, 
which tends to be lower by 10 to 30 percent. The quantity 0. in each 
column heading of Table II is the average of the computed cr,'s from 
q --= 2 to q = 20.* These rms errors are lower than those obtained 

= (25) 

* Note that, for all M, p, is in the simulation "noise" (i.e., I p,  g) for q  20. 
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by estimating 1;4 as li,g—gm [which is equivalent to using 1Wm1 
= (0, 0, • • • , 1)], the improvement factor increasing with M and 
having a value near 2.5 for M = 17. 

3.4 Reduction to mathematical descriptions 

From the data of Table II, a useful and valid description for 15,(M) 
can be shown to be 

Ag B, 
Pq(111 ) • M— ± M-2 (26) 

where A, and B, are functions solely of q. For each q, raw estimates of 
A, and Bg are derivable from the  values at any two values of M. To 
satisfy (14) for all M, however, it is necessary that these estimates be 

Ag 

01 - 

-0.2 -

-0.3 -

B0 

0.8 - 

0.6 - 

0.4 - 

0.2 -

0 

-0.2 -

-0.4 - 

0.8 - 

-0 8 - 

1 

3  4  5 

1 

1 

4 

8  9  ?  12  13 •   
7  6 10  11  è  •  - 

q-2 

Ag = -0.32251  -0.1710.2) 2 
r1= 1 

q-6 
+0.05)-2/3) 2 

1 
8 

q >6, EVEN 

q EVEN 

q-2  

Er> 6,0DD 

0.05 

10  11 

9  12  13 Ii q 

q=2 

q-1 

+0.301-2/3) 2 

q EVEN 

Fig. 8—Possible solutions for {A,1 and 1/3,1. 
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refined to satisfy 
CO 

E Bq = O. 
q 

(27) 

Moreover, these refined estimates should express A, and 13, in mathe-
matical forms that will permit a closed-form evaluation of (13). One 
possible solution that satisfies all these requirements is Fig. 8. Using 
these results in (26) and comparing with the values in Table II, agree-
ment is found to be quite good: Nearly all the new estimates of 
obtained in this way lie within a standard deviation (cr) of the tab-
ulated values; also, the values of jig for q > 20 lie within ±cr about 
zero, decaying in magnitude with q as expected from physical reasoning. 

IV. FINAL RESULT AND EXAMPLES 

4.1 Expression for S(1; T) 

Combining Fig. 8 with (26) and (13), it is possible to obtain a 
closed-form expression for S.(f ; T). Once again, the algebra is tedious 
but straightforward, so we merely state the result: 

TS,i(f; T)  1  ( smin s(inM(: 774  )2F(coT; M),  (28a) 

where 

(wT ; M) = 0.645 cos (MwT) — 0.88—m—. cos (2MwT) 

— 085 cos (2MwT) — 0.2  1   
.  
cos (2MwT) — 2.6  13 ± 12 cos (2MwT) 

X [2 E — 7.2 + 6.4 cos (MwT) — 10.8 cos (2MwT) 
+ 0.6 cos (3McoT)] + 0.05E12 cos (4MwT) -I- 2 cos (5MwT) 

+ 18 cos (6MwT) + 3 cos (7McoT)]] ; M odd.  (28b) 

Rather than do an error analysis of this result (e.g., based on the ois 
in Table II), we have compared this formula with fresh simulation 
results for 14 based on 1600 trials ( ±2.5 percent rms error). The 
PLOT routine shown in Fig. 4 plots the simulation data as points and 
plots the formula as a solid line. Figures 9 through 13 give the results 
for M = 3, 5, 9, 13, and 17. Given the rms errors of the simulations 
and the scatter about the solid curves, we estimate from these com-
parisons that the formula is accurate to within ±5 percent ( ±0.2 dB) 
or better for all M and co. The accuracy is especially good in the all-
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important rising portions near f = 0, where the simulation points are 
seen to lie very close to—or within the line thickness of—the solid 
curves. 

4.2 Comparison with even-M block code 

It is tempting to extrapolate the new formula to the case of even M, 
although Fig. 2 warns us that the coding schemes for odd and even M 
are qualitatively different. Figure 14 shows simulation points, along 
with a solid curve derived from the new formula, for M = 4. Figures 
15 and 16 do the same for M =- 8 and 16. Although N and NT are 
lower in these simulations, the consequent increases in the deterministic 
and random errors do not account for the observed discrepancies. It 
is concluded that the new formula is not accurate for low even values of 
M, but that its accuracy improves as M increases to large even values. 

o 

••••••••'"':.' SIMULATION RESULTS 
—  FORMULA 

IT 
03 014  5 

Fig. 9—Comparison of formula with simulation results for M = 3 (NT = 1600). 
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SIMULATION RESULTS 

FORMULA 

I  I  I  I   

0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5 

IT 

Fig. 10—Comparison of formula with simulation results for M = 5 (ND = 1600). 

1.6 

1 2 

0.8 
I-

04 

M = 9 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

FORMULA 

0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5 

fT 

Fig. il—Comparison of formula with simulation results for M = 9 (NT = 1600). 
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1.6 

M =13 

1.2 

0.4 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
FORMULA 

0.05  0.10  0.15  0.20  0.25 
fT 

Fig. 12—Comparison of formula with simulation results for M = 13 (NT = 1600). 

4.3 Comparison with zero-disparity code 

A different kind of block-coding scheme is one in which M is even 
and each block is constrained to have an equal number of positive and 
negative digits.' For a given M, this so-called zero-disparity code is 
less efficient in information rate than the one studied here (see Franklin 
and Pierce), but has superior spectral properties, as we now show. 
For the zero-disparity code, Franklin and Pierce show that TS.(f;T) 

is M/ (M — 1) times the function (28a), with F (LIT ; M) replaced by 1. 

M = 17 

SIMULATION RESULTS 
FORMULA 

0.05 0.10 
fT 

0.15 0.20 0.25 

Fig. 13—Comparison of formula with simulation results for M = 17 (NT = 1600). 
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2.4 

2.0 

M - 4 

1.6 

1 2 

0.8 

0.4 

0.1 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

FORMULA 

13 0.2  0 

fT 

0.4  0.5 

Fig. 14—Comparison of formula with simulation results for M = 4 (NT = 400). 

2.0 

1.6 

M = 8 

1.2 • 

0.8 

0.4 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

FORMULA 

1   

0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5 

IT 

Fig. 15—Comparison of formula with simulation results for M = 8 (NT = 400). 
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1.6 

M = 16 

1.2 

4: 0.8 

SIMULATION RESULTS 
FORMULA 

0.4 

oo  0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0. 
fT 

Fig. 16—Comparison of formula with simulation results for M = 16 (NT ---- 400). 

For f  1/2T and M  4, this result can be represented to within 0.3 
dB as follows: 

M — 1 I sin (MwT/2)\2 
TS.(f; T)  1  M T/2  •  (29) re  

This function is shown (dashed curve) in Fig. 17 and compared with 

0.5 1.0 
f MT 

1.5  2.0 

Fig. 17—Comparisons with zero-disparity block code. 
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fT 

Fig. 18—Block-coded signal spectrum for various pulse shapes (M = 9). 

0 

some corresponding results for the block code studied here. The latter 
results, based on the new formula, are for M = 5, 9, and 17. The 
suppressed energy near f 0 is seen to be redistributed to higher fre-
quencies (and in a more uniform way) by the zero-disparity code, 
permitting more relaxed requirements on ac-coupled processing stages 
for a given M. If the quantity held fixed is information rate, however, 
the zero-disparity code must use a larger value of M for which its 
spectral superiority all but vanishes. 

4.4 Effects of pulse shape 

The overall spectrum of the block-coded signal must take into ac-
count the spectrum of the pulse shape p (0. Figure 18 gives some results 
for S(f), (7), for the case M = 9. The relative differences due to pulse 
shape are identical to those that occur without block coding. The effect 
of the block coding is to force spectral nulls near f = n/T, (n = 0, 1, 2, 
etc.) and "bumps" within ±1/4MT of each null. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The general analysis of Section II leading to (7) and (13) applies to 
a wide class of block-coding schemes aside from the one treated here. 
The simulation/analysis procedures described in Section III can like-
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wise be applied to these schemes to find the g's. Unfortunately, the 
computer costs involved in accurately estimating the pa's and com-
paring the resulting formula with simulation data can be quite high. 
Aside from computer cost considerations, a strictly theoretical solu-

tion to this kind of problem would be more accurate and provide more 
insight into the correlation factors influencing this kind of random 
process. Although qualitative explanations can be given for the os-
cillating behavior of pg with q (Table II), the approach described here 
requires and offers little insight into such phenomena. 
In strictly practical terms, however, the result of this study provides 

a spectrum description which is quite accurate and fairly simple to 
use. For studies involving the passage of block-coded signals through 
ac-coupled amplifiers, or carrier extraction from signals modulated 
with block-coded sequences, such descriptions are highly useful. 
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An Algorithm for Locating the Beginning and 
End of an Utterance Using ADPCM 

Coded Speech 

By L. H. ROSENTHAL, R. W. SCHAFER, and L. R. RABINER 

(Manuscript received December 10, 1973) 

We describe a simple algorithm for locating the beginning and end of a 
speech utterance. The algorithm is based on the fact that the code words 
for an adaptive differential (ADPCM) representation of speech exhibit 
considerable variation among all quantization levels during both voiced 
and unvoiced speech intervals while, because of a constraint on the 
minimum step size, during silent intervals the code words vary only 
slightly within the smallest quantization steps. 

The use of the algorithm is illustrated for automatically locating the 
beginning and end of vocabulary entries for a computer voice response 
system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The need to automatically locate the beginning and end of a speech 
utterance frequently arises in speech processing for automatic speech 
recognition and speaker verification. We have also encountered this 
problem in implementing an automatic vocabulary preparation scheme 
for a multiline computer voice response system.' Since our solution 
to the problem of automatically locating the endpoints of an utterance 
is based on some unique properties of the adaptive differential PCM 
(ADPCM) representation of speech waveforms,2 we must first discuss 
the fundamentals of ADPCM waveform coding. 

II. ADPCM SPEECH CODING 

Two characteristics of speech signals that are of concern in digital 
coding are the wide range of amplitudes of speech sounds and the 
redundancy of the speech signal. The ADPCM coder depicted at the 
top of Fig. 1 is based on a conventional differential PCM structure 
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 " Mn) 

QUANTIZER 

LOG 71 

Fig. 1—Adaptive differential PCM (ADPCM) coder showing adaptive quantizer. 

with a first-order fixed predictor in the feedback loop. To remove 
some of the redundancy, we form the difference between the 
input speech sample, x(n), and an estimate of the input, y(n). If the 
estimate of the input is good, then the difference should be small and, 
thus, more accurately represented by a fixed number of bits than the 
input samples. The difference signal is quantized and encoded for 
transmission or storage in a computer memory. An approximation to 
the input speech,  (n), is reconstructed by adding the quantized 
difference to the estimate y(n). The next estimate of the input speech 
is obtained by linear prediction based on the previous value of the 
reconstructed signal,  — 1). 
The difference signal, although somewhat less redundant, still has a 

wide range of amplitudes. To make most efficient use of the quantiza-
tion levels, the peak excursion of the signal should be matched to the 
range of the quantizer. Thus, for low-level signals such as fricatives, 
the absolute amplitude value of the step size should be small compared 
to that required for high-level voiced sounds. In our hardware im-
plementation, we use a four-bit or 16-level quantizer; however, for 
simplicity we show a three-bit quantizer at the bottom of Fig. 1. 
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The block labelled LOGIC monitors the coded output and provides 
for adaptation of the step size on the basis of the most recent quantizer 
output. For example, if the previous code word corresponds to one of 
the extreme levels, the quantizer is overloaded and the step size should 
be increased. On the other hand, if the previous code word corresponds 
to one of the lowest levels, the step size should be decreased. The step 
size à(n) satisfies the following equation: 

à(n) = M•à(n — 1), 

where M > 1 if it is determined that the step size should increase and 
M < 1 if the step size should decrease. The details (see Ref. 2) of 
implementing such an adaptation strategy need not concern us here, 
except to note the rather important fact that there are strong practical 
reasons for imposing limits on how large or how small the step size 
may be; i.e., the step size satisfies the equation 

Ami. 5_ A(n)  Amax . 

The step-size adaptation acts effectively to compress the amplitude 
variations so that the quantizer treats low-level unvoiced speech 
signals much the same as high-level voiced speech signals. The objective 
is that each quantizer level be used a significant portion of time 
regardless of the absolute amplitude level of the speech. However, 
when the input amplitude is on the order of the minimum step size, 
the adaptation logic insures that the step size will seek its minimum 
value and the difference signal will then fall within the very lowest 
quantization levels. Thus, when no speech is present at the input, it 
is expected that the code words will vary only slightly. It is this feature 
of ADPCM speech coding that is the basis of our endpoint location 
scheme. 

III. THE ENDPOINT LOCATION ALGORITHM 

Figure 2 shows a typical code-word sequence at the beginning of a 
word. Since the sampling rate is 6 kHz and there are 256 samples per 
line, each line corresponds to roughly 40 milliseconds of the signal. We 
note that, for the top line and most of the second line, the code words 
show little activity, remaining for the most part within the middle four 
quantization levels. This first part of the sequence corresponds to 
silence. However, at the end of the second line and then for the 
remaining two lines, the code-word sequence fluctuates much more 
rapidly and with greater amplitude. This segment corresponds to 
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-1 P eer4,1,6 4019,1"4 14".à• • • 
513  768 

WORD BEGINS 

769 

1025 

1281 

1024 

1280 

1536 

Fig. 2—Code-word sequence for the utterance /o/ showing coded silence followed 
by voicing. 

voiced speech, as is evident from Fig. 3, which shows the decoded 
speech waveform corresponding to the previous code-word sequence. 
These properties of the ADPCM representation of speech are re-

flected in what we call the code-word energy, defined as the sum of 
squares of the code words over a 101 sample, or 16-millisecond window 

513 

WORD BEGINS, 

768 

769 1024 

1025 1280 

1281  1536 

Fig. 3—Decoded speech waveform corresponding to code-word sequence of Fig. 2. 
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centered around the current sample. That is, the code-word energy 
E (n) is 

n-1-60 
E (n) = i-E50 [e(i) — 7.5]2. 

In our hardware implementation (see Ref. 2), the largest negative 
quantization level is represented by the binary code word 0000, while 
the largest positive quantization level is represented by the binary code 
word 1111, or the decimal number 15. Thus, 7.5 is subtracted from the 
code words to make the de level of the code words equal to zero. We 
have found that performance is only slightly degraded if 1 c(i) — 7.51 
is used instead of [c (i) — 7.5]2. The use of only the magnitude leads 
to simplifications in hardware implementations of the algorithm. 
Using either of these definitions of code-word energy, the endpoint 

location algorithm is as follows. The code-word energy is computed at 
each sample and compared with a threshold which is set midway 
between the measured energy of silence and the average for speech. 
When the code-word energy exceeds this threshold for 300 consecutive 
samples or 50 milliseconds, the point at which the energy first exceeds 
the threshold is recorded as the beginning of an utterance. The energy 
comparison is continued, and when the code-word energy falls below 
the threshold for 1000 consecutive samples, or 160 milliseconds, the 
point at which the energy first falls below threshold is recorded as the 
end of the utterance. The 160-millisecond criterion ensures that a stop 
consonant within a word or phrase will not be mistaken for the end 
of the utterance. 
An example of the operation of the above algorithm is illustrated 

by the sequence of waveforms in Figs. 4 to 9. Figure 4 shows the 
sequence of code words for the beginning of the word /three/. The left 
half of the first line shows very little code-word variation and cor-
responds to low-level tape noise. The right half of the first line and the 
next two lines, corresponding to the initial fricative ¡th, show 
markedly greater variation, as does the last line which corresponds to 
the beginning of voicing. The marker in the middle of the first line 
denotes the beginning point as located by the algorithm just described. 
Figure 5 shows the code-word energy plotted as a function of time. The 
marker again denotes the point at which the energy exceeded threshold 
and remained above for at least 50 milliseconds. Note that the code-
word energy is roughly the same for both the voiced and unvoiced 
segments, while it is significantly lower when no speech is present. 
These assertions are confirmed by Fig. 6, which shows the actual 
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WORD BEGINS 

256 

257 
512 

513 
766 

769 

Fig. 4—Code-word sequence for the beginning of the utterance /three/. 

WORD BEGINS 

1024 

257 

256 

512 

513  768 

769  1024 

Fig. 5—Code-word energy for the code-word sequence of Fig. 4. 
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WORD BEGINS 

1 256 

257 512 

513 768 

769  1024 

Fig. 6—Decoded speech waveform corresponding to I he rode-word sequence of 
Fig. 4. 

WORD BEGINS, 

1 256 

257  512 

513  768 

769  1024 

Fig. 7—Energy of speech waveform of Fig. 6. 
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257 
512 

768 
513 

h.eleibig ffloe +p—egefieudie fflotelle tirb ibUl4 ple me  

769  1024 

Fig. 8—Code-word sequence at end of the utterance /three/. 

speech waveform represented by the previous code-word sequence. We 
see the beginning unvoiced segment and the following voiced segment. 
The actual beginning of the word is not nearly as evident as in the code-
word sequence. Figure 7, which shows the energy of the speech wave-
form, emphasizes the fact that the simple algorithm that we have 
proposed would not be effective when operating upon uneoded samples 

1 

WORD ENDS, 

I 

256 

257 512 

513 768 

769 1024 

Fig. 9—Decoded speech waveform corresponding to the code-word sequence of 
Fig. 8. 
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of the speech waveform. Figure 8 shows the code-word sequence at the 
end of the word /three/. Also shown is the automatically determined 
endpoint; i.e., the point at which the code-word energy first fell below 
threshold and remained below for a period of 160 milliseconds. Figure 9 
shows the corresponding decoded speech waveform. The endpoint, 
which was clearly in evidence in the code-word sequence, is much less 
prominent in the speech waveform itself. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This scheme was tested on a large number of typical entries for a 
voice response vocabulary with no errors. Auditory and visual inspec-
tion indicated no evidence of shortening or inclusion of extra silence for 
any of the words. The performance of this simple scheme has allowed 
us to implement a completely automatic system for cataloging words 
for a computer voice response system.' 
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Combining Intraframe and Frame-to-Frame 
Coding for Television 

By J. O. LIMB, R. F. W. PEASE, and K. A. WALSH 

(Manuscript received October 9, 1973) 

A method of frame-to-frame coding is proposed in which the changes 
from one frame to the next are first detected and then transmitted as an 
intraframe coded signal rather than as frame-to-frame differences. A coder 
was constructed to test the proposal using DPCM for the intraframe 
encoding. 
Three aspects of the coder design presented particular problems. They 

were: 

(i) Movement detection (as a result of the increase in frame-to-frame 
noise caused by the intraframe coding). 

(ii) Smooth reduction of bit-rate and picture quality so as to take 
advantage of the reduction in spatial quality that a viewer tolerates 
when areas are moving fast. 

(iii) Control strategy for linking the operation of the buffer, the move-
ment detector, and the operating state of the coder. 

The coder gave good picture quality at a transmission rate of 1.5 megabits 
per second (0.75 bit per picture element), except in extreme situations 
where the moving area covered almost the entire screen. The performance 
is described in detail at bit rates of 2.0, 1.5, and 0.5 megabits per second. 
The experimental coder has a number of desirable properties from an 

overall systems point of view when compared with transmission of frame 
differences. These include high tolerance to transmission errors and small 
frame storage requirements. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

More than forty years ago it was first realized that channel capacity 
requirements could be significantly reduced by transmitting only those 
parts of a television signal that represent the changes from one frame 
of an image to the next.' However, only recently technology has been 
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available to store a complete frame of video information to enable such 
a system to become practicable.2,' 
In addition to the high correlation from frame to frame (temporal 

correlation), quite high correlation also exists from line to line and 
between adjacent elements along a line. It is these spatial forms of 
correlation which have been most widely exploited in coding television 
signals. For example, within a single frame we can switch between 
previous element prediction and previous line prediction, depending 
on whether there is more horizontal or more vertical similarity between 
adjacent picture elements.' Similarly, in frame-to-frame coding the 
element in the previous frame corresponding to the element being 
encoded is a good prediction when an object is moving slowly, whereas 
a spatially adjacent element in the same frame is a better prediction 
of the current element when the object is moving fast. 
In an ideal situation, it is easy to determine the changeover point at 

which the element difference is smaller than the frame difference. 
Consider an image moving horizontally at a constant speed of one 
picture element per frame period (pef). This speed is quite slow; it 
would take about 8 seconds for an object to cross from one side of the 
screen to the other. During one frame an element moves so as to occupy 
the position occupied by the element adjacent to it in the previous 
frame. Consequently, at this speed the element-difference signal equals 
the frame-difference signal: at greater speeds the frame-difference 
signal is larger.' 
One early scheme for frame-to-frame coding, called Conditional 

Picture-Element Replenishment, updated the changed picture elements 
with a new PCM value.' We refer to this as CR/PCM coding. The 
efficiency of this scheme can be improved significantly by transmitting 
the difference between a stored reference frame and the new frame 
(CR/FF). The changes can be transmitted with little more than four 
bits per element, on the average, rather than between six and eight 
bits for PCM transmission.' 
In conditional replenishment (CR) schemes, data are generated at 

a very uneven rate, and therefore it becomes necessary to use a buffer 
to smooth the peaks if a constant transmission bit rate is required. In 
general, while the buffer can smooth data within the field, it is not 
practicable to smooth from one activity peak to the next because the 
size of the buffer would need to be very large.* Further, in the video-

e For example, if a movement lasted for a duration of 1 second, between 3 and 6 
megabits of data could easily be generated, most of which would need to be stored 
(Ref. 7). 
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telephone situation, the signal delay inherent in a large buffer becomes 
intolerable to a user. Consequently, the efficiency of a coding scheme 
is highly dependent on the peak data generation rate. However, the 
coding of moving areas by intraframe techniques becomes more effi-
cient with faster movement. This is in contrast to most other frame-to-
frame coding schemes in which the efficiency decreases with the speed 
of movement. There are other advantages to coding the moving parts 
as an intraframe signal: 

(i) In many video-telephone situations, only the intraframe coded 
signal is available and, in general, transmitting the intraframe 
signal minimizes requantization effects. 

(ii) Such a scheme lends itself very well to economizing on frame 
storage requirements by storing only intraframe differences. 

A conditional replenishment system using intraframe coding of the 
changed parts of the signal (CR/IR) was first demonstrated in 1970.' 
This paper describes that system and subsequent improvements as-
sociated with movement detection and the control strategy. Related 
work is described by Wendt' and Kanaya is currently investigating 
a CR/IR type system." 
The concept of CR/IR coding is illustrated in Fig. 1. The output of 

an intraframe coder is stored locally in a frame-memory loop. If a 
significant difference is detected between the input signal and the 
decoded version of the stored signal, the two switches move to position 
1 and new data are entered into the frame memory and at the same time 
transm4,ted to a frame memory at the receiver. It is also necessary to 
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DECODER 

INPUT VIDEO 
INTRAF RAME 

CODER 
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LINE AND ELEMENT 
ADDRESSES AND 
SYNCHRONIZATION 
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AND 
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Fig. 1—Basic concept of the conditional replenishment intraframe (CR/IR) 
coder. 
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transmit addresses so that the receiver can insert the coded signal in 

the correct place. 
Figure lis deceptively simple, and a large combination of techniques 

is needed to implement such a coder successfully. However, the con-
figuration we describe should not be regarded as a complete system, 
but rather as the result of an experiment, first, to evaluate the feasi-
bility of transmitting an intraframe-coded signal in moving areas and, 
second, to explore methods of varying and controlling the horizontal 
accuracy with which the intraframe signal is coded. 
A brief description of the CR/IR coder is given in the next section, 

while more details are given in the appendix, Section A.1. Section III 
describes the performance of the coder and Section IV discusses, first, 
some additional techniques which could be used for further improve-
ment and, second, some implications of CR/IR coding for overall 
system design. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF CONDITIONAL REPLENISHMENT INTRAFRAME CODING 

TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Switching between "stationary" and "moving" signals 

Let us be specific and assume that the intraframe coder is a differ-
ential quantizer" (differential pulse-code-modulation coder). The 
scheme of Fig. 1 works satisfactorily if the switch is operated (closed or 
opened) only when the digital value of the decoded form of the coded 
signal is the same at both the output of the frame memory and the 
output of the intraframe coder. If this condition is not met, an error 
term is added to the coded signal which is equal to the difference be-
tween the decoded value of the two signals incident at switch 1 at the 
instant of switching. This would result in a streaky picture with streaks 
similar to those produced by transmission errors. Figure 2 illustrates 
this lack of tracking between the intraframe coder and the CR/IR 
decoder when the switches of Fig. 1 change position to accept new data. 
To permit the switches to change position only when there is no 

difference (or a very small difference) between the decoded values of 
the two signals arriving at switch 1 (Fig. 1) would be very restrictive 
and would probably result in a significant increase in the area to be 
transmitted, particularly if the input signal is at all noisy. 
This difficulty is overcome with the configuration of Fig. 3.* The 

switch now handles normal (accumulated PCM) values rather than 

• Notice that the input to the coder is in intraframe coded form. We imagine the 
CR/IR coder as being one stage of a hierarchy of coders in which each stage would 
probably be at different physical locations (Section 4.2). 
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AREA DEEMED 
MOVING 

• • • • DESIRED OUTPUT 
ACTUAL OUTPUT 

• • • •• •  • S. 

(b) 

Fig. 2—Waveforms showing operation of conditional replenishment coder of Fig. 1. 
(a) Dotted line: Decoded value of stored signal (in frame memory); solid line: New 
incoming signal which is shifted to the right in the moving area because of a change 
in position of subject. (b) Solid line: Output of conditional coder of Fig. 1. Notice 
the offset at the instant of switching caused by addition of a new element-difference 
signal to the old (stored) decoded signal; dotted line: Desired representation of the 
combined input and stored signals. 
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Fig. 3—(a) Diagram of the CR/IR coder. Notice the change from Fig. 1: Coder 2 
and decoder 2b are added to the loop so that the offset problem shown in Fig. 2 is 
eliminated. (b) Diagram of intraf rame coder (DPCM). 
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differential values, and the signal is recoded before it is stored in the 
frame memory. While there is no detected movement, the signal 
circulates through the frame memory, decoder, and coder without 
change. If the switch changes position while the PCM values entering 
switch 1 are identical, then the coded signal will not be changed after 
passing through decoder 1 and being recoded (i.e., the signals at A 
and D will be the same). On the other hand, if the switch changes when 
the two PCM values are different, a small amount of recoding noise 
will occur while the new signal is corrected. 
The operation of Fig. 3 is probably best appreciated by a numerical 

example shown in Table I. Let us assume a five-level differential 
quantizer with decision levels ±1, ±4, and representative levels 0, 
±2, ±6 (see, for example, Ref. 12). 
If row A represents the input to decoder 1, then row B represents the 

output given that the value of the accumulator is 32 before decoding.' 
Let C represent decoder 2b output. Row D represents the output of 
intraframe coder 2 and is the same as the output from the frame 
memory before decoding up to the point that the switches change from 
position 2 to position 1. Row E is the accumulated value of D and 
represents the signal at the receiver. Just before switching, the differ-
ence between the two values B and C at switch 1 is 6. After switching, 
the ineut to intraframe coder 2 is 44 (signal F, Fig. 3 (b)) , while the 
value in the accumulator is 36 (signal G). The difference is +8 which 
is coded as a 6 (therefore, E is 42). Coding continues with B = F as 
the input and row D as the coder output. On the fourth sample after 
switching, the two signals B and E are the same, and signals A and D 
will remain locked together until the switch returns to position 2. 
Thus, the coding noise at the switching point is confined to three 
samples and has the values —2, +2, +2 (obtained by subtracting 
row B from row E). The time to lock in depends on the quantizing 
characteristic, the input waveform, and the amount of difference at 
the instant of switching; in many instances, lock-in is immediate. The 
average lock-in time for the quantizer used in this study was measured 

We are dealing with many different types of signals in connection with the 
differential quantizer, and it is important to have a clear description of the terms 
used. A signal can be either analog or digital (i.e., PCM). The signal will be called 
"normal" (e.g., normal digital) if it is directly related to the amplitude of the video 
signal (signals B and C of Fig. 3(a)). Similarly, a signal will be called differential if 
it is directly related to some form of difference-signal (signals A and D of Fig. 3(a)). 
A standard 8-bit PCM signal will be referred to as a normal digital signal. A signal 
that has passed through both a differential coder and decoder will be called 
normal-differentially-quantized (signal B of Fig. 3(a)), while if it has only passed 
through the coder it will be referred to as a coded-differential signal (signals A and 
D of Fig. 3(a)). 
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Table I — Numerical example of the operation of the coder 
shown in Fig. 3 

Successive Picture Elements in Horizontal Direction 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

+2  +2  0  +6  +2  +2  —6  0  0  +2 
32  34  36  36  42  44  46  40  40  40  42 
32  34  36  36  36  X  X  X X X X 

+2  +2  0  0  +6  +6  —6  —2  0  +2 
32  34  36  36  36  42  48  42  40  40  42 

Switching Point 

at 0.11 element per transition of switch 1 (Fig. 3(a)) for the case when 
there was virtually no movement and the small amount of updating 
that was occurring was triggered primarily by noise. Where there was 
a significant amount of movement, the average lock-in was 0.30 ele-
ment.* A similar lock-in time is required when the switch 1 moves from 
2 to 1 (return to stored signal). 

2.2 Moving area detection 

Accurate detection of changed areas within the picture is important 
for efficient coding. This is straightforward when working with a high-
quality digital signal."'6 However, as can be seen from Fig. 3, we are 
detecting the changed areas from a signal that has been intraframe 
coded and is therefore relatively noisy, particularly at edges where the 
coarse outer levels of the differential quantizer are used. This means 
that more sophisticated movement-detection techniques are required 
to obtain adequate detection. Reference 14 derives some correlation 
properties of the types of frame-difference signals generated in condi-
tional replenishment encoding and Ref. 15 describes the implementa-
tion of a previous design. The movement detection used in this study 
is similar in principle to that described in Ref. 15. The difference 
between the stored frame and the current frame is: (i) spatially and 
temporally filtered; (ii) applied to a varying threshold which is under 
control of a modified element-difference signal (this compensates for 
the larger errors introduced in high-detail areas by the differential 
quantizer) and (iii) "blocked-in," an operation which both produces 
a more contiguous moving area and rejects small isolated changes. 

• These figures were obtained with the coder control circuit locked in mode 1 for 
the first figure ("no movement") and mode 2 for the second figure ("movement"). 
See Section 2.4 for a description of the various operating modes. We suspect that the 
short lock-in times result partly from the fact that the second representative level is 
twice the value of the first (see Table IV). 
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Specific details of the movement-detector used for this study are given 
in appendix Section A.2. 

2.3 Reduction of resolution 

As the speed of a moving object increases, the resolution of the 
resulting image in the direction of movement decreases because of the 
light-integrating action of the camera target. For horizontal move-
ment, this in turn reduces the amplitude of the element-to-element 
differences, and the entropy of the associated intraframe coded signal 
decreases. Figure 4 is a picture of the unquantized element-difference 
signal of a moving object against a stationary background at two 
different speeds. The reduction in contrast is quite obvious in the 
moving area as the speed goes from one-half element per frame to four 
elements per frame. 
Although it appears that the eye can detect smearing of the picture 

because of camera target integration, an observer is reasonably tolerant 
of this type of degradation and, in fact, we would like to take the 
process a little further. As we can see from Fig. 4 (see also Ref. 14), 
the effect of target integration is to reduce the bandwidth of the spatial 
signal in moving areas; this, in turn, reduces the first-order entropy of 
the coded signal. But relying solely on the first-order entropy reduction 
of the intraframe coded signal at full sampling rate does not take full 
advantage of the redundancy in the signal at high speeds, when the 
signal is essentially oversampled.* 
Smoothly reducing the sampling rate as the speed increases would be 

very effective but is impracticable. Switching to a submultiple of the 
sampling rate is quite practicable, but the difference in picture quality 
in going from the full sampling rate to half sampling rate is quite large, 
especially for differential quantization. Thus, the change in quality at 

the instant of switching is noticeable. 
A coding technique called receiver-model coding was developed 

partially for this application." It enables properties of the observer to 
be incorporated into the coding process. A particularly simple form of 
receiver-model coding (referred to as "level variable sampling" in 
Ref. 18) is 2:1 horizontal conditional subsampling, in which every 
second point in the picture is differentially quantized in the normal 
manner. The alternate points (conditional points) are extrapolated 
from the previous point (zero-order hold) unless the error incurred by 
so doing exceeds a predetermined threshold (in which case, they are 

The results of Bobilin show how rise-time and edge-busyness change as the ratio 
between sample rate and bits per sample (for DPCM) is altered (Ref. 16). 
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lb) 

Fig. 4—Reduction in amplitude of element differences with increase in speed. (a) 
Head moving at a speed of 0.5 pefs. (b) Head moving at a speed of 4.0 pefs. Reduction 
is caused by integration of light falling on camera target for duration of one frame. 
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also differentially quantized in the normal manner). When the thresh-
old is low, nearly all points are coded normally. As the threshold is 
increased, more and more conditional points are extrapolated until, if 
the threshold is high enough, the signal is effectively subsampled. To 
have a bit-rate advantage with horizontal conditional subsampling, 
we need to use a variable-length code since information is transmitted 
about all points, including the conditional points unless the signal is 
fully subsampled (see appendix Section A.3.1). 
The coder used in this study did not have a continuous threshold 

control, but could be switched to give one of five "operating states" 
starting with normal differential quantization and going to 4:1 hori-
zontal subsampling, which gave a picture quality that was scarcely 
adequate even in very fast moving areas. 

2.4 Control strategy 

There are two different ways in which the data-generation rate may 
be reduced. One is by reducing the accuracy and resolution with which 
the moving area is coded as described above. The other method is to 
reduce the size of the moving area by demanding that the difference 
(measured in some way) between the stored signal and the incoming 
signal in a given area be larger before that area is regarded as moving. 
Raising the criteria for movement detection is most effective for areas 
that are moving slowly. 
Two possible control strategies are; 

(i) Use a measure of the speed of the moving object in the picture to 
reduce the resolution and, therefore, the data generation rate in 
the moving areas, but not so much that picture quality will be 
significantly affected. Data may still be generated at a rate that 
exceeds the channel rate, especially when large areas are moving 
slowly. 

(ii) Use a measure of the buffer fullness to reduce the resolution and 
size of the moving area.* 

At the time of this study, a speed-measurement circuit was not 
available and so the buffer alone was used to control both the spatial 
resolution within the moving area and the size of the moving area.t 

*These types of control are quite different in effect (Ref. 7). 
t Some relatively simple techniques for determining the approximate speed of the 

moving area are currently being evaluated by the first author and J. A. Murphy of 
Bell Laboratories. 
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Table Il — Bit-rate control modes—summary of the bit-rate 
reduction techniques for each mode 

Mode 
(Section 
A.3.4) 

Level Variable Sampling 
(Section A.3.1) 

Levels deleted 2:1 4:1 

Moving Area Detector 
Threshold Select 
(Section A.3.2) 

Single Point 
Threshold 
(Section 
A.3.2) 

and ±2 All All Ti T2 Ts T4 T5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

Low  High 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

8 Frame Repeat 

Feedback from the buffer progressively reduces spatial resolution 
and increases thresholds for moving area detection in a sequence of 
eight steps with the last step being the prevention of all updating. 
We have built a system based on the scheme of Fig. 3 using a simu-

lated buffer with the buffer-control strategy described above. The 
equipment is described in detail in the appendix, and the feedback 
modes are summarized in Table II. The experiments carried out and 
the results obtained are described below. 

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The functional blocks of the coder interact in a complex manner, 
making it difficult to evaluate the separate contribution of each block. 
Furthermore, transitions between modes can occur very rapidly so 
that in certain instances the coder may oscillate between adjacent 
modes at line rate. We first report the performance (picture quality 
and bit rate) of the operating states applied to the whole picture (with 
no movement detection or feedback control). Next, we describe the 
additional effect of movement detection still without feedback control. 
Finally, we describe the performance of the overall coder at different 
transmission rates. 
A head-and-shoulders view was used with the subject covering 

slightly less than half of the viewing area. Thus, with the size of the 
subject constant, varying the speed at which he or she moved across 
the screen varied the data rate. The subject was wearing relatively 
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low-detail clothing; when high-detail clothing is worn, the data rates 
are a little higher. 

3.1 Resolution reduction: effect of changing operating states 

Table Ma shows the performance of the coder with the various 
operating states applied to the whole of a stationary picture. The bit 
rate represents the amplitude bits per picture element and, of course, 
does not include addressing, etc. There is a bit-rate reduction of 45 
percent in going from full sampling to 2:1 sampling accompanied by a 
gradual decrease in picture quality. 

3.2 Effect of moving area detector 

To show the effect on bit rate of each mode (described in Table II), 
the speed of a subject was chosen so that when only mode 1 is used 
(feedback-control inhibited and manually selecting mode 1), the bit 
rate needed for transmission was approximately 2.0 megabits per 
second. While the subject conditions are kept constant, each remaining 
mode was manually activated and the resulting bit rate recorded 
(Table IIIb). Here the bit rate is a total system bit rate (appendix 
Section A.3.3). There is about a 10:1 drop in average bit rate in going 
from mode 1 to mode 7. The reduction in bit rate in going from mode 2 
to mode 3 and from mode 5 to mode 6 is a result only of a reduction in 
the moving area (see Table II). These measurements are not an exact 
indication of the bit-rate reduction of each mode, since in actual 

Table Ma — Bit rate and picture quality for each operating 
state with movement detection disconnected 

(coding applied to whole picture) 

Operating 
State 

Level Deletion 
Bit Rate 
(bits/picture 
element) 

Picture Quality 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

None 

Level ± 1 

Levels ± 1 and 
±2 

2:1 subsampling 

4:1 subsampling 

3.07 

2.58 

2.36 

1.69 

0.89 

Very good. Limited only by the 
quantization process. 

Very good. There is a just-noticeable 
increase in noise in areas having 
fine detail and low contrast. 

Good. The increase in random noise 
is more noticeable than state 2, and 
some fine detail with low contrast 
is lost. 

Fair. Sharp edges become serrated 
and fine detail is blurred. 

Poor. 
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Table 'lib —Bit rate for each control mode 

Mode 

Bit rate 
(Mbita/s) 2.01 

3 

1.60 0.88 

4  ,  5 

0.80 0.64 

6 7 

0.46 0.19 

operation the speed and size of the moving area would be different for 
each mode. 

3.3 Performance at different transmission rates 

3.3.1 Performance at 1.5 megabits per second 

Table Ille gives the performance of the system operating at a trans-
mission rate of 1.5 megabits per second. To enable detailed observation 
and measurement of the effect of each mode, the coder was locked to 
each mode. Then the picture quality and amplitude bits per trans-
mitted element were recorded for the type of movement appropriate 
to that mode. The picture quality depends strongly on the size of the 
moving area; as noted, the moving subject filled approximately half 
the picture. With smaller moving areas, the higher modes are used less 
frequently and the picture quality is better; the situation reverses in 
larger moving areas. In the table, conversational movements are con-
sidered movements of the face and gentle head movements. The X 
denotes that these modes cannot be activated only by side-to-side 
body motion. 

3.3.2 Performance at 2.0 megabits per second and 500 kilobits per second 

With the coder operating normally, the picture quality was observed 
at transmission rates of 2.0 megabits per second and 500 kilobits per 
second. 
At 2.0 megabits per second, very slow (1 pef) to moderate (3 pef) 

side-to-side movements cause mode 1 to be used continuously. This 
provides good picture quality and also good moving area detection. 
Only during very fast motion does mode 3 come into use, which 
reduces the accuracy of the moving area detection and subsampling 
on the inner pair of levels. Mode 5 is used only for violent changes such 
as panning the camera or walking in front of the camera. The noticeable 
defect is a coarse structured effect in the moving areas produced by 
the 2:1 subsampling and the reduced accuracy of the moving area 
detector. 
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With the transmission rate limited to 500 kilobits per second and 
the subject in very slow side-to-side motion (0.5 pef) or in normal con-
versational movements (i.e., gentle lip and head movements), the 
system uses only the first four modes and the quality picture is still 
good. At a speed of 1 pef, modes 5 and 6 are used in which 2 : 1 sub-
sampling is employed and the movement-detector uses the higher 
thresholds. The result is a slightly more noisy picture with the move-
ment detector producing either a "dirty window" or a patchy effect. 
At a speed of 2 pefs, mode 6 is mostly used. At this point the picture 

quality is probably unacceptable with the major degradations being: 
(i) the coarse structured effect caused by poor movement detection, 
(ii) the noisy edges caused by the 2:1 subsampling, and (iii) the 
general increase in noise. 
At a speed of 3 pef, mode 7 is used more frequently and the picture 

becomes unacceptable, with the major degradations being poor moving 
area detection and a "column" effect produced at some speeds by the 
4:1 subsampling. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The above experiments are only a start in investigating the tech-
niques of CR/IR coding. However, even at this stage we can see the 
encouraging performance for fast moving scenes. For example, at a 
transmission rate of 2 megabits per second, motion such as panning 
the camera only invokes mode 5; i.e., neither 4:1 subsampling nor the 
highest levels of the movement detector are used. In a previously 
described CR/FF coder, motion such as panning the camera invoked 
frame repeating.' Further work is needed to examine related tech-
niques that could significantly improve coder performance. One ex-
ample is an evaluation of intraframe coding techniques that are more 
efficient and better suited to CR/IR operation. In addition, we should 
investigate the application of known frame-to-frame coding tech-
niques; we discuss some of these below. 

4.1 Add-on techniques 

The vertical resolution can be reduced by transmitting only alternate 
lines in each field and filling in the missing lines by vertically averaging. 
In this study, the horizontal resolution was reduced by up to a factor 
of 4. This is inferior to spreading the resolution reduction more equally 
between the vertical and horizontal dimensions. A horizontal resolution 
reduction of 4:1 is acceptable in very fast moving areas, but if the 
mode is invoked at lower speeds, for example, where the camera is 
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ELEMENT 

i+ 1  i+2  i+3  i+4  i+5 

4  1  4  1  1 

j+1 -0 -0  0 
3 

4 

3  2 

3  2  3  2  3  2 

Fig. 5—Merli scan path in which elements are taken alternately from adjacent scan 
lines. Picture elements are processed in quads. 

being panned slowly, then serious degradation results. One method for 
smoothly reducing the resolution in both dimensions by a combined 
factor of 4 would be to apply receiver-model coding to the Merli 
scanning algorithm.n," In this coding scheme two adjacent scan lines 
are coded simultaneously by following the notched path of Fig. 5. 
The elements are processed in quads with the number 1 elements 
always coded with full precision. An attempt is made to represent the 
number 2, 3, and 4 elements as linear interpolations based only on the 
number 1 elements. The interpolation error is calculated and filtered 
to approximate the liminal vision of the human observer. If the filtered 
error signal at a particular point exceeds the allowed threshold for a 
given quality, then the point is updated. 
As the threshold is raised, fewer conditional elements (numbers 2, 

3, and 4) are transmitted. If the threshold is raised far enough, a 4:1 
subsampled picture is obtained with a reduction of 2:1 in both the 
vertical and horizontal directions. Horizontal subsampling reduces the 
number of amplitude bits that have to be transmitted without affecting 
the number of address bits or line synchronizing bits.* By using the 
Merli algorithm, on the other hand, the line address and synchronizing 
bits would be almost halved since a line now contains twice as many 
elements as it previously did. 
Conditional-vertical subsampling is a technique that is applied from 

field to field. Alternate fields are obtained by a four-way average of 

* Actually, one bit could be dropped from the address word when 2:1 subsampling 
is used. 
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FIELD k 

FIELD k+1 
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j+1 

FIELD k+2 

FIELD k+3 

ri 

Fig. 6—Four-way averaging in which alternate fields are not transmitted. At the 
receiver, the missing fields (even-numbered fields) are replaced by a four-way average 
of elements in the adjacent fields. 

samples in the immediately preceding and succeeding fields as shown 
in Fig. 6. Should the average fail badly for a particular element, then 
an additional correction signal may be transmitted, depending on the 
quality that is required. This four-way field averaging reduces both 
spatial and temporal resolution by a small amount." 
More severe temporal averaging can be employed by using what 

may be called conditional frame-to-frame subsampling. Such tech-
niques are most useful where large areas are moving slowly, the par-
ticular condition which is handled poorly by the CR/IR coder and 
quite easily by the CR/FF encoder. However, if there is a significant 
reduction in temporal resolution, it is important that it be under the 
control of a speed-indicator circuit so that it can be switched out when 
the speed starts to increase. 

4.2 System implications 

In a practical visual communication system, transmission links will 
vary greatly in length. As a consequence, on short links a simple 
inexpensive coder would be appropriate, whereas on longer links more 
expensive frame-to-frame encoding might be suitable. Now in a com-
plex switched system, we may well want to pass through a number of 
digital links in tandem, some being short and others long. Thus, it is 
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important to have a family of coders that are compatible in the sense 
that they can operate in tandem without unduly degrading the system. 
We could envisage at least four stages of coding: (i) a simple differential 
quantizer stage; (ii) a more efficient intraframe encoder using a vari-
able-length code on the output of 1; (iii) an interframe coding stage 
and (iv) a channel-sharing stage where a number of users share a high 
capacity channel, trading on the fact that there is a low probability 
of all users being active simultaneously (as in TASI).2' .22 The condi-
tional intraframe coder is well suited for this type of multistage tandem 
operation. As we have seen, the frame-to-frame coding stage does not 
add quantizing noise to the signal except in elements adjacent to the 
points of switching between stationary and moving areas or when 
feedback from the buffer decreases the accuracy of the intraframe coder 
in the storage loop. If the signal is converted back to the intraframe 
form and frame-to-frame encoded for a second time, then the second 
frame-to-frame encoding will give a signal that is identical to the first 
frame-to-frame encoding if one prerequisite is met: the position of the 
switching points between moving and stationary areas are indicated 
in the intraframe signal. This would increase the intraframe data rate 
by approximately 2 percent. 
If an improvement is made in the performance of the intraframe 

encoding stage, this improvement will carry right through to the frame-
to-frame channel-sharing stages.* 
The fact that an intraframe coder is connected to a CR/IR coder will 

tend to affect the type of algorithms that we employ in the intraframe 
stage. For example, techniques that complicate the encoder design but 
require a simple decoder will be preferred because there are more 
decoders in the system than there are encoders (see Fig. 3). Notice that 
the conditional horizontal subsampling studied here requires no modifi-
cation of the decoder design. 

42.1 Feedback control 

The different coding stages of the overall coding hierarchy would 
normally be at different switching offices. This almost certainly rules 
out any feedback from one stage to a previous stage of coding, since to 
incorporate feedback would considerably increase the overall com-
plexity. For this reason, the feedback control to achieve level-deletion 
was kept within the frame-to-frame coder (Coder 2 of Fig. 3) rather 

*Of course, changes in the intraframe encoder may well necessitate changes in the 
encode and decode blocks of the frame-to-frame coder. 
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than operating on the primary encoder. There are two consequences of 
this restriction for the simple type of receiver-model coding employed 
here. First, the effective threshold used to delete components must 
jump from decision-level to decision-level rather than increase smoothly 
because by precoding the signal in the primary encoder the element-to-
element changes are restricted to the small set of values allowed by the 
differential quantizer. Second, there is a small increase in coding noise 
since the two tandem intraframe encoclings are different when level-
deletion is used in coder 2. In practice, however, the smoothness of 
control is quite adequate. The increase in coding noise when compared 
with feedback to the primary encoding stage is just noticeable in a 
stationary picture but is virtually impossible to detect in the operation 
of the overall system. 
Recoding noise resulting from feedback control could become a 

problem with, for example, higher quality systems. However, there are 
intraframe coders that would virtually eliminate the problem. These 
coders transmit two or more separate signals which represent different 
components of the signal so that when one component is deleted the 
coding of the other component is unaffected. In one system of this 
type,2a," every second sample is transmitted as PCM or DPCM and 
the alternate samples are transmitted as a correction signal between 
an estimate based on the first set of signals and the actual input. Thus, 
the correction signal may be deleted without interfering with the 
coding of the main signal. Another example of such an encoding is the 
Hadamard transformation applied to a small block of picture ele-
ments ;25  higher-order components can be deleted without interfering 
with the decoding of the lower-order components. 

4.2.2 Error performance 

In achieving the improved performance of CR/FF coding over 
CR/PCM coding, certain system advantages were lost. These ad-
vantages are partially regained with CR/IR coding. Consider, first, 
the effect of transmission errors on picture quality. 
Since a separate interframe decoder has not been constructed, 

experiments on the behavior of the CR/IR coder-decoder in the 
presence of channel errors have not been possible. However, some 
intuitive predictions can be made by considering the effect of different 
types of errors. 

• We only used two intermediate steps (level ±1 delete, level ±1 and  2 delete) 
out of a possible six. 
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If an amplitude word (as distinct from an address word) is in error, 
a noise streak will be introduced into the picture which will probably 
extend to the end of a line unless predictor leak is used. When there is 
a lot of movement there is a high probability that the error will be 
eliminated in the next frame since, by the usual nature of movement, 
the segment in error will likely be updated in the next frame and the 
updated segment builds only on information in the corresponding line 
of the stored frame to the left of the segment. With no movement or 
slow movement, there is much less chance that a segment in error will 
be "written over" in the next frame and the line in error would persist 
in the picture. 
The signal can be made significantly more robust by transmitting a 

six- or seven-bit normal digital signal value at the start of a segment 
along with the addressing. In this way, updated segments would not 
build on the past values in any way. Based on an average of three 
segments per line, the additional amplitudes would require 0.145 
megabit per second. The transmission of the additional values would 
terminate the effect of transmission errors already introduced and, by 
comparing the amplitude with the decoded value, errors could be 
detected. Once detected, substitution techniques could replace the 
line in error with a best estimate. This estimate would then last until 
the area was again updated. If, instead, the moving area addressing 
information is in error, then a large unpredictable section of a line will 
be in error. The effect of an error in the element address will be similar 
to an amplitude error, but on the average should affect a larger section 
of line. 
In a practical system, we would want to send the line address word 

very securely and the start-of-frame word even more securely. The 
latter poses no problem since, as it occurs so rarely, it requires a 
negligible increase in bit rate to assign a large number of bits to the 

word. 
It is interesting to consider what would happen if both frame and 

line synchronization were completely lost. Assume the receiver was 
aware of the loss and that it reset the frame memory to zero. Then, as 
soon as the person moved at the transmitting end the area in movement 
would be relayed faithfully to the receiver and the background would 
be inserted in the newly revealed area. 
Although no experiments have yet been performed to determine 

channel error response, it appears that by transmitting an amplitude 
word before the start of each moving-area segment and using error 
detection and substitution techniques, the conditional intraframe en-
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coder could be made to give acceptable performance at error rates as 
high as 10 or 20 per frame (an error rate of 2 to 4 X 10-'). Forced 
updating would probably not be necessary. 

4.2.3 Data interleaving 

Data interleaving is a scheme for using the frame memory to achieve 
a degree of smoothing of the coded data, thus considerably reducing 
the size of the buffer store required or eliminating it altogether." It 
has been shown that, unless a very large buffer is used, the main 
smoothing effect is already achieved with a buffer large enough to 
smooth the irregular data over a field.? A 4:1 interleaving of data is 
achieved, for example, by transmitting lines in the order 1, 65, 33, 97; 
2, 66, 34, 98; 3, 67 • • • . Now if the signal stored in the frame memory 
can easily be converted to the coded transmission signal, then taps can 
be placed on the frame memory and the data can be transmitted in an 
interleaved manner. Two examples of coders in which the signal is 
stored in the frame memory in a form similar to the transmitted signal 
is the CR/PCM coder and the CR/IR coder. Note, however, that the 
frame memory stores the whole picture and we need to know which 
components are to be transmitted. This information would have to be 
included in the stored signal and would probably result in a 5-percent 
increase in the size of the frame memory. If a four-bit word were used 
to represent the differential signal, one combination could be reserved 
to denote a change, either from a nonupdated to an updated segment 
or in the reverse direction. 
Data interleaving is shown applied to the CR/IR coder and decoder 

in Fig. 7. Code words are inserted at the coder to denote changes be-
tween updated and nonupdated segments before the signal is stored in 
the frame memory; these words are disregarded by the local decoder. 
Switch A selects lines according to the required sequence and the 
moving area selector interprets the marker words and selects those 
segments for transmission that have been newly updated. The main 
decoder loop [Fig. 7(b)] operates on the data just as it is received; 
that is, the signal in the frame memory is stored in interleaved form. 
The signal is de-interleaved and decoded in order to obtain an output. 
Notice that such a scheme would not work if the intraframe algo-

rithm operated on more than one line at a time since the decoder is not 
processing consecutive lines. Such a restriction would not apply to the 
vertical processing of the Merli algorithm where a line, in essence, is 
twice as long as a normal line. 
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4.2.4 Channel sharing 

Haskell has simulated a channel-sharing and buffering scheme in 
which a number of encoder outputs are combined and transmitted over 
one high data-rate channel with one large buffer." He shows that in 
this way the channel requirements are more than halved when 20 
encoder outputs are combined. In an actual system, in the unlikely 
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event that a large number of users were simultaneously active, there 
would be feedback from the channel-sharing circuit to the encoders 
to reduce the data-generation rate by reducing picture quality in some 
manner. Although this would occur very rarely, the situation must be 
accommodated since we cannot arbitrarily discard data without 
seriously affecting picture quality: to ensure that the situation never 
occurs could require a significant increase in channel rate.' 
Ideally, we would like to insert channel-sharing at multiple points in 

the transmission path, and these points may be quite remote from the 
encoder." In this situation, feedback from the channel-sharing stage 
to the frame-to-frame coder would considerably complicate the overall 
system design. However, the CR/IR coder would enable data to be 
discarded with little effect on picture quality, since each new segment 
does not build on the past coded signal (assuming that a starting 
amplitude is transmitted with each segment as discussed in Section 
4.2.2). 
Thus, if overload of the channel-sharing stage were imminent, the 

whole line could be deleted except for the line addressing word (required 
for receiver synchronization) and a further special code word that 
would be inserted to inform the receiver that the line had been deleted. 
The receiver would then make a best estimate of the missing line based 
on the signal that it already has and the current control mode of the 
receiver (see, for example, Ref. 27). The line would be corrected by 
normal updating of the moving area. One would like to use a channel-
sharing strategy that fairly evenly distributes deleted lines among the 
updated lines of all users and thus minimizes the possibility of deleting 
consecutive lines from one source. 

4.3 Comments on conditional element-difference vs. conditional 
trame-difference coding 

As mentioned in the introduction, transmission of element differ-
ences and transmission of frame differences are complementary in many 
ways. When transmitting frame differences, it is easier to control 
smoothly the temporal resolution since we are working directly with 
frame differences. We can still achieve a similar result when trans-

The results of Haskell indicate that the variation in channel-rate requirements is 
only about 10 percent for 20 sources. However, there are a number of reasons why 
the variation could increase significantly in an actual system: (i) Channel-sharing 
schemes which minimize the buffering requirements would increase the variation. 
(ii) The interf rame coders feeding the channel-sharing unit may be of different types. 
(iii) The channel-sharing unit may be designed for fewer sources or may have priority 
channels with different types of signal (e.g., data). 
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mitting element-difference signals: essentially the same signals as for 
frame-difference transmission are available to the transmitter on which 
to base a decision as to how elements should be coded. Similarly, it is 
easier to smoothly control spatial resolution when transmitting element 
differences, although we can achieve similar ends with frame-difference 
transmission (e.g., the horizontal subsampling used by Candy et al.).6 
Probably of most importance is the effect on the overall system of using 
one type of signal or another. 
One tempting technique would be transmission of a frame differenee 

in stationary or slowly moving areas and an element difference in fast 
moving areas or transmission of an element-difference-of-a-frame-
difference.' Either method would tend to increase complexity as-
sociated with system considerations such as recoding, error mitigation, 
and channel sharing. It is also interesting that Wendt's results suggest 
to him that transmission of an intraframe coded signal is preferable 
to either transmission of a frame-to-frame coded signal or transmission 
of both signal types. 

V. SUMMARY 

We have described techniques for frame-to-frame coding in which 
the moving areas are transmitted as an intraframe coded signal (rather 
than as a PCM or frame-to-frame difference signal). This approach 
permits the intraframe encoding to efficiently adapt to the spatial 
resolution requirements of the moving area as the speed of an object 
changes. A coder has been constructed which uses a differential quan-
tizer (DPCM coder) as the intraframe coder, and a strategy was 
developed for merging the new differentially quantized signal from the 
moving area with the old differentially quantized and stored signal 
from the stationary area with only transient error. 
Because of inherent noise in the input signal and the error introduced 

in the initial coding, adequate detection of moving areas requires 
relatively complex processing involving a nonlinear, time-varying filter 
with an impulse response that extends temporally and spatially. The 
bit rate is kept within the capacity of the channel by feedback from 
the buffer to both the intraframe coder and the movement detection 
logic. As the buffer fills, the feedback reduces the accuracy of the 
intraframe encoding (and hence the bit rate) in four steps by a method 
referred to in an earlier paper as "level-variable sampling. " The 
feedback to the movement detector involves changing not only the 
level of significant frame-to-frame difference but also the parameters of 
the spatio-temporal filter contained in the movement detector. 
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The experimental study used a head-and-shoulders view occupying 
slightly less than half the field of view and a visible raster size of 255 
lines by 220 elements. For a bit rate of 1.5 megabits per second, the 
picture quality sank below "fair" only for motion covering the entire 
field such as occurs when the subject stands up in front of the camera. 
Transmission of an intraframe coded signal in the moving area leads 

to a number of advantages from the overall systems point of view when 
compared with the transmission of frame differences. By starting each 
transmitted segment within a line with a PCM value, updating be-
comes independent of previously transmitted data. Thus, errors will 
not propagate from frame to frame within the moving area. This also 
has implications for sharing a high-rate channel with a number of 
users where it would occasionally be necessary to delete segments of 
data. The signal is stored in the frame memory at the coder and decoder 
in intraframe coded form. This means that the frame memory need be 
only approximately half of that required to store the PCM signal. 
Further, since the stored signal can be simply converted to the form 
of the transmitted signal, we can use the data-interleaving technique 
to significantly reduce buffer requirements. 
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APPENDIX 

Description of Conditional Replenishment intraframe (CA/1R) Coder 

The picture format used in this study is similar to that used in the 
Picturephone® visual telephone system. There are 271 lines per frame, 
of which 255 are visible; 248 elements per line, of which 223 are visible; 
and 30 frames per second with 2:1 interlace. 
The coding system that has been simulated consists of two parts, 

the primary intraframe encoding stage which is an element-differential 
quantizer and the secondary encoding stage which uses interframe 
techniques (Fig. 8). The output signal from the primary encoding stage 
is in normal differentially quantized form rather than coded differential 
form, thus avoiding the need for an additional decoder before the 
secondary encoder. 
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Fig. 8—Configuration of experimental CR/IR coder system. 

A.1 Primary intraframe coder 

The encoder used in this loop is an 11-level element-differential 
quantizer whose input, for our purposes, is a normal eight-bit digital 
(PCM) signal from an AID  converter, but in other respects is similar 
to that described in Ref. 12. In an actual system, the input would be 
analog rather than digital, but for experimental purposes it is more 
convenient to work with the digital signal. As shown in Fig. 9, it 
contains a decoder section whose output is the normal differentially 
quantized signal. 
In the experiments to be described here, the accumulator loop has 

no "leak." However, the integrator is reset to a fixed value at the 
beginning of each line. The quantizer decision and representative levels 
are given in Table IV. 

A.2 Movement detection 

Since the outputs of decoder 1 and decoder 2b (Fig. 3) are separated 
in time by exactly one frame, they are used to form a frame-difference 
signal.* Frame differences caused by noise (negatively correlated in 
the moving area)" can be separated from those caused by motion 
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Fig. 9—Differential quantizer (DPCM coder) used as primary intraframe coder. 

For convenience, the term "frame difference signal" will be used, although it is 
actually the difference between a stored frame and a new frame, both of which have 
been differentially quantized. 
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Table IV — Quantizer level settings used by differential quantizer 

Level No. 
Decision Level 
(out of 256) 

Representative Weight 
(out of 256) 

o 
± 1 inner levels 

±2 

±3 

±4 

± 5 outer levels 

2 

6 
12 

22 

36 

o 
4 

16 

28 

44 

(mostly positively correlated) by employing various spatial and 
temporal filtering operations. In addition, certain compensations are 
made for the nonlinear nature of the coding noise. 
A block diagram of the moving area detector used in this experiment 

is shown in Fig. 10. The frame-difference signal is first fed to a spatial 
filter which provides a simple average over four adjacent elements 
along a line (4 X 1 filter). Temporal, single-pole filtering is then pro-
vided by placing the spatial filter in a feedback loop with a field delay. 
Since noise in the frame-difference signal is negatively correlated only 
in the updated area,14 we would like to use temporal low-pass filtering 
only when updating occurs. This is achieved by closing the feedback 
loop (via switch 1) only when movement is detected. Since it would be 
expensive to delay a six-bit signal for the duration of one field, a 
different method was used. A three-bit dither signal was added (adder 
1) to the output of the 4 X 1 spatial filter and the resulting sign-bit 
was used as a one-bit representation of the signal. The field-delayed 
signals from the line above and below the current line are added and 
then assigned a "value" or "weight" before being added (adder 3) 
back into the frame-difference signal. The loop-gain, or the amount of 
temporal filtering, is controlled by means of the weighter. The spatio-
temporal impulse response of this filter is rather unusual, spreading 
vertically as well as temporally and horizontally because a field delay, 
rather than a frame delay, is used (see Fig. 11). 
The output of the spatio-temporal filter is then converted from 2's 

complement to sign-magnitude form (Fig. 10). A modified version of 

*Other more complex one-bit representations could have been used; one-bit 
companded delta modulation, four-hit. PO M samples at one-fourth of the sample rate. 
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Fig. 10—Diagram of the moving area detector. The detector first filters the frame-
difference signal spatially and temporally and then applies compensation for intra-
frame coding noise. The filtered signal is tested against one of several thresholds, and 
the resulting binary signal is blocked in using the N/M circuit. The output is used 
to select moving areas of the picture for transmission. 

the coded-differential signal is added (adder 4) to the output of the 
sign-magnitude converter." The purpose of this signal is to compensate 
for areas of the picture where more coding noise is likely to appear, 
namely at sharp edges where the outer decision levels of the quantizer 
are used. 
Next, the output of adder 4 is fed to a circuit consisting of several 

thresholds. One of these thresholds is then chosen (depending on the 
bit-rate control strategy being used) as the input to an N/M circuit." 
The function of the N/M circuit is to block in the moving area; that 
is, adjacent but noncontiguous points along a line are joined together 
to form one longer segment. In this way, the overall data rate is 
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Fig. 1 la—Impulse response of the spatio-temporal filter used in the moving area 
detector. The impulse response is a function of three dimensions, and the figure shows 
the response only in the vertical and temporal directions. The upper figures represent 
the area under the horizontal impulse response for each affected line in five fields. 
The lower (bracketed) figures represent the maximum value of each horizontal 
impulse response. 
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Fig. lib—Horizontal impulse response of the spatio-temporal filter shown in Fig. 
lia. The waveshape is given for line 0 and line 1 for each field of Fig. 11a. 
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reduced since each segment, however short, is allocated a 12-bit start-
stop code, whereas the number of bits required to specify the amplitude 
of an element may be only 1 or 2. 
By using the above-mentioned filtering techniques, large moving 

areas are easily detected; however, small isolated moving objects cause 
frame differences that, because of their short duration, are filtered out. 
Small moving objects of high contrast are detected by thresholding the 
unfiltered frame-difference signal with a large threshold value. The 
threshold signal is combined logically with the main signal path in the 
N/M circuit. The output of the N/M circuit is the final output of the 
moving area detector and controls the selection and transmission of 
new data (switches 1 and 2, Fig. 3). 

A.3 Bit-rate control 

The data-generation rate is matched to the transmission-bit rate by 
monitoring the level of fill of the transmission buffer and then applying 
controls to reduce the data-generation rate accordingly. These controls 
are applied to two parts of the system: the secondary element-differ-
ential encoder and the movement detector shown in Fig. 12. 

A.3.1 Coder control 

To reduce data in the encoder, a technique referred to as level-
variable sampling is used.17.18 The filtered energy in the error signal is 
important to the visibility of the quantizing error. Thus, close spacing 
of the inner levels insures that, where the input signal is fairly constant 
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Fig. 12—Bit-rate control system. The system selects one or a combination of 
several bit-rate reduction techniques, depending on the level of the buffer simulator. 
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Fig. 13—Level-variable sampling, One or more of the coded differential level pairs 
is inhibited on every alternate element or, as an extreme measure, the signals are 
inhibited on three out of every four elements. 

(low-detail area), the output signal will approximate the input very 
closely. However, such precision is not needed on every picture ele-
ment. Consequently, the inner levels can be used less frequently than 
the outer levels." 
Figure 13 shows how level-variable sampling is performed. If, for 

example, we subsample just the inner pair of levels, L1 is inhibited on 
every alternate element along the line. The effect of inhibiting a level 
is to change the quantizer scale, for that element, from an 11-level to a 
9-level quantizer, as shown in Fig. 14. Two steps are taken to minimize 
the visibility of the resulting distortion: the subsampling pattern is 
synchronized to the horizontal rate; the pattern is staggered (by one 
element for 2:1 and two elements for 4:1 subsampling) so that sub-
sampled elements are offset relative to the subsampled elements of the 
lines above and below (which are in the other field). 
Control of the amount of data-rate reduction is achieved by switch-

ing between five different coder states. They are: (i) full sampling; (ii) 
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INPUT 

Fig. 14—Change in quantizer scale because of level variable sampling. Inhibiting 
the inner pair of coded differential levels (±1) changes the quantizer characteristics 
to that shown by the short dashed line. Inhibiting the two inner pairs of levels changes 
the characteristics to that shown by the long dashed line. On the elements in which 
no level inhibition takes place, the quantizer scale returns to normal (solid line). 

subsampling on only the inner pair of levels (levels ±1); (iii) sub-
sampling on the inner two pairs of levels ( ±1 and ±2); (iv) sub-
sampling on all levels at a 2:1 rate; (y) subsampling on all levels at a 
4:1 rate (1 element in 4 is sampled). A description of the variable 
word-length coding and the efficiencies achieved is given in Section 
£3.3. 
Subsampling introduces additional noise into the coding operation, 

particularly on the elements that are not sampled. This makes detection 
of the moving area more difficult especially since the signal from the 
primary coder is not subsampled. This problem is partially alleviated 
by setting the frame difference signal to zero on the unsampled ele-
ments by means of gate A in Fig. 10. 
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A.3.2 Movement detector control 

As shown in Fig. 10, the movement-detector circuit generates a 
filtered frame-difference signal. Moving areas are detected by testing 
to see if the amplitude of this signal is above a certain threshold. By 
raising that threshold, less area will be detected as moving and less 
data will have to be transmitted. This is done, however, at the expense 
of reducing the quality of the picture in moving areas. Five different 
thresholds are used, as shown in Table II, so that the data rate can be 
reduced gradually. 
Two other methods are used to reduce the amount of area detected 

by the movement detector: first, the feedback from the temporal filter 
is inhibited by gate B and switch 1 in Fig. 10, and second, the number 
of single points in the moving area is reduced. 
The combined effect of the movement-detector controls is to grad-

ually reduce the data rate and also to adapt the movement detector as 
the speed of movement increases so as to maximize its efficiency. 
Normally, when the subject is moving slowly, the amount of data 
being generated is small and the first mode of the movement-detector 
is used [i.e. (i) temporal filtering and (ii) low single-point threshold]. 
As the speed increases, the higher modes are used; the feedback from 
the temporal filter is inhibited, the filtered threshold is raised, and the 
single-point threshold is raised. Notice that the frame-difference signal 
resulting from faster movement is also larger. 

A.3.3 Buffer simulator 

A buffer simulator circuit was built to simulate operation at many 
different data rates. It is assumed that a variable-length code is used 
to transmit the coded differential signal. The lengths assigned to each 
classifier output are given in Table Va. Notice that the code changes 
depending on the particular coding mode that is being used. For 
example, for the mode where levels  1 are deleted on alternate samples, 
the fully coded samples use code D with a maximum code-word length 
of 4 bits, whereas the alternate samples use code B with a maximum 
code-word length of 5. 
Because the quantizer level usage changes from picture to picture, 

the codes of Tables Va and Yb will not always be optimum. In order to 
determine what could be gained by paying more attention to the code 
assignment (e.g., an adaptive strategy), we have calculated the effi-
ciency of these codes for two different head-and-shoulders scenes. The 
entropy, bit rate, and efficiency for codes A, B, and C in one case and 
code D in another are given in Table VI. The results are given for four 
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Table Va — Four variable-word-length codes used 
in the CR/IR code 

Code Word Length 

Level 

Code A Code B Code C Code D 

o 
±1 
±2 
±3 
±4 
±5 

1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
6 

1 

3 
4 
5 
5 

1 

3 
4 
4 

Table Vb —The particular code used by each 
bit-rate control mode 

3 
3 
3 

4 
4 

Model 
Full Sampling 

Modes 2, 3 
Levels ± 1 Delete 

Mode 4 
Levels ± 1, ± 2 

Delete 
Modes 5, 6, 7 
2:1 and 4:1 

Uncon- 
ditional 
Samples 

Con- 
ditional 
Samples 

Uncon- 
ditional 
Samples 

Con-
ditional 
Samples 

Code A Code D Code B Code D Code C Code D 

modes corresponding to (see Table II): (i) full sampling; (ii) deletion 
of levels ± 1; (iii) deletion of levels ±1 and ±2; and (iv) 2:1 sub-
sampling. The asterisk denotes the codes that are actually used in the 
implementation. Picture X has somewhat more detail than picture Y. 
It would have been slightly more efficient to use code D for mode 1 
rather than code A for these particular pictures. 
The entropies are rather high for an 11-level differential quantizer. 

The reason for this in mode 1 is that the moving area detector will 
update moving edges and highly detailed areas more frequently than 
low-detail areas, resulting in higher usage of the outer levels which, 
in turn, increases the first-order entropy. For the other modes, the 
tendency for the entropy of the unconditional picture elements to 
increase because of the deletion of levels on the alternate elements is 
almost balanced by the reduction in the amplitude of the element-to-
element difference caused by camera integration. 
In all cases except one, the efficiency of the variable-length code is 

greater than 90 percent. For the conditional elements in mode 4, the 
distribution is very peaked and the entropy is less than 1 bit per 
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Table VI - Entropy, bit rate, and efficiency for pictures X and Y 

Mode Scene Entropy 
Code A,B,C 
(as  appli _ 

cable) 

  Efficiency 
(%) 

Cd D Code Efficiency 
(%) 

X 2.946 3.246* 90.8 3.057 96.4 
1 

Y 3.146 3.433* 91.6 3.297 95.4 

X 3.072 3.517 87.3 3.277* 93.7 
Unconditional 

Y 3.344 3.847 86.9 3.396* 98.5 
2 

X 2.080 2.147* 96.9 3.067 67.8 
Conditional 
Y 2.551 2.727* 93.5 3.210 79.5 

X 2.987 3.105 96.2 3.004* 96.2 
Unconditional 

Y 2.972 3.304 90.0 3.253* 91.4 
4 

X 0.822 1.301* 63.2 2.854 28.8 
Conditional 

Y 0.866 1.286* 67.3 3.000 28.9 

X 3.146 3.752 83.8 3.383* 93.0 
5 

Y 3.157 3.449 91.5 3.309* 95.4 

*Code used in implementation. 

element. To improve efficiency, it would be necessary to code elements 
in groups rather than singly. However, in this case the overall gain 
would be small. 
The heart of the buffer simulator is an accumulator loop. For each 

transmitted sample the accumulator is incremented by an amount 
equal to the length of the corresponding code word. In addition, a count 
of 12 is added every time a new segment is transmitted to the receiver; 
this could be eight bits for a start-of-run address and four bits for an 
end-of-run code word. A count of 12 is also added to the accumulator 
at the start of each line to permit the decoder to synchronize at the 
start of line. No allocation is made for a start-of-frame code word (if 
a 50-bit code word were used, we would have to say that we are 
operating at 1.503 megabits per second rather than 1.500 megabits per 
second). The accumulator is decremented at a constant rate depending 
on the particular transmission rate that is being simulated. Thus, the 
output of the buffer simulator shows how full a buffer would be if it 
were actually used to transmit data to the receiver. 
A circuit similar to this is used to monitor the data-generation rate. 

The accumulator is incremented with the same signal as the buffer 
simulator, but at the end of each line the contents are strobed into a 
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commercial counter which enables us to integrate the data-rate count 
over any desired period. 

A.3.4 Bit-rate control system 

The bit-rate control system (Fig. 12) monitors the buffer simulator. 
The output range of the buffer is divided into eight regions, and a 
control mode is selected depending upon which region the buffer is in. 
Each mode uses a combination of the two previously described bit-
rate reduction techniques (i.e., coder control and movement-detector 
control). The function of each mode is given in Table II. 
In the lower modes, little or no level-dependent sampling occurs and 

the movement detector uses a low threshold. The movement detector 
completely covers the moving areas, but may also respond to a small 
amount of residual noise so that some stationary areas of the picture 
may also be detected. The result is that for limited subject activity a 
relatively large amount of data is generated and, correspondingly, the 
quality is little different from the primary encoder output. 
As the buffer level increases, the intermediate modes (modes 2 to 4) 

are used. In these modes, level-variable sampling is used on the inner 
one or two pairs of levels; the moving-area detector operates on a 
higher threshold. As the buffer level increases further, the high modes 
(modes 5 to 7) are used. Subsampling is used on all classifier levels: at 
first in a 2:1 ratio and then finally (in mode 7) in a 4:1 ratio. The 
moving area detector coverage is reduced in two ways: first, the single 
point threshold is raised so that fewer single points are detected; 
second, in each consecutive mode the moving area detector threshold 
is raised. Normally, when the high modes are used it is because the 
subject is moving fast. Under these conditions the effects of these bit-
rate reduction modes is somewhat masked because of the nature of 
human vision. Furthermore, since large frame-difference signals are 
generated, the moving area can still be accurately defined even though 
high moving-area-detector thresholds are used. 
If the buffer level continues to rise, transmission of data is stopped. 

In this case, the receiver repeats the information from the previous 
frame (stored in its frame memory) until such time as the transmitter 
buffer level reduces sufficiently to allow new data to be transmitted. 
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Stripline Downconverter With Subharmonic Pump 

By M. V. SCHNEIDER and W. W. SNELL, JR. 

(Manuscript received April 19, 1974) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The process of frequency conversion and its applications are well 
known and have been extensively treated in the literature.'-3 The 
conversion is usually performed by pumping a nonlinear resistive or 
reactive element embedded in a linear network and by extracting the 
sum or difference frequencies that are generated by the signal and the 
pump frequency. The purpose of this Brief is to describe a novel 
thin-film converter' which has the following properties: 

(i) The pump frequency required for efficient upconversion or 
downconversion is a submultiple of that needed in conventional 
frequency converters. 

(ii) The circuit does not require a de return path. 
(iii) The separation of the signal and the pump frequency is readily 

obtained and the loss in the signal path is small. 

The new converter consists of two stripline filters and two Schottky 
barrier diodes, which are shunt mounted with opposite polarities in 
a strip transmission line. The conversion loss measured at a signal 
frequency of 3.5 GHz is 3.2 dB for a pump frequency of 1.7 GHz and 
4.9 dB for a pump frequency of 0.85 GHz. The circuit looks attractive 
for use at millimeter-wave frequencies where stable pump sources with 
low FM noise are not readily available. 

* After the manuscript, for this Brief was completed, it was learned that M. Cohn, 
J. E. Degenford, and B. A. Newman at Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, 
Md., have begun independent work along similar lines. 
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Fig. 1—Microstrip conductor pattern on quartz substrate in a metal channel. 
The diode pair is shunt mounted with opposite polarities to the ground on opposite 
sides of the strip transmission line. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF STRIPLINE CIRCUIT 

A top view of the stripline conductor pattern used in the down-
converter is shown in Fig. 1 and a cross-sectional view is shown in 
Fig. 2. A strip transmission line is used because the conversion from 
the hybrid TEM mode to the first-order waveguide mode (longi-
tudinal section magnetic mode) is substantially reduced compared to 
the conversion obtained with other transmission line circuits such as 
microstrip lines.' This approach eliminates noise contributions from 
undesired bands near the harmonics of the pump frequency. 
The conductor pattern consists of a 50-ohm line section at the 

signal input, a half-wavelength resonator for the bandpass filter, a 
five-element low-pass filter, and a 50-ohm line section for the pump 
input and the IF output. Two Schottky-barrier diodes with opposite 
polarities are connected to the section between the filters at opposite 
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Fig. 2—Cross-sectional view of shielded stripline with symmetrically suspended 
quartz substrate and stripline conductor. 
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Fig. 3—Photograph of downconverter showing top view of stripline conductor 
pattern in rectangular channel. The characteristics of the band-pass filter, the 
low-pass filter, anal the diode pair are displayed at the bottom of the photograph. 

sides of the stripline conductor. Coupling to undesired waveguide 
modes above the cutoff frequency of the metal channel is suppressed 
because the electric field vectors in the top and the bottom section of 
the stripline are of opposite polarity as indicated in Fig. 2. A photo-
graph of the downconverter is shown in Fig. 3. The figure also shows 
the measured transmission characteristics of the stripline band-pass 
filter and low-pass filter, and also the current-voltage characteristics 
of the diode pair. The current-voltage characteristics of the diode 
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pair are symmetrical with respect to the origin. This results in a 
current waveform that has only odd-order harmonics and a con-
ductance waveform with even-order harmonics. The second feature 
combined with the low conversion to waveguide modes results in a 
converter that has a good conversion loss and a low noise figure for 
subharmonic pumping 

III. PERFORMANCE OF STRIPLINE CONVERTER 

The measured single-sideband noise figure for the stripline converter 
of Fig. 3 is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the signal frequency ws 
for m = 2 and m = 4, where m is the harmonic integer defined by 
m = (Weigual ± WIF)/Cdpump• The noise figure of the 100-MHz IF ampli-
fier is 1.7 dB. The total single-sideband noise figure, including the IF 
amplifier noise at a signal frequency of 3.455 GHz, is 4.9 dB for m = 2 
and 6.6 dB for m = 4. The corresponding conversion loss is 3.2 dB 
for m = 2. This result approaches the theoretically predicted loss of 
2.1 dB for the diode pair with a series resistance Rs = 2 ohms and a 
zero bias capacitance of Co = 0.45 pF for each diode.' 
The new harmonically pumped stripline circuit can be readily 

scaled to higher microwave frequencies and particularly to millimeter-
wave frequencies where solid-state oscillators are only available at 
subharmonics of the local oscillator frequency. The basic design 
principles discussed in this paper can also be applied to other con-
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Fig. 4—Single-sideband noise figure including IF amplifier noise for downconverter 
pumped at the second subharmonic (m = 2) and the fourth subharmonic (m = 4). 
The noise figure of the 100-MHz IF amplifier is 1.7 dB. 
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verters in the electromagnetic spectrum, such as upconverters, har-
monic generators, and parametric amplifiers. 
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Fiber Ribbon Optical Transmission Lines 

By R. D. STANDLEY 

(Manuscript received April 2, 1974) 

This brief proposes the use of fiber ribbons consisting of a linear 
array of fibers embedded in a thin, flexible supporting medium as 
components of a cable for fiber transmission systems. With the pro-
gress that has been made in drawing low-loss fibers, the physical form 
used to cable the fibers has become a truly relevant problem and is 
presently being pursued at several laboratories. 
Figure 1 shows some of the structures of interest. The value of rib-

bons in a transmission cable was initially conceived as relating well to 
planar technology for connector and repeater circuitry fabrication. A 
natural layout for repeater electronics is an input consisting of a linear 
array of detectors with a similar emitter array for the output. 
Fiber ribbons should also be easier to handle than conventional 

bundles. In the event of cable breakage, the ribbon resolves the prob-
lem of fiber identification; coding is simple. Ribbons may be easily 
stacked to form higher-capacity cables. The geometry lends itself well 
to connector design. For example, suppose the supporting medium to 
be some sort of plastic. To make fiber separation easy, we cut the 
ribbon, then we dissolve a portion of the supporting medium to free 
the fiber ends. The ends are then placed in the connector, which is 
finally recoated with the plastic. 
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Many forms can be envisioned for the connector. For example, con-
sider a glass plate whose refractive index is less than that of the fiber) 
Using conventional photolithographic techniques, one can etch chan-
nels in the glass. The fibers may then be placed in the channels and 
covered with a second glass plate or a plastic similar to the ribbon 
support. The output end of the connector can be polished to clean up 
the fiber ends if necessary. 
Finally, the manufacture of ribbons should be straightforward. Two 

methods are described in the 1iterature.'.2 
As stated previously, the purpose of this brief has been to describe 

concepts of fiber ribbon transmission line accessories. It is recognized 
that practical difficulties will ensue when attempting to reduce any of 
the concepts to the hardware stage. For example, mechanical toler-
ances, which will generally be dependent upon the fiber core diameter, 
are of prime importance in any hardware for any fiber optic transmis-
sion line. However, we believe that the naturally planar form of the 
fiber ribbon, associated connectors, and circuitry described above 
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Fig. 2—Grooved lucite planar connector for fiber ribbon transmission line. 

would permit excellent dimensional control. Experimental work would 
be necessary to define quantitative limits. 
Some years ago we did experiments on fiber connectors having 

the form shown in Fig. 2. Here grooves were hot-pressed into lucite 
blocks using fibers of the same size as those to be mounted as templates. 
Fibers were then inserted into the grooves and held in place by cement. 
Typical loss achieved upon disassembly and reassembly was 1 dB  0.5 
dB, which was considered acceptable for such a crude structure. In 
another experiment, one lucite block was made mechanically movable 
to form a single-pole, double-throw switch; loss variation upon operat-
ing the switch was again about 1 dB. 
The prospects for near-term use of optical fibers in communications 

systems are indeed good; what is hoped is that the above concepts 
will stimulate others in the pursuit of a useful and economic cabling 
method and, thus, lead to a more rapid application of fibers in practical 
systems. Recently, a method was proposed for splicing fiber ribbons of 
the type described above.' 
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array of fibers embedded in a thin, flexible supporting medium as 
components of a ethic for fiber transmission systems. With the pro-
gress that has been made in drawing low-loss fibers, the physical form 
used to cable the fibers has become a truly relevant problem and is 
presently being pursued at several laboratories. 
Figure 1 shows some of the structures of interest. The value of rib-

bons in a transmission cable was initially conceived as relating well to 
planar technology for connector and repeater circuitry fabrication. A 
natural layout for repeater electronics is an input consisting of a linear 
array of detectors with a similar emitter array for the output. 
Fiber ribbons should also be easier to handle than conventional 

bundles. In the event of cable breakage, the ribbon resolves the prob-
lem of fiber identification; coding is simple. Ribbons may be easily 
stacked to form higher-capacity cables. The geometry lends itself well 
to connector design. For example, suppose the supporting medium to 
be some sort of plastic. To make fiber separation easy, we cut the 
ribbon, then we dissolve a portion of the supporting medium to free 
the fiber ends. The ends are then placed in the connector, which is 
finally recoated with the plastic. 
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Fig. I--Some fiber ribbon structure. 
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Many forms can be envisioned for the connector. For example, con-
sider a glass plate whose refractive index is less than that of the fiber. 
Using conventional photolithographic techniques, one can etch chan-
nels in the glass. The fibers may then be placed in the channels and 
covered with a second glass plate or a plastic similar to the ribbon 
support. The output end of the connector can be polished to clean up 
the fiber ends if necessary. 
Finally, the manufacture of ribbons should be straightforward, Two 

methods are described in the literature.'.2 
Am stated previously, the purpose of this brief has been to describe 

concepts of fiber ribbon transmission line accessories. It is recognized 
that practical difficulties will ensue when attempting to reduce any of 
the concepts to the hardware stage. For example, mechanical toler-
ances, which will generally be dependent upon the fiber core diameter, 
are of prime importance in any hardware for any fiber optic transmis-
sion line. However, we believe that the naturally planar form of the 
fiber ribbon, associated connectors, and circuitry described above 
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Fig. 2—Grooved incite planar connector for fiber ribbon transmission line. 

would permit excellent dimensional control. Experimental work would 
be necessary to define quantitative limits. 
Some years ago we did experiments on fiber connectors having 

the form shown in Fig. 2. Here grooves were hot-pressed into lucite 
blocks using fibers of the same size as those to be mounted as templates. 
Fibers were then inserted into the grooves and held in place by cement. 
Typical loss achieved upon disassembly and reassembly was 1 dB ± 0.5 
dB, which was considered acceptable for such a crude structure. In 
another experiment, one lucite block was made mechanically movable 
to form a single-pole, double-throw switch; loss variation upon operat-
ing the switch was again about 1 dB. 
The prospects for near-term use of optical fibers in communications 

systems are indeed good; what is hoped is that the above concepts 
will stimulate others in the pursuit of a useful and economic cabling 
method and, thus, lead to a more rapid application of fibers in practical 
systems. Recently, a method was proposed for splicing fiber ribbons of 
the type described above.' 
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